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UNIVERSAL TAVERRM ETER 
First grade accuracy, 

40 ranges, 1000 ohms per volt. 
Four -inch meter scale. 
Mirror and Knife edge 
pointer. 
Buzzer for Continuity 
Tests. 

4 Automatic overload pro- 
tection. 

5 Self -Contained Resist- 
ance measurements 
from I Ohm up to 
Megohm. 

6 Three Self-contained 
capacity ranges with ex- 
ternal A.C. Supply. 

Limited supplies of these instruments are now available. 
All orders are executed in strict rotation. 

Price:- Please write for 
technical brochure. £1 5. I5.0. 

Electrical Instruments, Ltd. Ta y l.o r 419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
Tel: S'IouQh 21181 (4 Hues) Gr,ams T I,ms S1ong; 

SOUTHERN RADIO 
8c ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. 

NEW GOADS 
d.B..0005 m(Il. MIDGET TUNING CONDENSERS: Single 
gang 8110, Twin gang 1313, Triple gang 17/6. Twin gang fitted 
with slow motion drive, 18/ 
J.R. SLOW MOTION DIALS.-Calibrated ivorine scales 
with medium and long -wave stations. Round or square dials, 
11/9 and 11'6. 
WEYMOUTH SUPERIIEr. ('OIL PACKS. -19-50, 200-550 
and 800-2,000 metres, for 465 1{c I.F.'s. Contains coils, trim- 
mers, padders, wavechange switch. One hole fixing. Only 
5 leads to connect. Complete with circuit of modern 5 -valve 
mains superhet. 38/6. 
WM(3101 TII T. R.F. MEDIUM AND LONG -WAVE COILS. -With circuit. Per pair/ 9/6. W.P.E. ALL -WAVE SC'PERIIET. TUNING UNIT. -3 wave- 
band with tuning condenser, slow motion drive, coloured 
dial with station names, coils. trimmers and padders. One 
hole chassis fixing. With circuit; 59/6. 
SCREW GRIP TOOLS.-At lastaa pocket tool which enables 
screws and nuts to be held in awkward places. Saves time 
and tempers, I.A. 
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.-17in. x 10in, x 21n., 9/9, 15in. a 
9in. x 2in., 718. 81n. .x 7in. a 2in., 6/4. 
ALUMINIUM PANELS.-19in. x 10Ain., 5/8) 19in. a 7in., 
4'6. 19in. x 3)in.. 3'-, 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS.-Hamrad 7 me//s band with 
plug-in dustproof holder, 30//-. Crystal only, 22/6. Holder only, 
916. Q.C.C. P5 with dustproof holder, 1.8, 3.5 and 7 mc/s band, 
32/6. Crystals ground to your own frequency, 51- extra. 
I)ENCO S.W. 11.F. C'HOK iS, 2/-. Ultra Short wave H.F. 
chokes, L3. All wave H.F. cokes, wire ends, 3/-, chassis type, 
lie. 

Ex Govt. stock. 
THERMO-COUPLE R.F. METERS by Weston, Ferranti, 
etc. 0.5 amp., 22//6: 3 amp., 22i6. tin. dial. 
2 VOLT D.P.D.T. RELAYS.-First class, strongly made 
switches, 3/9. 
S'T'EEL BOXES WITH HINGED LID AND CLASPS. 
Ideal for wavemeters, monitors, test meters_etc. Size Skin. x 
Bin. x 64ín. With padded lid. Price, including postage, 5/9, Stockists of DENCO, EDDYSTONE, HAMRAD, J.B., LONDEX, 
Q.C.C.. WEARITE, WODEN, UTILITY, etc. Send 2!.d. stamp 
for latest catalogue. 

85 FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS. 
Phone ; Salisbury 21.08. 

International Octal 
(Cat. No: VH 232/21 

Mazda Octal 
(Cat. No : VH 92/8) 

SINGLE PLATE 

O C T A L 
ÓIt VALVEHOLDERS 

(St ndard I â" fixing centres) 

These valveholders, incorporating the latest 
" CLIX " resilient sockets, will retain the 

,valve under most exacting conditions. In 
use by leading Set Manufacturers for Home 
and Export Sets. 

See current Price List fnr details of all Clix components 

BRITISH 1ECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD. 
21 BRUTON STREET, BERKELEY SQUARE, Wrf: 
Grams: TROLINX, WESDO. LONDON Phone: MAYFAIR 5543 

V 
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The Television Era 
ACCORDING to an American journalist, riuublic 

expectancy in the television era has been 
built up to the point where the average person 

thinks that he will be able very shortly to buy a 
high-grade television receiver at about the price 
of a radio set, and at the turn of a dial to enjoy 
a steady stream of programmes. This writer thinks 
that this is far from the truth. As far as this country 
is concerned it is true that the public will have to 

Owait some time before television receivers are 
available in quantity. This is not due, however, 
as this American journalist thinks, to lack of technical 
development in the design of television receivers, 
but purely because in this country we have only one 
station radiating television. Everyone knows that 
the range of a television transmitter is extremely 
limited. In fact, it can be asserted that satisfactory 
television reception is not possible outside a radius 
of about thirty miles. Moreover, television pro- 
grammes are being radiated on a system which was 
already obsolete in 1939. We do not state this in 
any sense of criticism, for the B.B.C. and the Govern- 
ment were most anxious that those who had spent 

14th 'YEAR 
OF ISSUE 

BY THE EDITOR 

television receivers is now available (6 regular 
broadcast stations and 3 experimental stations), 
and that over a thousand more stations will be 
needed to cover America. As in this country, so 
in America, there are not enough ,Television receivers 
to attract advertisers, but we do not agree as far 
as England is concerned that the cost of good 
receivers will be prohibitive. In America, of course, 
where sponsored programmes are the order of the 
day, advertising revenue' is the -:key to technical 
development. It is not so- in this éountry, for our 
programmes are meticulously vetted and kept free 
from anything imthe nature of commercial adver- 
tising or trade. puffs: -Good television programmes 
are bound to be costly, and we cannot foresee any 
developments- within the next ten years which will 
cheapen them. No one has yet discovered a satis- 
factory method of bottling " or canning pro- 
grammes, the difficulty being the wide frequency 
band involved which does not lend itself to present 
systems of recording. 

Nor can we see any great improvement -within 
the next few years in television technique, but we 

a not inconsiderable sum of money on the purchase do not think that it is technically unsound, as does 
of a television receiver befòre the war should at our American critic. , We. visited the B.B.C. studios 
the earliest possible moment be able to enjoy the a short time aga to' inspect television reception, 
service so abruptly cut short when the war started. and we found that distortion was taking place at the 

--_ --_-,--__--_ - __... bottom end of the tube. We do 
not think that the cathode-ray 
tube as at present produced is the 
final w:prd. Some optical system 
using a tiny tube and correcting 
barrel distortion may come along. 
It is, however, not yet on she 
scientific horizon, and in the 
meantime we have to makè the 
best' of what we have. Like the 
early motor -cat, the early aero- 
plane and the early wireless set, 
which seem laughable when con- 
sidered in the light of their 
modern counterparts, the tele- 
vision receiver will have to follow 
the same slow and tortuous 
technical paths before we can 
say, as we now can with sound 
broadcasting and tile' telephone. 
that reasonable perfection, still 
leaving room for improvement, 
has been attained. 

An inspection of television 
patents shows that no one has 
yet arrived at an improved 
system of scanning. 

It is stated in the American 
Press that universal television 
in the home is a long way off. 
It is only so far off in this - 
country as the maturing of 
plans for the opening up of the 
network of television trans- 
mitters necessary to serve the 
whole Country. Ignoring freak 
reception, which is always 
possible, we think that world- 
wide reception of television 
programmes is indeed a long 
way off. But to suggest that 
universal television is a dream 
of the distant future is indeed a 
mis -statement. 

The criticisms to which we 
have referred come from one 
who claims to have been the 
first to use the word television 
in two 1 The mildest researches 
on his part would show that this 
word was used in this country 
long before that date. As far 
as America is concerned we 
agree that only a handful of 

t Editorial and Advertisement Offices : 

"Praetieal Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd. 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,, 

W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar 4363. 
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London. 

Registered at the G.P.O. For transmission by 
Canadian Magazine Post. 

The Editor will be pleased to consider 
1 articles of a practical nature suitable 
1 for publication in " Practical Wireless." 

Such articles should be written on one 
side of the paper only, and should con- 
tain the name and address of the sender. 

Whilst the Editor does not hold himself 
responsible for manuscripts, every effort 
will be made to return them if a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. 
All correspondence intended for the 
Editor should be addressed : The Editor, 
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes, 

T Ltd., Tower House, Southampton 
T Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
1 Owing to the rapid progress in the 

design of wireless apparatus and to our 
efforts to keep our readers in touch 
with the latest derrloz'me'^ts, the give 
no warranty that apparatus described 
in our columns is not the subject of 
l 

Copyright in all drawings. photo- ' 
ra and res ublishe in i 

} 

i 

etters patent. 

i 
Prhsactical Wirelesstiri is specifdically 

reserved throughout the countries ' 
signatory to the Berne. Convention and 1 

f. the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations 
of any of these are therefore expressly e 

forbidden. "Practical Wireless " i 
incorporates " Amateur Wireless." l 
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ROUND THE 
Radio Amateurs' Examination 

ACOURSE covering the syllabus of the Radio 
Amateurs' Examination of the City and Guilds 

of London Institute is being held during the 1946-7 
session at the Brentford Evening Institute. The 
Institute is situated in Boston Manor Road, at the rear 
of Brentford Library, and is on the 97 bus and 655 
trolley bus routes. 

Classes' commenced at the end of September and 
will continue tip to the date of the examination (which is 
probably. in May, 1947). The fees are : students under 
16 years of age, 2s. 6d.; students over 16 years of age, 5s. 
Full details of this and other technical courses may be 
obtained from the prospectus which is available on 
application to. the Principal, Chiswick Polytechnic, Bath 
Road, Bedford Park, London, W.4. 

Requests for Viewers' Opinions 
TELEVISION viewers are being asked to send in 

A letters giving their reactions to the programmes 
and making suggestions for their improvement. The 
request has come :to them on the television screen in 
announcements also .asking them to say what times 
and days they consider most suitable for particular 
programmes. Ínformation is also sought on the quality 
of reception in different areas. 

Letters should be addressed to : Television, B.B.C., 
Broadcasting House, London, W.x. 

Wireless Transmitting Licences 
APOST OFFICE official states that whilst it is 

generally known that wireless receiving apparatus 
must not be used without a licence from the Postmaster 
General, many people do not appear, to be aware that it 
is also an offence against the law to use wireless trans- 
mitting apparatus without a licence. The unauthorised 
use of transmitting apparatus may interfere with 
important wireless services, iricliding those operated 
for the safety of life, and is regarded as a serious offence. 
Within thepast 'few weeks three persons in different 
parts of the country have been fined and ordered to pay 
costs for operating' wireless transmitters without a 
licence, and in two instances the Court also ordered 
confiscation of the apparatus. 

OF WIRELESS 
Further Frequencies Released 

THE G.P.O. have now released the remainder of the 
" top band," thus giving the full pre-war allocation, 

namely 1,7x5-2,000 kc/s. Power is to be limited to 
10 watts input. 

As from oo.o1 B.S.T., Sunday, September 1st, 1946, 
the following additional frequency bands were released : 
3,500-3,635 kc/s and 3,685-3,800 kc/s. Power limits as 
for 7, 14 and 28 me/s, namely, Class A, 25 watts ; Class B, 
15o watts. 

Carry -with -you Radio Sets 
THE latest in radio novelties, developed from the 

tiny models dropped by air to the underground 
movement in Europe, will soon be on general sale. 
Weighing 43;lb., and about the size of a biggish folding 
camera, it is carried by a sling which acts as aerial. 
Dry batteries provide the power. Manufactured by 
Romac Radio Corporation, London, it will sell at £18, 
including purchase tax. The model is on show at the 
" Britain Can Make It " Exhibition, Victoria and Albert 
Museum,_ London. 

The latest in radio novelties is a pocket radio, 
which is no larger than the average ladies' 

handbag. 

Science Broadcasts 
SCIENCE broadcasts proved one of the 

most attractive " lines "- with service 
listeners during the first year of F. E. B. 
The B.B.C. have now started another series 
of vital interest, on the relationship between 
man and the other animals and on the 
means by which he can increase the world's 
production of food. 
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Broadcasts to Schools 
THE Central Council for School Broadcasting has 

issued its new Syllabus for the period September 
23rd to December 6th, 1946 ; 13,4ro schools are 
registered as listening, 923 mere -than in 1945. 

To aid both teachers and pupils the B.B.C. is issuing 
illustrated pamphlets on some . of - the lessons. In 
addition, a wall chart is issued, giving details of the 
timing and subjepts, for posting in each registered 
school, and a booklet covering the whole range of the 
syllabus giving a short note on the aims and contents 
of each series of broadcasts for the school year 1946-7. 

A number of additional series designed for Scottish 
and Welsh schools are included in the 1946-7 syllabus. 
Also two, additional modern language series. 

"Production Drive" 
SHOOTING has just. been completed at Philips 

Mitcham Works of a sequence of scenes for inclusion 
in the Government's latest film " Production Drive." 

The venue chosen was the main assembly shop at 
Mitcham, and numerous shots were taken of activity 
there, including an impressive close-up of radio sets 
coming off the end of the assembly line with operators 
at work. A huge stack of Philips receivers ready for 
export was one of the more imposing items filmed. 

The Green Park Filrn Company. is shooting the film 
on behalf of the Central Office of Information. 

" Production Drive " is intended to bring to the 
notice of the public the problems that industry has to 
contend with in connection with' -labour and. material 
shortages,.. -It is r,òooft. in length and will run for 'ten 
minutes. On completion it will be shown throughout 
the country in most of the main cineinas. 

Of the many radio factories considered for use by 
the . C.O.L, the Philips Works was found the most 
suitable for inclusion in " Production Drive." 

New Radiogram 
THE R.G.D. Co. now have in production a new 

high -quality radio -gramophone. Before the war, 
they had works at Birmingham, but they are now 
located at Bridgnorth, Shropshire, where until recently 
they have been fully engaged on the production of radio 
equipment for the armed forces. 

"Ten Minute Alibi " 
JAN BUSSELL will please viewers who advocate that 

a television play:needs an interval. He plans to 
have a three -minute one in "Ten Minute. Alibi"- 
Anthony Armstrong's. successful' murder play. This 
question of intervals is a thorny One. Some viewers 
argue that the play should go through without -a break 

Many new features are included in post-war radio and 
television sets, which are to be seen at the " Britain 
Can Make IL' Exhibition. Above is shown a new large 

screen television set.' 

like a film, while others prefer to maintain the theatre 
atmosphere and stop for refreshments. 

Wireless Receiving Licences 
THE number. of broadcast receiving licences in force 

in Great Britain and Northern. Ireland continues 
to increase-, and has now reached a total of 10,674,000. 
Included in this total are I,750 television licences, brit 
this figure does not give ally indication of the numbers 
of. television sets now in- use, as viewers holding 
unexpired ros. licences need not take out television 
licences until their ros. licences expire. 

The increase in the total number of licences 
suggests that the Post Office has already 
had a good :deal of success in its efforts to 
round up unlicensed receivers, but it is not 
relaxing those efforts, and during the last 
five months more than 1,000 persons have 
been prosecuted for working 'sett without 
licences. Statement showing the approximate 
numbers issued during the year ending 
July 31st, 1946: 

`Region Number 
London Postal .. .. 2,032,000 
1-1.ome Counties .. 1,354,000 
Midland .. 1,540,000 
North Eastern .. 1,645,000 
North Western .. 1,416,000 
South Western - ... .. 885,000 
Welsh and Border .. 617,000 

Shooting in progress at Philips Mitcham Works for the 
Government's new film " Production Drive." 

Total England and Wales .. 9,489,000 
Scotland.. .. I,o3o,000 
Northern Ireland 155,000 

Grand Total ... .. 10,674,000 
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Domestic Amplifier 
A Useful Unit Built Round " Surplus " 

ACOMPACT, lightweight and reasonably cheap 
amplifier for domestic use was required by a 

friend, and it was decided to make use of some of 
the ex-R.A.F. valves available at reduced prices at the 
present time. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 was finally 
decided upon, and was found to give sufficient volume 
and satisfactory quality for home use. A tone control 

R4 

i RI -250 k!2. 
' R2-100 ki2, 
° R3- 10 k2. 
i R4-1,000!2 1w. 
: R5-100 ki2. 
t R6 10ki2. 
I R7- 50 ki2. 

Valves. By R. S. MOORE 

as a high -gain voltage amplifier. This is followed by 
the tone control circuit, and VI, which is a triode phase- 
splitter, using an EF39 or EF36, connected as a triode, 
as in Fig. 1, or a 6J5G triode may be used. Two E1.32, 
or the American 1637, output pentodes are used in push- 
pull, in the output stage. 

The output transformer, which 
L.F Choke 

y 

Pt, 

cio 
9 

R/O 

Fig. 1.-The circuit diagram. 

000000 

cT Tc, 

72 

R8-1 meg. C1-18-1-S,uF. 
R9-1,000 Q 1w. C2- f 
R10-50 kS2. C3 -80F. 
R11-50 k2. C4=0.5itF. 
R12-250 k9. C5-25/eF., 25v. wkg. 
R13-250 k2. C6-0.1/tF. 
RI4-30052 2w. C7-.001ftF. 

giving fixed " bass boost " and variable " top boost " 
was included, but if desired bass boost may also be made 
variable, as will be explained. 

Circuit 
The first stage employs an EF39 (VI) R.F. pentode 

V5 Mains Transformer V2 

he "completed amplifier. 

Tt 

6.3 v. 

y - 

0 0 

AÇ 
Mains 

has a total ratio of 
about 90 : r, 
centre tapped 
(i.e., 45 : 1 each 
half), can be quite 
small, as the 
anode current of 
the EL32 is 
only 36 mA.. 
Tile push- pull 
arrange in ent 
will avoid core- 
s a tu ra t i on 

1 troubles. 
The mains 

transformer, Tr, 
supplies 350-0-350 
volts at loo mA., 
5 volts at z amp. 
for the rectifier 
heater, and 6.3 
volts at about 2 

amp. for the other 
v a l v e heaters. 
Since the total 
H.T. and L.T. con- 
sumption is less 
than these figures, 
it is possible to 
run a smalL radio 
u n i t, consisting 

C8-Sec Text. 
C9 0.1,uF. C10 
VC -250 k.2. 
TC -500 kSl. 
VI-EF39, .V2-EF36 or '39, 
V3,V4-EL32, V2-5Z4G. 

of R.F. and detector stages, from the saine power supply 
if it is desired to use the amplifier for radio listening. 

Electrolytics of the new sniall.dry type were used for 
Cr, C2, C3 and C5. All condensers should be at least 
450 volts working, except C5, which is rated at 25v. 

Tone Control 
C6 is the coupling condenser from V1 anode. R5 

PIN / 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 TC, 

EL32 - H A Sc, - - H C G 

EF36,EF39 Met, H A Sc, Sup, - H C G 

6J5G Met: H A - G - H C - 
5Z4G,5U4G 
U50, U52 ' 

H - A - A - H - 
4 5 /O o\ 

3 0 4 0 6 Viewed Fror, 
i `-Underneath O o Valve 

2 0 O/7 
! 8' 

'Fig. 5.-Showing the valve-pin'connections. 
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forms one artrl, and R6 and C5 
together form the other arm of 
a potentiometer across the Vl 

output from Vs. The signals Anode 
developed across the lower arm 
are feel to the grid of V2 via 
:R7, and since the reactance of 
C8 is greater at the lower 
frequencies the proportion of 
the output of Vi reaching V2 

drill be greater at the lower 
frequencies. The degree - to 
which this bass boost takes 
place depends on C8, the value Bass 
'of which normally lies between , Control 
:oox mfd. and .os mfd.-a value 
of .01 was found to 'be C8 
satisfactory in the amplifier 00/ - 
built. It should be chosen to 005 
suit the loudspeaker used and to 
suit individual taste. For this 
reason it may be desirable to 
make the bass boost variable, 
and the circuit for this is shown Fig. 6. Alternative arrangements for variable " bass boost" as described in 

'in Fig. 6. If the variable 
resistance is used, the component should be a 5oo,000 
ohm volume control. 

The switch used in the alternative arrangement is a 
single pole' 5 -way wafer type. 

Top boost is obtained by feeding the " high notes " 
ditect to the grid of V2 via C7 and the potentiometer 
marked T.C. The reactance of C7 will be low at high 
'frequencies, but will be high at the lower frequencies, 
thus applying only the higher notes to V2. The amount 
of " top " reaching V2 grid is controlled by the T.C. 
.potentiometer. Though .00x mfd. is given as the value of 
C7, different values may be tried to suit individual taste. 

C7 TC C-; TC. 

2 
Grid 

Circuit 

Suggested Values 
For C8a 05 

b 0/ 
c 005 
d 00/ 

Mains 
Lead 

LS 

Mains Transformer 

(Dee 

To Top of V4 

[IujlVi 
lUl fl 

111 

ailaiilNlli4llllliblfllli 

To Top of V2 
To 

V3 
of 

o O 

Vz 

To Top of V/ 

o O 

V. 

Input 

Tbp View Of Chassis 

(a) 

S, 

On -Off 
Switch 

Vl 
Anode 

V2 
Grid 
Circuit 

Cea 

Bass 
Control 

(b) 
the text. 

Chassis 
The chassis was made from i6 s.w.g. aluminium. 

Constructional details need not be given here, as Figs. 2, 
3 and 4 provide. the necessary information. The piece 
of metal required is rain, by loin., at the chassis size 
is 8 by 5 by skin. 

Notes 
All grid leads were screened, and top -cap screens 

used on VI and V2. The chassis should be earthed 
to reduce hum, ancj it is advisable to screen pick-up leads. 
If there is any instability, it may be necessary to fit 

8" 

Tone 
C ontrai 

T.C. 

V.C. 
Volume 
Control 

Input 

5" 

Underside Of Chassis 

Figs. 2 and 3.-Top and underneath view of the chassis, showing component layout. 
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" grid -stoppers " to Vi, and the output valves V3, V4. 
These, should have a value of about 20,000 ohms, and. 
are placed in series with the grid lead, and close to the 
top -cap. That for Vi should be placed inside the 
screen. 

The 5Z4G, indirectly -heated rectifier, was used for 
V5, but directly -heated valves of similar rating may be 
used, e.g., 5U4G, 5Y3G, U5o or U52. 

Electrolytic condensers, Cr, C2, C3 and C5, are 

mounted through the chassis by means of clips, the tags 
pointing downwards. 

If the amplifier is not to be housed in a cabinet, a 
base -plate may be fitted over the bottom of the chassis.; 
As there are no live points above the chassis (unless a 
transformer with tags or terminals is used), it is safe to 
leave the amplifier uncovered. 

The output transformer ratio is for a speech coil of 
3 ohms. 

Unified Control 
Combined Reaction and H.F. Input : V.M. and H.F. Input Control Automatic Reaction 

By F. G. RAYER 

CONSIDERABLE simplification is possible in- the 
controls of- most receivers, and is particularly 
applicable to receivers for domestic use. Methods 

occasionally -seen, such . as the operation - of the wave - 

V H.T} / 

primary of the coil is not entirely by-passed. The 
.00g3_mid. reaction condenser may be replaced by 
a pre-set if desired; but with normal coils this is 
not necessary. 

b b 
b 0 O 0 0 b 0 0 0 

1 
0005 Mfd 

0003 Mfd 

II 
o 10 2 Meg 0 o b n 

.6005 

,I. 
d. 

000 

5,000 It. 
Fig. I.-Combined reaction and H.F. input control. 

To L.F 
Sr 

H. EC. 

"000/ MId. ® 

H.T- 

change switch by pulling the tuning -control knob (which 
is really no simplification of control but merely reduces 
the number of knobs on the panel), convey little 
advantage. But where a control usually used for one 
purpose only can -be made to fulfil other purposes 
automatically, then real benefit arises. 

Combined Reaction and H.F. Input 
This is a good example of real simplification 'applicable 

to the straight receiver with one or more H.F. stages. 
Instead of separate controls for reaction and H.F. gain, 
a single 5,000 ohm potentiometer is used. When the 
slider is fully to the left (in Fig. i), the aerial input is 
reduced and reaction is at a minimum. With the 
potentiometer near central position, the aerial input 
will be scarcely reduced at all ; - further rotation will 
increase reaction until oscillation arises. This control, 
therefore, acts as both H.F. and reaction control in the 
correct sequence. 

If it is desired that signals be not reduced to zero 
with the control at minimum-a resistor of 50-1,000 
ohms may be added at the point X so -that the 

v 
5,000 n 

V.M. and H.F. Input 
f/T + Control - 

Occasionally, r e - 
ceivers are fitted with 

$ a " local distance 
switch, throwing a 
resistor across the 
aerial -earth circuit to 
prevent overloading on 
powerful local-: stations. 
If .the circuit in Fig. 2 
is used, this is not 
necessary. 

A. 5,000 . ohm poten- 
tiometer is connected 
across the aerial coil 
primary (this will have 
no noticeable effect. in 
itself), and as the slider 
is moved upwards the 
signal will be by-passed. 
At the same time in - 

4, 7:- creasing bias will be 
applied to the H.F. 

2 valve, as the full 
L -TH negative bias is obtain- 

ed via the aerial coil. 
The input will thus he 
reduced at the same 
time as the H.F. gain. 

H.T/ To 
Defector 
Coil 

0005 
Mfd. 

L. T- 
H .T- 
G 13+ 

L T. 4- 

® 1 G.B-9V v . 

Fig. 2.-V.M. and H.F. input control. 
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\Vith the slider turned to the other end of the element The circuit should be adjusted as follows. Tune the 
the full signal will be applied to the valve, with zero receiver to near the minirnum-wawelength end of the 
bias. It will be noted that as regards H.F. currents the tuning scale and adjust Pr until the desired reaction 
slider is earthed via the second .r mfd. condenser. effect is obtained (e.g., not quite oscillating). Now tune 

0005 
Mfd / 

MM. 

000/Mfd 

I 
(P2) 
00/ 

rims Mid: 

0005 
Mfd. 

50,000I2 

0002 
MId (P/) 

l 

00000 T`--- 
H. FC. 

0002 Mfd 
(P 3) 

Fig. 3. Automatic reaction will make the receiver sensitive throughout the tuning range. 

Automatic Reaction 
L'y the use tuning -condenser 

and the circuit in Fig. 3, reaction may be automatically 
adjusted so that the receiver is in a sensitive condition 
throughout the tuning range. Manual reaction can be 

a a 
C> 
C> 

f 

1:D 0005 
-a 

-r 
C' Mk/. 
C> 
C> 

/ Me 

I Mtd 

4000 n 
5,000 n 

avoided, and something like the ease of operation of 
a superhet obtained. 

A 3 -gang .000s mfd. condenser is used for tuning and 
reaction, with the three pre-sets PI, P2 and P3, as 
indicated. 

0 a 

L T - 
H. T- 
G.B.-l 

L.T-1- 

G.B.-9V 

to the other end of the scale and adjust Pz for the 
reaction effect. P; should be adjusted to remove 

any tendency for the circuit to go into violent oscillation 
near the H.F. end of the range. 

If well -designed coils are used, and the detector 
operated under proper 
conditions of anode 
voltage, etc., a slight 
increase in reaction 
capacity will be needed 
as the receiver is tuned 

a 

3 

/Mfd. I 0003Mfd. 

H.FC. 

00000 
To 
L. F 

T 

to higher wavelengths. 
This; with the mininiunr 
necessary, will be ob- 
tained in the correct 
manner by C2 via P2 
and Pr. 

Unfortunately, t h i s 
circuit is not suitable 
for S.W. receivers, as 
the exact adjustment 
throughout the band 
necessary is not possible. 

HT- 
L.T. - Combined Reaction and 
G. B.+ H.F. Gain 

This circuit is similar 

LT-I- 

C.B.-9V 

Fig. 4.-As V.M. bias is reduced, 
reaction is advanced. 

to Fig. r; except that 
H.F. gain control is pro- 
vided, instead of control 
of the signal input to 
the H.F. stage. In some 
cases this can give some 
slight advantage, 
especially when the 
short-circuiting of the 
aerial winding, as in 

Fig. r, upsets ganging with the particular coils used. 
In operation, the slider is earthed as regards H.F. by 

the second .i mid, condenser. This enables the reaction 
to be controlled via the .0003 mfd. fixed condenser 
as before. 
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In the H.F. stage the operation is as follows. When Tuning 
the slider is fully to the left (in Pig. 4) the maximum Knob 
negative bias is -applied to the grid and across the r,000 
ohm resistor. If now, for example, the slider is rotated 
to bring 1,000 ohms into circuit, a -network is -formed 
with two r,000 ohm resistors, the V.M. bias being 
obtained from the junction. The bias applied to the 
valve is, therefore, -halved. On bringing the potentio- 
meter element further into circuit, the bias is reduced 
still more, the V.M. bias therefore being reduced in the' 
necessary manner as reaction is advanced. 

Even with the potentiometer fully in circuit, some bias 
will still be applied -to the H.F. stage. However, a small 
bias has no appreciable influence on volume, and instead 
of the full negative bias being used the tapping may be 
reduced to such a value as is necessary for sufficient 
control at the minimum setting of the control. A 
convenient degree of V.M. control, with reaction, will 
then result. 

Domestic Receiver 
Fig. 5 shows the panel of a receiver built up using 

possible simplifications. In this the right-hand control 
is a potentiometer with on -off switch. It therefore 
switches the receiver on, and rotation increases H.F. 
gain to maximum ; further rotation leaves H.F. gain at 
maximum and builds up reaction until the oscillation 
point is reached. The 'left-hand control is the tuning - 

Tuning 0ial 
With Automatic 
Wave -Changing 

Combined On/011, 
rt F Input and 
Reaction Control 

. Fig. 5.-Showing simplification. of ordinary T.R.F. 
receiver controls by system described. 

dial, the pointer being free to travel the full 36o degrees, 
and automatic wave -change switching coining into 
operation as the pointer moves from long -wave to 
medium -wave scales, or vice-versa. It is merely necessary, 
therefore, to turn the pointer to any station on either 
band and adjust the second control for volume. 

The combined on -off, H.F. and reaction control is 
obtained by using the circuit in Fig. r, with a potentio- 

meter with switch. 
The automatic wave -change switching is obtained 

as shown in Fig. 6. It is necessary to use a gang 
condenser which can- be rotated through a full circle, 
and the pointer, with concentric or other reduction drive, 
is also arranged so that it can be fully rotated, several 
revolutions in one direction if necessary. As shown in 
Fig. 5, a small space is left between the long- and medium - 
wave band on the dial. While the pointer and condenser 
is traversing this space the cant shown in Fig. 6 opens 
or closes the wave -change switch contacts, depending 
on whether the pointer is moved from medium- to lone, - 

wave parts of the dial, or vice-versa. In consequence, 
turning the pointer to any wavelength on either band 
automatically adjusts the set to the necessary wave 
range and tunes to that wavelength. For example, the 
set may be tuned u.p from 200 metres to 55o metres on the 
M.W. band. Further rotation opens the wave -change 
switch contacts as the pointer passes the blank space, 
the tuning -condenser vanes then being fully intermeshed. 

November, 1946 

Pane/ 

/Poinrer 
Dial 

Reduction 
Drive 
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Condenser 
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To Coi/s Switch Contacts 

Fig. 6.-Automatic wave -change switching. 

Further rotation opens the condenser, tuning down 'to 
r,000 metres if necessary, when the contacts close for 
M.W. reception if required. 

This method may also be used with horizontal or 
vertical dials, and with three-. or four -band receivers, 
with some slight complication. - 

A Simple Microphone 
I\VAS temporarily in need of a microphone and, not 

wishing to buy one for the occasion, I constructed 
one on the following lines. I obtained a single earphone 
and substituted a square piece of wood for the coils 
and magnet. To this was screwed a large metal washer, 
so that it was insulated from the Metal case, and round 
it placed a ring of cotton -wool. Inside this were placed 
the carbon granules. The block is held in place by 
terminals from which leads are taken, the internal 
connections being from the metal washer and the ease. 
So that the stalloy diaphragm should make sufficient 

Cardboard Ring Diaphragm 
Cover Granules J Cotton Wool 

Connection 
to Washer - 

Block ol- 
Wood 

In s ula tors ' -Termina/s 

Washer 

Connection 
to 
Metal Case 

Details of a simple microphone. 

contact with the carbon granules, the varnish should be 
carefully removed and a thin ring of cardboard placed 
on top to hold it tight when the cover is screwed down. 
As the aperture in the cover is small, one has to speak 
close to the mike. I take this -opportunity to compliment 
you on your excellent paper.-j. Tooui: (Whitstable). 

Radio Engineer's Vest Rocket Book 
3/6, or 3/9 by post from 

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 

i 
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Aerials for Transmitters 
Details for the Selection, Erection and Testing of Various Types of Aerial 

By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY) 

THE amateur who is already " on the air " will hardly 
nerd any advice concerning aerials unless he is 
finding difficulty in getting across with his existing 

equipment. On the other hand, the prospective amateur 
transmitter is probably concerned as to what type of 
aerial he will eventually put up, especially it he has 
read sonic of the publications dealing entirely with aerial 

Multiples of A z 

Fig. 1.-The Zepp aerial 
and its most important 

dimensions. 

To Tx 

arrays. The following notes will no ddubt be of value 
in helping him more easily to arrive at a decision and 
thereby simplify the work of getting his station erected 
in readiness for a licence. 

-Aerials may _roughly be classified into simple single - 
wire elements, or multi -wire arrays. Into the first group 
come the Hertz., Windom, Dipole, W3EDP, etc., whilst 
into the second group come the Sterba, Bruce, 8JN, and 
modifications of these. 

Aerial Lengths 
Before settling down to the selection of the type, it 

is necessary to consider what space is available. In this 
connection it is important to remember that it is not 
by any means essential to put the aerial out in the 
open. A really efficient aerial may be erected in a loft 
and in sonic cases (notably where a small folded array 
is to be used), the additionalheight gained by using a 
Jolt as compared with the. ordinary. type of mast which 
would be used in the normal garden will prove of the 
utmost value. The first thing to bear in mind in selecting 
the, aerial is the -length of the space which is available. 
For this purpose it is necessary to remember the equiva- 
lent -wavelengths of the amateur frequencies which 
are in use, and theft the aerial will tune to roughly twice 
its natural length in metres. As a rough calculation 
therefore, we may take it that a full -wave aerial on 
7 mcs (40 metres) calls for, roughly, 132ft., 20 metres 
fôft., and so on.. From this you can see very quickly 
whether or not a full -wave or half -wave single wire 
can be erected in your particular location, or whether 

Mu/tin/es of 

4 pr 
2 : 

E F 

C D 

Fig. 3.-The Sterba, and modifications of it, follows' the 
above form. 600-qhm feeders may be taken from AB, 

CD or EF, according to the size of the array. 

some forum of folded array must be used. Another point 
to bear in mind is whether or not the actual transmitting 
room will be at one end of the aerial. In most homes the 
garden will be at the back of the house, and the trans- 
mitter will be in one of the rooms, which means that 
if an aerial is run straight down the garden, and some 
type necessitating a centre feed is employed, this feeder 
has to travel right back to the house and may influence 
the performance. The ideal arrangement where a centre 
feeder is eruploecd is obviously where the transmitter 
is situated inn eediately beneath the centre of the aerial 
and in the majority of cases this is not possible. 

Feeders 
Purthermore, if the feeder is going to be so very long 

some form of support has got to be considered, and this 
again will probably introduce difficulties. Twisted 
flex or similar low -impedance feeders may be supported 
by insulators on short lengths of wood attached to a 
fence, for instance, but 600 -ohm feeders or similar spaced 
wires are much more difficult to support without 
upsetting the balance. 

P A. 
Tank 

May be 
Folded 

00025 Mfd 

Counterpoise \'62 to 17 Ft.According rod( 

Fig. 2.-The W3EDP aerial, which is very efficient and 
may be folded to occupy small space without greatly 

impairing efficiency. - 

Another point to consider here is that with some 
single -wire schemes with centre -attached feeders, the 
latter must drop away at right -angles for at least a 
quarter wavelength before changing direction, and can- 
not be run parallel to the aerial proper unless spaced by 
that dimension. For all of the above reasons, the Zepp is 
probably the most effective type of aerial which can be 
erected in the single -wire type. It may be supported 
at the house end above the window into which the feeder 
is to be taken, the feeder may drop almost vertically 
from the end of th -e wire, and the feeders may be 
accurately tuned at the housè end to compensate 
for all the effects of nearby objects. It is not a very 
difficult matter, either, to get the horizontal length 
exact and thereby obtain maximum efficiency from the 
system. 

Arrays 
So far as arrays or barrage aerials are concerned there 

are two important factors to bear in, mind. Firstly, 
there is the length of space which is available (as most 
of these require at least a whole wavelength in the 
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horizontal direction), and the type of mast which can 
be used to support the aerial. 

These barrage aerials can be erected in a horizontal 
manner or vertically, and -in the majority of cases it 
will be found that the bottom of the system needs tò 
be more than quarter wavelength- above the ground. 
From this it will be seen that for 14 me/s, for instance, 
the bottom pf the aerial array must be about rdit. up, 
and if the folded system is -a vertical one with quarter - 
wave depth, the top comes 33ft. up, which means a 
fairly substantial mast to support the weight at that 
height. Again, the space available will probably mean, 
in most eases, that these aerial arrays must have centre 
feeders and these will prove troublesome running up the 
ordinary garden! 

Another point before deciding on the aerial system 

A rte- 

To Tx 

Fig. 4.-A folded dipole with reflector which can be 
easily fitted up in a loft for 14 me/i or higher. 

is what type of result is to be obtained. That -is, do you 
need world-wide coverage or are you more concerned 
with working a given area ? In other words, after 
deciding frein the space available what types of aerial 
can be put up, you must consider the polar -diagram of 
that type of aerial and see whether it will fulfil your 
purpose. This may in some cases result in a decision 
having to be made upon a beam array in order to 
obtain maximum results in a given direction. As a more 
or less general rule, it. may be taken that a single wire 
of the end -fed or centre -fed horizontal type to cover the 
Main continents more or less equally will require to be 
erected (in the British Isles), running slightly East of 
North to slightly West of South. But, the direction 
of -the aerial as well as its length will be governed by 
local conditions and these details can only be taken as 
a guide. - 

Erecting Aerials 
Having decided upon a type which will suit the space, 

and the objects of erecting the transmitter, there is the 
question of erecting the aerial. Rope of seine kind will 
be needed, plus masts and insulators. Ordinary clothes- 
line may be employed, but is not the most satisfactory. 
Es -Government weatherproofed cord can be obtained 
in some to(vns, but failing that, 
obtain a good cord (the best 
make of clothes -line may be used 
in this case) and soak it for 
some hours in molten paraffin - 
wax. Don't boil the wax, merely 
get it to the smoking stage, and 
lower -the line slowly into it and 
stir with a stick whilst still over 
a .hot stove, until all the bubbles 
have teased to rise. When 
bubbling has stopped, take the 
saucepan or Whatever receptacle 
has been used, with the rope still 
in, out into the garden and attach 
the end of it to a fence and stretch 
it round the garden to dry. Then 
take an old piece of rag (serge 
is ideal) and, wrapping this round 
the rope, walk along and rub 

it thoroughly. This removes surplus and --prevents a crust 
forming which will break up and, spoil the effect It's a 
messy job, but prevents sagging or stretching with ch m;;- 
ing climatic 'conditions. The sanie treatment can bie 
applied to lengths of din. or ;in, wooden dowelling used 
for spacers in boo -ohm feeders. 

Joints in rope suppörts or -halyards are best spliced 
and afterwards wrapped with insulation -tape. Joints 
in aerial Wires or feeders should definitely be well 
soldered, my own preference being to lay ends parallel 
after well tinning and then to bind with thin, tinned 
copper wire, afterwards well " wiping " the joint with 
plenty Of solder. This will ensure that no high -resistance 
joints are to be found in the aerial system. The aerial 
wire itself should; of course, be a substantial gauge of 
solid wire (not stranded), r4 or 16 s.w.g. being most 
suitable-and see that it is enamelled, and paint all 
joints after making to prevent corrosion clue to weather. 
Masts 

For most Ordinary ,purposes, wooden masts are the 
simplest. Trellis or simple multi -section masts can be 
made with wooden laths (for instance, sin. by sin., or 
sin. by tin), but flag -poles or telegraph -poles are better 
if you can get hold of them. Metal masts can give 
trouble due to absorption or reflection effects,. and for 
the same reason, metal guy -ropes should be broken 
into sections with insulators, making certain that all 
complete runs of wire are less than quarter wavelength. 
Of course, on to metres and below; a metal mast may he 
used -as an aerial or radiator, whilst small rod beams 
can be erected for these frequencies and supported 
direct on a roof. But these notes are for those who 
have not yet commenced. transmitting activities and 
they are not advised to start on the ultra -short 
wavelengths? 

Inside a loft, weather -effects will not have to be 
tolerated, and sonic economy may be effected in regard 
to the supporting material . and insulation. .But, 
remember that the water -tank, if one is present, is _a 

large earthed body and may be made use of as a, reflector, 
or avoided by keeping well away from it. The .feeders 
from a loft aerial may be taken straight down to the 
transmitter if this is in a room beneath the roof, and a 
small hole in the ceiling may be covered by using one 
of the neat feed -through insulators, and a short, direct 
feeder provided with quite an improvement in efficiency. 
On -14 me/s an ideal aerial may be erected in this manner 
in most houses. A half -wave folded dipole with reflector 
may be supported on the tie -beam or from the purlins, 
using ordinary. brass cup hooks to which. simple egg -type 
insulators may be attached (See Fig. 4). 

Testing' the Aerial 
Remember that when erected it is not possible to 

judge the performance of the aerial until it has been 
use for some continual lengthy period. Conditions may 
be bad when it is first put into commission or, alter- 
natively, a false impression of efficiency may be gained 
due to extra, good conditions on the first try -out. 
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Fig. 5.-A Bruce folded aerial-ideal if there is sufficient room 
with two or more wavelengths. 
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RI YEN BYE 
By THERMION 

Awards to Inventors 
MANY of my readers who own patents in connection 

with radio will he interested in .the announcement 
that the Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors 

has issued a pamphlet containing the relevant part of 
its terms of reference, the rules regulating the procedure 
before the Commission and general instructions for the 
guidance of -intending claimants .before the Commission. 
Copies can be obtained from H.M. Stationery Office, or 
through any Bookseller, price 2d., by post 3. 

The Commission will not begin its public hearings of 
claims before r2th November, 1946, and a further 
announcement of the times and dates of sittings will 
be made in due course. Details of cases to be heard will 
be published in the Daily Cause List. 

The Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors set 
up in 1919, after the first Europe@an War, issued a number 
of reports which have been sutlurnarised in a pamphlet 
first published in 1929 and entitled " Statement of. the 
Principles of Assessment Governing Compensation 
adopted by the Royal Commission on Awards to 
Inventors." Reprints of this pamphlet can also be 
obtained from H.M. Stationery Office, or through any 
Bookseller, price 6d., by post qd. 

. Whilst in no way bound by the rulings and decisions 
of the 1959 Royal Commission, the present Commission 
will in general have regard to the principles and policy 
adopted by the 1919 Commission as summarised in this 
pamphlet: 

Communications intended for the Commission should 
be addressed to the Secretary, Royal Commission on 
Awards to Inventors, Somerset House, Strand, W.C.i. 

Snoopers 
ACCORDING to a Daily Paper reporter, police chiefs 

organising Britain's network of wireless -equipped 
patrol cars are concerned at the threat to police security 
through the use by ex -Servicemen of " low -frequency 
receivers" brought home from the Army. He says that 
it is known that thousands of discarded Army radio 
sets, in particular the Number II set designed for 
short -distance work, are now in the possession of 
demobilised soldiers. Most police messages are now 
broadcast from headquarters in ordinary speech and these 
Army sets are capable of picking up the messages. He 
also says that formerly police messages were issued in 
code, but this was discontinued several years ago when 
the danger of interception was known to be negligible. 
He tells us that " the unauthorised amateur will be 
prosecuted wherever sufficient evidence can be obtained." 
As one of my correspondents so aptly remarks this 
reporter is either misinformed. or this is a further threat 
to the liberty of the subject. For, of course, there is no 
such offence as unauthorised listening under these 
circurnstanebbt. The only offence is passing on or making 
use of such information. 

Television Recording 
a recent issue I stated; that it was impossible to I record television, apart from filins, and Mr. N. 

Bowker, of Luton, writes: " If you care to turn to the 
pages of any textbook on television you will find details 
Of Mr. Baird's method- of recording a television scene 
on a wax cylinder." I thought everyone knew that law 
definition television is obsolete, and 1=,.:was referring to 
high definition television. I am well aware of the fact that 
low definition television has been and can be. recorded. 
Details of it appear in ounown manual. entitled ' Newnes 

,E 

Television Manual." Mr. Bowker " awaits my comments 
with interest." Well, here they are ! 

Whilst on the subject of television, I have received 
the following interesting letter from Mr. Lauri Wylie, 
co-author with Mr. Lupino Lane of " Sweetheart Mine," 
now running at the Victoria Palice : 

" Through the courtesy and hospitality of Mr. S. Lee, 
whom I found at his offices -of Lee Products (Great 
Britain), Ltd., Radio House, East Street, Brighton- 
I was able to ' look in ' on Monday at the televising of 
' Sweetheart Mine.' 

" It was a most enjoyable evening. The entire- play, 
Which was written by Lupino Lane and myself, was 
given and I had the unique. experience of seeing the 
show wonderfully broadcast for sight änd sound over a 
distance of sixty miles. . 

"To me the erect was almost eerie. Myself complete 
with comfortable armchair, good companionship and a 
glass of something at my elbow watching my collaborator, 
manager, producer and leading actor all rolled into one 
putting the show over at the London end. It was easy, 
toimagine oneself actually in the Victoria Palace because 
the laughter and applause of the audience were there 
as well as the dialogue and music. _It was not actually 
my first experience of this marvel but it was the first 
time I had ever seen anything of my own televised. 

I was asked whether I thought that Television might, 
in time, affect the living stage adversely. No ! I think,. 
myself, that it will help it. It has been my experience 
that a good broadcast of a play sends people flocking 
to the box office-because they like to see in the flesh - 

what they have heard over the air. The same thing 
should apply to Television. You do not get the Theatre 
itself but you get a sprinkling of the theatre. It is like 
giving out handbills with kaleidoscopic illustrations., 

" No mechanical medium can, in my opinion, replace 
the live contact between audience and players which 
the Living Stage provides, but Television is wonderful- 
and it is going to be still more wonderful with colour, 
wider screens and a longer range, and although it may 
not rival my beloved theatre, so long as it advertises it 
I will be content. 

Yours sincerely, - - 

(Signed) LAURI WiLIE." 

Verboten" 
(OT, COMEDIANS, You HAVE BEEN WARNED! 

' [B.B.C. Order.-Comedians must not use the word" squatter " 
in humorous material.] 

Squatter ! That word is quite taboo; 
And now we make it clear to you, 

Its use is quite verboten, 
Lest mighty ones annoyance feel 

Each time that it is spoken. 
For Ministers disapprove of chaff, 
And think the people should not laugh 

If plans of theirs go wrong, 
And Squatter " well might raise a grin 

If used'in sketch or song. 

Although, of course, our land is free, 
Comedians most discreet should be 

Beware of humorous skitting. 
So cock no snooks at Ministers- 

We think that most unfitting. 
Although at times they should'be spanked, 
Their dignity is sacrosanct, 

And safe whilst in our keeping. 
So watch your step, offend them nei, 

Our censors are unsleeping ! 

" TOReR 
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Frequency Modulation -3 
In This Article C. A. QUARRINGTON Describes 

the Main Features of the Receiver Design 

THE principles and advantages of frequency modu- 
1, dation -were analysed in the two previous articles, 

and attention can now be given to a brief examina- 
tion of the various stages which go to make up a fre- 
quency -modulated receiver, before considering each 
stage separately, in greater detail. Fig. r is a block 
diagram of a normal receiver of this type, from which 
it will be seen that the sequence of function of the various 
stages would be identical with that of a normal superhet, 
were it not for the fact that the second detector is 
absent, its place being taken by the limiter and frequency 
amplitude converter. The limiter, as described in the 

Frequency 
Changer 

I \ 1 

R.F Amp. 

Amplitude A.F Amp 
Limiter Output 

I 
I.F Amp. 

Frequency 
Amplitude 
Converter 

Fig. 1.-This block diagram shows the basic stages of a 
frequency -modulated superhet. receiver. 

previous article, performs the function of " blocking " 
amplitude variations and preventing them from being 
passed to the next stage. It also provides a source of automatic volume control for the preceding stages. 
The frequency amplitude converter takes the place 
of the detector and performs the function of changing 
frequency to amplitude modulation, that is to say, 
it converts rate of change of carrier deviation' to rate 
of cl}ange of amplitude modulation, and extent of change 
to depth of modulation. The various stages of a fre- 
quency -modulated superhet receiver haying been made 
familiar; they can be investigated in detail and their 
special reqùirements examined. 

The R.F. Stage 
The radio -frequency stage differs from normal only 

in so far that tuning must not be so sharp that the 
outer edges of the bandwidth are seriously attenuated. 
This remark assumes that wide band frequency modu- 
lation is in mind. On the frequencies at which this 
system is likely to be used it is unlikely that this diffi- 
culty, due to over -sharp tuning, will arise. The main 
difficulty of the design at this stage is to produce any 
worthwhile stage gain which should, of course, be as 
high as possible, in order that the input to the frequency 
changer may be high arid to relieve so far as possible 
the intermediate -frequency amplifier from having to 
attain -too high stage gain with its attendant danger of 
instability. As is normal in the R.F. stage of a superhet, 
adequate selectivity is necessary to prevent interference 
from image signals and inter -action with oscillator 
frequency' harmonics ; adjacent channel selectivity can 
be ignored in this stage, as this discrimination will 
take place in the I.F. amplifier. If transformer coupling 
is used the danger of hum reaching the frequency 
changer from the R.F. anode circuit does not arise ; 

if, on the other hand, tuned -anode coupling is employed, 
every reasonable precaution must be taken since the 
presence of hum in the input circuit of the frequency 

changer will bring about most undesirable results. 
Reference to the skeleton circuit at Fig. 2 will show that 
C.r and R.r are a form of potentiometer connected 
across the H.T. supply, in which significant hum ripple 
may be present. By making C.r as small as possible 
and R.i a's small as possible this danger will be corres- 
pondingly reduced, since the impedance of C.r increases 
in inverse proportion to frequency, in other words, 
the smaller C.r, the grea6ter will be the percentage of 
hum ripple developed across it, and consequently, the 
smaller will be the hum ripple developed across R.r. 
It is, of course, the potential difference developed across 
this resistance which controls the action of the fre- 
quency changer grid. There is a prevailing tendency 
to use an excessively high value of grid resistance follow- 
ing a tuned anode coupling. As already stated, it is 
desirable that the largest possible signal be fed. to the 
frequency changer, but some care must be taken when 
working at very high frequencies to ensure that the 
frequency changer will not become overloaded, as this 
will tend to cause the oscillator to be pulled off its 
correct frequency. Some compromise must therefore 
be effected which may take the form of controlling the 
R.F. amplifier grid by a portion only of the available 
A.V.C. voltage. The higher the frequency at which 
the receiver is intended to operate, the more should be 
the proportion of A.V.C. used as the danger of pulling 
the oscillator correspondingly increases. 

The F.C. and I.F. Stages 
The frequency changer stage is also normal in its 

general arrangement, but great care in design must be 
taken to ensure adequate freedom from mains hum, and 
a reasonable immunity from frequency drift ; in addition, 
the I.F. transformers must be designed to accept the 
wide bandwidth without serious attenuation of the outer 
edges.- As a matter of convenience this point is con- 
sidered below with the I.F. amplifier as a whole. 

The effect of hum in the frequency changer of a 
frequency -modulated receiver differs from its effects in 
an amplitude -modulated receiver. It is both desirable 
and interesting to investigate the effect of frequency 
drift and hum in this type of receiver. The reader will 
be aware of the general effect of frequency drift in an 

Fig. 2.-With tuned -anode coupling there is always danger 
of passing hum ripple from the anode circuit to the follow- 
ing grid ; and component values shauld be chosen to 

attenuate such frequencies as much as possible. 
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amplitude -modulated receiver ; this effect known as 
'frequency distortion is straightforward in character 
and results in over accentuation of the higher audio 
frequencies due to the intermediate frequency being 
slightly incorrect. In frequency modulation the result 
of this is different, since it limits the carrier deviation 
frequency by creating a condition where the centre or 

/ 
20,000 I2 

Fig. 3.-The use of a voltage stabiliser to prevent frequency 
variation caused by audio frequency feed-back or hum. 

unmodulated frequency of the received signal will, 
after passing through the I.E. stages, be out of alignment 
with the frequency -amplitude converter, thus flattening 
the upper or lower half of the modulated wave -form, 
after conversion to amplitude modulation. This flattening 
of the wave -form results in amplitude distortion which is 
very much more disagreeable to the ear than frequency 
distortion for equivalent conditions in either system. 
The amplitude distortion 
caused by oscillator drift in 
this manner occurs only at 
maximum modulation, unless 
the frequency drift assumes 
ridiculous proportions. 

The presence of hum in the 
frequency changer stage of a 
frequency -modulated receiver 250 12 

can be very severe, and calls 
,for rigorous precautions to 
ensure that it is not present 
to an objectionable degree. 
In an amplitude -modulated 
receiver, the presence of hum, 
unless abnormally high, does 

,not appear in the 
audio output ; hum 
in the grid circuit, 
or any circuit that 
can influence it, 
results in frequency à / i 

modulation which 
Q 40,000 ii a normal detector is 

unresponsive. (D o 
not forget that amp llama - 

v- t u d 

been discussed and 

receivers 
just 4-s.ó \ 

do not be misled by 

receiver where the detector is replaced by a frequency - 
amplitude converter frequency modulation due to hum. 
set up in the frequency changer will- appear as an 
audible note, the volume Of which mayke considerable, 
as it will have been amplified by the I.F. amplifier 
which in this type of receiver tends towards very 
high gain. 

Avoiding Hum 
It is difficult to make specific suggestions for reducing 

hum in an unspecified form of frequency changer, but 
the following suggestions are generally useful. Obviously, 
however, the H.T. itself must be adequately smooth 
otherwise attention to other details will be wasted. It is 
important to .note that adequate smoothing for a 
frequency -modulated receiver means much heavier 
smoothing than would be the case in the normal type of 
receiver. The oscillator anode should be de -coupled 
using a large capacity electrolytic condenser, which 
in turn should be shunted by a condenser having a 
lower impedance at very high frequencies, such as a 
.00r mfd. mica condenser. Each side of the heater 
should be earthed through a similar condenser of about 
or mfd., and all de -coupling condensers should terminate 
at a point on the chassis common to each particular 
stage. Grid leads should be kept very short and if a 
separate oscillator is used the inter -connection between 
this valve and the mixer must be arranged to give the 
minimum possible length of lead. 

The elimination of hum in a frequency changer stage 
can be extremely difficult, particularly when' working 
at a certain high frequency. The writer had- occasion 
to modify such a receiver to effect certain improvements 
necessitating a reduction in the overall hum level ; 

investigations with an oscilloscope showed that the 
largest single contribution of the overall hum level was 
due to the oscillator. The hum introduced in this 
stage was being fed back from the output stage and 
therefore effective de -coupling of the oscillator anode 
at hum -frequency was necessary. As an alternative 
this feedback might have been stopped by converting 
the output stage to push-pull, but it was decided to 
overcome the trouble by adequate decoupling. -Con- 
siderations of H.T. voltage available limited the .de - 
coupling resistance to 25,000 ohms and even when -.the 

this reference to hum 
causing frequency 
modulation.) In a 
frequency -modulated 

50,000 fl 

BMfd. 

Fig. -4.-The basic circuit of a frequency -changer stage, used by the writer' for 24-3o me f s ; 
decoupling condensers were all .05 mfd. (paper, except for the 8 mfd.) and all were shunted 
by .000r mica. Resistance marked * must be non -inductive. Valves used were 6K8 

(triode-hexode) and 6K5 (triode). 
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de -coupling condenser was built up to nearly roo mfd. 
by connecting various capacities in parallel, the effective 
feedback was not sufficiently reduced. It was, therefore, 
decided to adopt drastic measures which took the form of 
the circuit illustrated in Fig. 3, which it will be seen 
consists of a normal de -coupling arrangement using 
20,000 ohms and an 8 mfd. paper condenser with the 
addition of a neon voltage stabiliser connected across it. 
This arrangement proved entirely satisfactory even 
when the condenser was experimentally reduced to r mfd. 
This idea is not original but is included as a striking 
illustration of precautions necessary under severely 
adverse circumstances. 

A Suitable F.C. Stage 
Comment on the exact type of frequency changer to 

be used has been avoided as its selection is not governed 
by the subject under discussion, except that as already 
explained its frequency stability must be of a high 
order, an attribute that is highly desirable in any form 
of frequency changer but particularly so when used in 
a frequencyemodulated receiver. For the sake of 
completeness, however, a frequency changer circuit is 
shown at Fig. 4 which the writer has found satisfactory 
up to 3o mc/s., the highest frequency covered in course 
of experiment. No originality is claimed for this circuit, 
the receiver in question being of commercial origin. 
There is, however, one point worthy of note, the intro- 
duction of negative feedback produced by a portion of 
the 'oscillator inductance being in the cathode circuit ; 

negative feedback considerably assists frequency 
stability and also makes a contribution towards 
amplitude stability. 

The I.F. amplifier is again orthodox, with the exception 
of the design of the intervalve couplings, which must 
have the necessary wide -band characteristic, again 
assuming that wide -band frequency modulation is 
employed. Obviously the aim of the I.F. transformer 
design will be to approach as nearly as possible a 
square frequency characteristic. The method of achieving 
this desirable wide bandwidth with rapid cut off immedi- 
ately beyond its extremities will, of course, vary to some 
extent with the intermediate frequency selected, which 
in turn will be governed by the wave band that the 
receiver is intended to cover. If it is intended to reach 
relatively high frequencies, say 4o or 5o me/s.', the chosen 
intermediate frequency must be the result of compromise, 

-since a lower frequency offers opportunity for greater 
gain and selectivity and lessens the difficulties of achiev- 
ing stability, but on the other hand a higher frequency 
will reduce the number of spurious responses which are 
liable to intrude. 

Spurious Interference 
It will be seen that the most straightforward approach 

to this compromise is to reduce the number and amplitude 
of such responses -by every other available means, such 
as the reduction of oscillator anode voltage and attention 
to the selectivity of the R.F. coils and then adopting 
the lowest intermediate frequency which gives reasonable 
freedom from spurious interference. Whatever the 
intermediate frequency chosen difficulty is likely to be 
experienced- in obtaining the .desired type of response 
curve, while retaining high magnification. It should be 
remembered that the limiter -valve will require a minimum 
input in the region of 3 volts which must be developed 
by the I.F. amplifier from the minimum aerial input 
with which . the receiver is expected to work. Clearly, 
then, there will be occasions when a very high overall 
gain is required from the I.F. amplifier. Unfortunately, 
the I.F. coils will almost certainly need to be damped in 
order to achieve the necessary wide response which 
militates against maximum magnification. In addition 
to widening the response by damping, further means must 
necessarily be adopted to obtain an approach to the 
desired frequency characteristic, the normal solution 
being the combination of sharply tuned and over - 
coupled transformers, or a combination of these and a 
critically coupled transformer. Assuming three I.F. 
stages are used, there are foie I.F. transformers that 

can be treated in this manner. Possible sequences, 
counting from the frequency changer, are (s) sharply 
tuned single circuit ; (2) over -coupled transformer ; (3) 
sharply tuned single circuit ; (4) over -coupled trans- 
former. With this combination the first- tuned anode is 
usually damped and the second undamped or less damped. 
An alternative is (r) critically coupled transformer ; (2) 
over -coupled transformer ; (3) sharply tuned single 
circuit ; (4) over -coupled transformer. If three I.F. 
stages are used there will be a fifth I.F. transformer 
coupling the limiter with the frequency amplitude 
converter. Reference to this has been avoided above, 
as its design is. influenced by considerations other than 
that of shaping the ovefall frequency response curve. 

A "Faked " Curve- . 

Whatever sequence of tuned circuits is adopted, the 
overall response curve can be " faked " by varying 
damping across the various tuned circuits. In arriving at 
the appropriate resistance values for damping the tuned 
circuit immediately preceding the limiter, it is necessary 
to bear in mind the heavy damping which that valve 
will impose. For practical purposes, this damping can 
be taken as being equal to half of the limiter grid circuit 
load resistance. 

The " Selectest 
fl 

THE G.E.C. " Selectest," 111.4110, is, a universal and 
portable multi -range testing instrument, which 

will measure D.C. and A.C. voltages and currents at 
power and audio frequencies and also D.C. resistances. 
It contains a single high grade movement with a knife- 
edge pointer and mirror inset into the scale. The move- 
ment is dead beat and gives full scale deflection with a 
current of 3 milliamps. It is protected against overloads 
by means of an automatic cut-out which can be reset 
by the pressure of a push button on the front of the 
instrument. The instrument has first grade accuracy. 

The G.E.C. 
" Selectest," a 

universal multi - 
range testing 

instrument. 

Two range selecting switches are incorporated and are 
mechanically interlocked to ensure only one range is 
selected at a' time. - A control switch is also fitted on the 
front to set the pointer for resistance tests. There are 
two scales, one with 75 divisions and the other with 
Igo divisions, for the current and voltage ranges, and a 
third scale for resistance. A multiplying switch is 
included to double the range on the current and voltage 
scales. The scale length is Sin. The whole instrument 
is enclosed in a bakelite case with carrying handles. 

The ranges cover voltages up to 1,5oo A.C. or D.C. ; 

currents up to 3o amps. A.C. and 15 amps. D.C. ; and 
resistances up to io,000 ohms. 
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High Gain A.F. Amplification Using 
Negative Feed -jack 

Description of an Unusual Form of Amplifier for Short-wave Enthusiasts. 

TT is generally admitted that when building a simple j short-wave T.R.F. set, the maximum A.F. gain 
is desirable to boost up the received signal for 

,good L.S. results. Readers who have had experience 
'in designing high -gain audio -frequency amplifiers will 

Der 
Coil 

V/ 

50 Mid 

50 Mid 
Fig. r.-Standard L.F. amp. circuit with decoupling. 

be well aware of the chief snag, namely, A.F. instability, 
usually taking the form of motor -boating or howling. 

" Howling" is, of course, motor -boating at an audio 
frequency, and, conversely, motor -boating is " howling " 
at such a low frequency that the individual " pops " 
are audible separately. But the snag, whether motor - 
boating or howl, boils down to positive feed-back- 
unwanted regeneration ; in other words, it' is due to 
certain sections of the amplifier . and/or power pack 
being common to more than one stage. 

A.F. instability -is not usually 
countered when only two stages of A.F. 
are used (when referring to " stages " 
one must include the detector, as the 
detector is in reality a diode detector 
and audio amplifier combined). 

Using a simple reacting triode or R.F. 
pentode as the detector, followed by an 
output pentode, the A.F. gain is nor- 
mally quite high, -,but if a mediurn- 
impedance triode is placed between the" 
detector and output stages the gain is 
appreciable 'and extremely useful in 
boosting up' a weak signal. However, 
many set designers will fight shy of 
using this extra s!}.F. stage, on account 
of the trouble (and expense) of using 
very thorough decoupling. 

Avoiding Expense 
Take a glance at the circuit in Fig., 

s of a typical three -stage amplifier, 
decoupled to avoid A.F. instability. 

It was with a view to 'avoiding expense 
that the writer decided to utilise negative feed-back to 
counteract instability which is, of course, positive feed - 
'back, in the same way that mathematicians add minus 
two to plus two to get back- to zero ! 

R/ 

V./ 

Det 

By L. MILLER 

The outcome of experimenting on these lines is shown 
in Fig. z, and it will immediately become apparent that 
the circuit is simplicity itself. It looks more like a 
" skeleton " circuit in a text -book ! Comparing Fig. ''z 
with Fig. r','it will be noticed that four costly.eÌéctro- 

lytics are saved-two 8 mfd. and two 
5o mfd. 

250 V 
Now for the technicalities ! Negative 

feed-back is introduced into the stages 
of V2. and V3, simply by omitting the 
by-pass condensers, and as this negative 
feed-back is sufficient to overcome the 
positive feed-back the decoupling con- 
densers and resistors are no longer 
needed. 

True, a certain amount of amplifica- 
tion is lost, but reverting to the normal 
3 -stage circuit of Fig. s it can be stated 
with impunity that the volume control 
would rarely, if ever, be turned full,on, 
as the overall gain is usually= too high 
for practical purposes, using , normal 
mains valves. If, however, ..a triode 
detector is assumed to be used in Fig. i, 
and a R.F. pentode is used in Fig. 2, the 
extra A.F. gain afforded by the R.F. 
pentode would more than compensate 
for the loss due to omitting the by-pass 
condensers in V2 and V3 of Fig. 2.. 

Furthermore, high values of anode 
resistor may be used to obtain% maximum gain from 
each stage, -without involving the risk of instability. ,If 
a triode is used as Vs, the total amplification is reduced, 
but may be made to approach that of Fig. s by making 
Rs and R2 200,000 ohms each, but even if they. are as 
low as 50,000 ohms each the total gain is very much 
more than afforded by any two -stage amplifier. 

As negative feed-back is normally used to reduce 
distortion, it cannot be said that the quality suffers 
in the circuit of Fig. 2 ! 

coi / 

< s 

R2 

+250 V 

L 

V. 3 

Fig. 2.-Result of eliminating certain of the decoupling components 
from Fig. r. 

The only criticism that might be raised against this 
circuit is the loss of bass response by the omission of 
the bias condenser of the output valve V3. This is more 
apparent than real, however. 
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How It Works 
Very briefly, the theory of this type of negative feed- 

back is that as the bias resistance is not by-passed by a 
large condenser this bias resistance now becomes part of 
the output load ; à pulsating voltage, 
due to the signal, is developed across it 
which is also common to the grid circuit. 

In the case of Vs the anode circuit is 
purely resistive ; that is, the value of the 
load (in ohms) is the same at any fre- 
quency (within limits) and the amount 
of negative feed-back is always a fixed 
proportion of the output voltage (this 
proportion being the ratio between the 
value, in ohms, of the anode resistance 
to the value of the cathode resistance), 
irrespective of the frequency of the signal. 

Now V3 has an inductive load in its 
anode circuit (the primary of the out- 
put transformer). When computing the 
amount of negative feed-back that is 
applied to this stage the D.C. resistance 
of the anode load is of little importance, 
as the impedance, or A.C. resistance, 
is very much greater and also increases 
proportionately with frequency. There- Fig. 3.-A 
fore, the ratio between anode load 
and bias resistance is not constant with frequency, 
but is smaller at the higher end than it is at the lower 
end of the audio -frequency spectrum ; consequently 
the amount of negative feed-back rises inversely as to the 
frequency, which means that, in theory at least, the low 
notes are attenuated more than the highs. In practice 
this low note attenuation is almost negligible, and its 

effect is least noticeable when the bias resistance is low in 
value, such as it is when using a low grid base output 
valve, such as the APP4b or 6V6 types. Even when 
using a 6F6, with its cathode resistor of 400 ohms, the 

similar circuit to Fig. 2 but with a triode input stage. 

attenuation is not noticeable when using a standard 
8in. speaker. 

The author has used this circuit in a T.R.F. r -v -z 
set, and has experienced no sign of motor -boating or 
instability, using a 6J7 detector, 6J5 first A.F., and 6F6 
output pentode. It should appeal to experimenters on 
account of its extreme simplicity and low cost. 

A Pocket Receiver 
A Compact and Neat Receiver, which, Complete with Batteries, Measures only 44in. x 74ín. 

THIS receiver, complete with the necessary batteries 
and earpiece, can be built in a cigar box, the 
inside dimensions of which are only 4iin, by 7*in. 

by sin. deep. In spite of this no special parts except the 
midget valve are employed, the coils being wound as 
flat discs, and the batteries being standard types. For 
tuning, a pm -set is used, and 'this is quite satisfactory. 
Further to save space reaction is controlled by moving 
the reaction coils in relation to the grid coils. 

Constructional Details 
Fig. 4 shows the location of the parts and most of 

the wiring. The receiver is built upon a piece of sixteenth - 
inch thick plywood, 4tin. by din. This is later placed in 
the case. 

The valve -holder is fixed beside the pre-set by means 
of a small bracket. The pre-set itself should have excessive 
lengths of the terminals sawnoff. 

P/a te 

Filament 

Figs. I and 2.-(Left) De- 
tails of the discs for 
making the long -wave coils. 

(Above) Pin connections of 
the valve. 

Phones 
Fig. 3.-The circuit diagram of the pocket receiver. 

The medium and long -wave coils are fixed to the 
plywood with small screws. Each reaction coil is mounted 
on a narrow strip, pivoted near the edge of the plywood 
back, so that by swinging each coil the coupling can be 
adjusted to control To facilitate this at the 
centre of each coil a small insulated knob is fitted. 

(Continued on page 503) 
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PERTR1X 
REDRESSED 
FOR PEACE 

PERTRIX BATTERIES have 
emerged from the testing 
ground of war as more 
reliable, more efficient than 
ever before. You will soon 
see them in the smart new 
post-war pack shown above. 
It denotes the finest battery 
for radio use yet made. 

HOLSUN BATTERIES LIMITED 
137 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I. 

P.I.B 

LET ME BE YOUR TATHER " 
Thus is expressed the friendly, personal bond existing 
between Bennett College and 
each student. It is this close 
individual tuition which leads 
to quick success. We teach 
nearly all the Trades and 
Professions by post in all parts 
of the world. The most 
progressive and most successful 
Correspondence College in the 
world. If you know what you 
want to study, write for 
prospectus. If you are un- 
decided, write for our fatherly 
advice. It is free. 
Distance makes no difference. 

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT 

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ? 
Accountancy Examina- 

tions 
Advertising and Sales 

Management 
Agriculture 
A.M.I. Fire E. Examina- 

tions 
Applied Mechanics 
Army Certificates 
Auctioneers and Estate ' 

Agents 
Aviation Engineering 
Aviation Wireless 
Banking 
Blue Prints 
(toilers 
Rook -keeping. Account- 

ancy and Modern Busi- 
ness Methods 

It.Sc. (Eng.) 
Building, Architecture and 

Clerk of Works 
Builders' Quantities 
Cambridge Senior School 

Certificate 
Civil Engineering 
Civil Service 
All Commercial Subjects 
Commercial Art 
Common Prelian. E.J.E.B. 
Concrete and Structural 

Engineering 
Draughtsmanship. All 

Branches 
Engineering. All branches, 

subjects and examina- 
tions 

General Education 
G.P:O. Eng. Dept. 
Heating and Ventilating 
Industrial Chemistry 
Institute of Housing 
Insurance 
Journalism 
Languages 
Mathematics 
Matriculation 

Metallurgy 
Mining. All subjects 
Mining. Electrical Engin- 

eering 
Motor Engineering 
Motor Trade 
as nieipal and County 

Engineers 
Naval Architecture 
Novel Writing 
Pattern Making 
Play Writing 
Police, Special Course 
Preceptors, College of 
Press Tool Work 
Production Engineering 
Pumps and Pumping 

Machinery 
Radio Communication 
Radio Service Engineering 
R.A.F. Special Courses 
Road Making and Main- 

tenance 
Salesmanship, LS.M.A. 
Sanitation 
School Attendance Officer 
Secretarial Exams. 
Sheet Metal Work 
Shipbuilding 
Shorthand (Pitman's) 
Short -story Writing 
Short-wave Radio 
speaking in Public 
St rue lira! Engineering 
Surveying 
Teachers of Handicrafts 
Telephony and Telegraphy 
Television 
Transport Inst. Exams. 
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspec- 

tors 
Weights and Measures 

Inspector 
Welding 
Wireless Telegraphy and 

Telephony 
Works Managers 

If you do not see your own requirements- above, write to us on 
any subject. Full particulars free. 

COUPON-CUT 'THIS OUT 

To DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, 
LTD., SHEFFIELD. 
Please send me (free of charge) 

Particulars of (Cross out line 
Your private advice which does 
about not apply.) 

PLEASE WRITE IN GLOCK LETTERS 

Name 

Address 
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' Are There good jobs in the Navy, Uncle?' 
Sure there -,are, but there's more to it than that. Take me, 
now, I'm a stoker - NO ! I don't shovel coal. Engines of a 
destroyer . . . 40,000 horse power, 32 knots - that's my 
job and a grand job, too. But what about all the rest of it ? 
A spring cruise to the West Indies, maybe, swimming, 
football . . . four square meals a day . good pay, good 
pals. Yes, and a pension to look forward to. That's more 
than a job, it's a way of life -a man's way. 

If you are between the ages of 151 and 23 there 
are some vacancies for you in the Navy now. 
For more information call at any recruiting office 
or write to the DIRECTOR OF NAVAL RECRUITING, 
DEPT. 41/C, ADMIRALTY, LONDON, S.W.I. 

Make the ROYAL NAVY your career 

FOR ALL RADIO USES 

nee 

Manufacturers on both sides of 
the Atlantic prefer Ersin Multicore 
Solder for use in high class radio 
and electrical equipment. Multicore, 
the solder with three cores of non- 
corrosive flux, ensures speedy soldering 
and high quality joints with comparatively 
unskilled labour. The use of Ersin Multicore with correct 
soldering technique avoids HR or ' dry ' joints. 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LIMITED 
Mellier House, Albemarle St., W.O. Tel: REGent 1411 (P.B.X. 4 lines) 

MULTICORE 
6d CARTON 

CE[ESTION 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Chassis Diameters range from 

21" to 18" 
Power Handling Capacities range from 

'25 Watt to 40 Watt. 

Celestion Limited 
Kingston-upon-Thames 

Telephone : KINgston 5656-7-3 

Arley 
SLIDER RESISTA 

A resistance of exceptionally robust 
construction, wound on high quality 
vitreous enamelled tubes. Nickel - 
copper alloy wire is used for the 
resistance. 

An ideal product for use in 

LABORATORIES ' TEST EQUIPMENT 
BATTERY CHARGING'SPEED CONTROL 

etc. 

OLIVER PELL CONTROL ` LT° 

CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH S'E'18 
TELEPHONE: WOOLWICH 1422 
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1 

L d- 

Fig. 

Winding the Coils 

4.-Shòzving 

43,. 

Earphone 

grid coils are of such a size 
as to enable the desired 
stations to be tuned in, this 
is all that is required. 

Wiring and Operating 
Figs. 3 and. 4, in con- 

junction with Fig. 2, which 
shows the pin connections 
viewing the valve front be- 
low, should make all the 
wiring clear. The reaction 
coils must he connected 
with thin flex to permit of 
their movement. 

The top terminal of the 
pre-set is used for aerial 
connection, about three 
yards of thin flex arranged 

/-5 Voits - as convenient being used. 
The bottom terminal is 
fitted with additional nuts, 
a small spade being con- 
nected to switch on, as there 
is not room for an ordinary 
switch. For. wa<'c-changing 
a fly -lead from the junction 
of the medium and long - 
wave coils is also connected 
to this terminal. If an 
earth is ever used it may be 
joined to HT.. minus. 

The .00i mfd. condenser 
shown in Fig. 3, is connected 
inside the earpiece. Re- 
verse the reaction leads if 
no reaction can be obtained. 

As the filament consump- 
tion is only .o6 amp. a small 
cell is suitable for I..T. A 
grid bias battery is used' 
for H.T., although the use 
of torch batteries would 
enable the H.T. voltage to - be increased to 18. 

- Results, with a three - 
yard aerial and no earth, 
are such that quite satis- 
factory 'phone reception is 
obtained from the more 
powerful stations. The set 

is not suitable for use in areas where reception is bad 
unless. a fairly good aerial can be erected. The aerial 
should not be too long, or it will prevent reaction being 
obtained. 

9 Volts 

the layout of the components. 

For the long -wave coils three discs of card should be 
cut to the size shown in Fig. i. There are seven slots, 
cut to within in. of the centre, as shown. The coils are 
now wound with 44 S.W.G. single silk covered (or similar 
gauge) wire, passing it in and out of each slot as winding 
progresses. Two coils of rao turns are required for the 
grid winding, these being connected in series so that 
both windings are in the same direction. For reaction 
13o turns are required. 

The medium -wave coils are each wound with 4o turns 
of 32 S.W.G. double silk covered. The turns are wound 
in a pile, then each bound with thread and fixed to a disc 
about I2in, in diameter. The medium -wave reaction 
coil is connected in series with the long -wave reaction 
coil, as shown. 

The turns or sizes of- wire used on the coils may be 
varied within widelimits, since if sufficient reaction turns 
are employed to enable reaction to be obtained, and the 

i LIST OF COMPONENTS 
Hivac 1.5 volt valve type XL (or similar detector-L.F. 

type). 
.0005 mfd. pre-set. 
Small -sized earphone. 
Wire for coils and batteries (see text). 
.001 osfd. condenser. 
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Signal Generator 
THE Mail Order Supply Co., 24, New Road, London, 

E.r, have recently sent us an interesting pamphlet 
dealing with a " ham " signal generator for transmitters 
and receivers. The instrument employs a'triode hexode 
valve of which the hexode portion generates the carrier 
frequency, and is tuned by a variable condenser. The 
triode section of the valve is connected into a crystal 
oscillator circuit wòrking at Too kcls., and generates 
copious harmonics. The crystal oscillator modulates 
the hexode circuit which is the carrier oscillator. The 
power supply is from a 6 v. battery, and -a special clip 
is supplied which enables 6 v. to be tapped off a higher 
voltage accumulator. The H.T. supply is from the vibrator unit. The generator measures 8.'4in. x 61M. 
and weighs Iilb. The instrument is brand new and 
costs f6 15s. (carriage paid). An extra vibrator, valve and fuses are supplied as spares. 'Complete circuit 
diagrams; component ,lists, working instructions, etc., are available with each generator. 
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An Intercommunication System 
An Easily -made Two-way Loudspeakjng Telephone. By C. J. MOORE 

TO satisfy the needs of a small factory administration 
the writer recently constructed the inter- 
communication system shown in the illustration: 

The system evolved consists of a master amplifier and 
five separate sub -stations. The master station can call 
the sub -stations by the selection of a rotary switch. 
The sub -stations can answer and call the master station, 
but cannot call one another. 

The Control 
The only controls used on the master station are 

the " talk -listen " switch, volume control, station - 
selector switch, and mains on -off switch. A G.P.O. 
type switch was obtained for the " talk -listen " control,., 
A type was chosen where the switch is spring loaded 
to return to the original position after being pressed. 
In this circuit it was arranged that the normal position 
is the " listen " for the master station, and only pressed 
when the station wishes to speak. The volume control 
is left in a set position which is suitable for the whole 

Sub -stations 
The sub -stations are all constructed in an identical. 

manner, consisting only of a speaker and a spring - 
loaded single pole toggle switch. This switch is only 
closed when it is necessary for the sub -station to call the 
master, and then only for the duration of the call. 
When the call is received by the master station the station 
selector is moved to the appropriate position, when the 
conversation' is carried on in .the normal manner. ' 

,fn the whole of the equipment 3i -in. moving coil 
speakers are used. These speakers were chosen às they 
are most suitable for use, both as a microphone and a 
speaker. The amplifier is of a conventional design, 
using a 6J7G valve working as a high gain audio 
-amplifier, resistance capacity coupled to a 6V6G beam 
power output valve. Precautions against hum pick-up 
were taken by screening the input transformer and the 
associated wiring in the amplifier. It was found 
unnecessary to screen the three -core cables used for' 
distribution to the various sub -stations. 

CH./ 

..L 
--,-r e 

T 
-e 

P6 

Co 

COMPONENT VALUES 
R1 2 meg. ?.w.; R2 200kí2 !w.; R3 500kí2 lw.; 
R4 2,000Q P -g. ; R5 -imeg. volume control; R6 200!2 :liw. ; 

R7 10f2 w. ; Si S.P. on 'off switch; S2, 53, S4, 
Combined 3 -pole, 2 -way G.P.O. switch ; S5 S.P. 6 -way 
wafer switch ; S6 S.P. on 'off switch ; VI 617G. ; 
V2 6V6G.; V3 5Z4G.; Cl 1 mfd.; C2 4 mfd.; 
C3 25 mfd. ; C4 .01 mfd. ; C5 25 mfd.; C6 .002 mfd.; 
C7 8 mfd. ; CS S mfd. ; T1 100: 1 mike input 
transformer ; T2 output transformer -5000!2 input 
impedance ; T3 25Cv.-0-250v. at 60 mA., 6.3v. at 
2A., 5v. at 2A. ; CHI 20H at 80 mA. smoothing choke. 

system of speakers. Station selection is arranged by 
a single pole, six -way wafer switch. Five positions 
are used for the selection of the five sub -stations, 
whilst the sixth position is a " silent " position 
where the selector is returned after a Call is finished. 
The mains on -off switch is of the normal toggle type. 
Normally, the unit is left running during working 
hours, as the consumption is of the low order of a5watts. 

2 

S5 

4 

T3 

o 

Listen 71.91k 

Sub -Station 
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Practical Hints 
A Switch Plug 

THIS is a design for a switch plug, 
used to disconnect the heater 

and smoothing.condenser wiring on 
an A.C. receiver, as well as con- 
necting -battery H.T. and L.T. for 
emergency use. 

It consists of an old five -pin 
valve base, which is fitted into a 
paxolin four -pin holder with a small 
hole drilled in the centre to admit 
the fifth pin. When the plug is 
pushed home the four outer pins 

.1 1«......418».!,..M04 
THAT DODGE OF YOURS) 
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE= 

LESS " must have originated some little 
dodge which would interest other readers. 
Why not pass it on to us P We pay half -a - j :aines for every hint published on this 
page. Turn that idea of yours to account 
by sending it io to as addressed to the 

1 every e e note that every notion neat in must be original. 
ffiar(r eayetopen "Irsctical. Hints. " 

connect H.T. and L.T. supply in 
the normal way, and the centre pin 
enters its hole and forces a bolt, 
which is occupying the hole, inwards. L 
This bolt is screwed to a piece of 
ebonite on which arc a pair of brass contacts. This is held 
against a similar piece by two springs, as shown in 
the diagram. This second piece has a hole drilled in the 

Ebonite Strips 
Side Elevation of 
5 -Pin Valve Holder 

Ho/es to 
Take Bolt 

%%/,. C 
.amaaaaoaaaa Imam i, 

, r , 

a> D' 

r. "PRACTICAL WIRELESS " George 
Newaee, Ltd.. Tower Rouse,Southampton 
Street, Strand, W.C.P. Pat your name 
and address on item PI as n t 

FA 
wAaaaaoaaanrml nn arlubo im \ e 4u ' rasa, 

'aaaeaoaaoauolìlaaaagonapoqm,, 

l'- 'Bolts 
Constructional details of a switch plug for disconnecting 
the heater and smoothing condenser wiring on an A.C. 

receiver.-J. D. Lee (Leicester). 

centre to allow the bolt from the upper piece to pass 
through it. 

Thus, when plug is fitted it forces pieces apart and 
breaks the heater and smoothing 
condenser circuits in, the A.C. 
layout: 

On withdrawing the plug the 
springs return the contacts to their 
original position.-J. D. l .1,: c 
(Leicester). 

Mains Oscillator 
IRECENTLY constructed an 

A.C. mains oscillator from a 
modified American circuit. I am 
enclosing the modified circuit. 

I used the two triodes and in 
one the grid and the anode were 
strapped together, and the valve 
was used as a rectifier. An old 
speaker transformer with a ratio 
of about 6o : I was used to trans- 
form the stains voltage down to a 
suitable level for the valve heaters. 
A rz,000 ohm resistance was used 
to reduce the H.T. voltage, as well 

Free to 
Slide 

Springs 
Press 
Contacts 
Together 

Contacts 
(Soldering 

Tags) 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
All hints must be accompanied by the 

r:eapon cut from pageiiii of cover, 

as to smooth the supply in con- 
junction with two 8 mfd. condensers. 
The rest of the circuit is quite 
straightforward. A speaker could 
be used instead of the 'phones, but 
I found that the volume was not 
too great to bear. A Variable resist- 
ance of about 5,000 ohms might be 
put in. parallel with the 'phones as 
a form of volume control.- 
J. MCKINNEY (Portstewart). 

A Midget. Transformer 
USING the bobbins from a 

discarded pair of headphones, 
with their pole -pieces, a midget 
coupling transformer may be made 
as in the illustration below. 

Nut d Bolt 

Headphone 
Bobbins 
with 

Pole -Pieces' 

Primary Secondary 
A midget transformer made from a discarded pair of 

headphones,-R. Shaw (Darlington). 

The original windings will provide a ratio of unity, 
but a desired ratio may be obtained with a re -wound 
primary. Duc to the limitations imposed by the current 
carrying capacity of the windings, parafecd should be 
employed. The original model was placed in a valve 
basé sealed with wax; the valve pins being the connec- tions.-R. SHAW (Darlington). 

Ratio 4:1 12,00012 

(Chassis) 

Triode as 
Rectifier 

AC.-- - 
Mains 
220. v. ' 

The circuit diagram of an A.C. mains oscillator.-f. McKinney (Portstewart 
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(Left) The German People's receiver, the 
(Right) The D.K.E.38. 

V.E.3o111'/n. 

SI\C. qat the Nazis controlling the German radio 
i niait y bare Inochrccd scycral m odels of People's 
Receiver, in their efforts to control Broadcast 

reception in Germany, standardise production, and 
maintain Dr. Goebbels promises of a receiver at a low 
price for everybody. The sets were in two main series, 
the V.E.3ot, so named after the date of the rise to power 
of the Nazi Party on January 3oth, 1933, and the 
D.JI.E.38, or German small receiver of 1938. Both 
series has models for A.C., D.C., and battery operation. 

The first People's sets were the V.R.so- W for A.C., 
the V.E.soiG for D.C.,and V.E.3o113 for battery 
working. V.E.3o1W and V.E.3o1G consisted of a simple 
straight circuit with a triode 
detector and pentode output. 
Wavelength coverage was 
from 2oo-2,000 metres; the 
coil assembly, identical for 
all models, had an aerial coil 
provided with four taps for 
medium waves, and three 2 
for long waves, to give 
optimum results with 
different aerials. Tuning was 
effected by a .0005 mfd. air 
condenser through a 7 : x 

disc drive. Normal reaction 
was used, and a x : 4 6 o-c 
transformer coupled the 
stages. 5 

4 

3 0- 

f 

Valves Used E o 

All these models were 
fitted into rectangular 
plastic cabinets measuring 
rain. rsin.>, Din., and were 
provided with Bin. moving I/O V 

iron loudspeakers. The - 

metal chassis and other: 
components were of conven- 
tión:rl design. The A.C. - 

modcl used an indirectly - 
heated 4v. triode,, 
R.E.N.9o4; and a directly- 

The German 
A Review of Pre-war Pr 

heated pentode R.E.S.i64 ; 1-1.T. was 
supplied from. a half -wave rectifier 
R.G.N.354. The D.C. version had two 
indirectly -heated valves. -the. triode 
R.E.N.182i, and pentode l2.R \.182,3. 

The battery versions of this set were 
the A'.E,3oi 13 fly. valves) and 132 (2V. 
valves), which used three battery valves 
in a. simple straight detector, L.F. and 
pentode antput circuit,. all stages being 
resistance capacity coupled. These sets 
used the following valves : 

V'aì.3oi13, filament volts .t : triode - 
detector R.E.o.34: triode 1..F. R.E.o34; 
pentode output R.E.S.IDui. 
V.E.3o1B,2, filament volts triade 
detector ; triode L.F.' N.C.x ; 

luntrxle output 
These designs provided good local' 

reception, but, understandably, rank and 
selectivity were poor. At niglrt range 
increased,' but swamping by local trans- 
mitters was often experienced. 

The next People's set was the V.F..3o1 
\Vn., in 1836, described as the ." Improved People's 
Receiver." This set had the same, general characteristics 
as the earlier models but used a circuit with a better 
coil :assembly fitted with a swinging aerial coil and 
using an 11F. Pentode A.F.7 as detector. 

This production gave better results than the older 
models, and under favourable conditions, with a good 
aerial system. was quite effective. At the present time 
in the Rhine district the 13.13.C. Heime Service is regularly 
receivable on one of these sets, although volume is not 
good during the daylight hours. These nrgde.ls were 
retailed at about 64 Reichmarks, which, to a German, 
probably' had the purchasing power of ì.l. to 1,.5. 

irBOm M1d 

2 Meg 11 

/00m.MId 

SOOm,Mfd 

60m Mfd 

150m Mfd 94 / / 
o 

/ Mfd 

3 
ò 
h 

220V 

Fuse 
150V 

Circuit dïag,ram 
of the V.E.3o11V, 
which Was super- 

seded by the v.-a'''. 
V.E.3011Vn. 

3,00012 

4 Mfd 

700 12 

_. _,. «MI.41,11111,l...,...M. IfifelAli.am., :em..,,em.,,o.wamwitanno.aile,,a.,..... -gem, ,o,,.fäle4.0.,,.011, HIM* ,..m.<,..<No»ame,,mme,,. 
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Peoples .eeivers 
Dular German Receivers. By G. A. Kent 

r 

An Improved Version 
A further improvement was effected 

in this model by the introduction of 
the V.E.3ot \Vn." 1)yn., in 1938, which had an energised in s wing coil speaker 
and full -wave rectifier, 1t.G.N.toh4. The 
latest model in this series was the 
V.E.3o1 Dvn. G.\V., also produced in 
1938. This was a universal mains set, 
using a smaller cabinet, a l'.AI. moving coil speaker, and a large horizontal dial; however, this set retained the basic circuit of the V.E.;ot 

In 1.938: a cheaper and smaller series 
was commenced in an effort, to provide 
a really cheap set within the reach Of everybody. This was called the German 
Small Receiver, 1).K.ó:.;8, and was a 
universal Mains set, using - a -Triode- tetrode, V-.C.L.r i, to provide a tríndc detector and tetrode output, stage in the same envelope, A similar coil assembly to that in the V.E.3ot Wm, was used, but perhaps the main interest in this 
'receiver lies in the economic ingenuity displayed in its construction. -lhe ,set is- provided with n plain plastic cabinet, pleasuring ,tin. x hin.'x 
4.1in, and a Tin. moving iron loud- speaker having a pressed cardboard chassis. All other through a slot in the front of the cabinet and is engraved components are mounted on a thin 'sheet of paxolin. in white over half its circumference. for medium waves, The tuning condenser of Moo3s mfd.; with solid and in red over the other half for long waves. A cam "Trotitul " dielectric, is mounted horizontally above the mounted on the tuning condenser spindle operates a baseboard, while the large Bakelite ilisc-knob is fixed simple wave -change switch so that the coil selected to its spindle below the baseboard. This knob projects corresponds with the engraving of the disc -knob visible 

' at that time. The circuit 
obtains its H.T., when' 
operating on A -G., front 
a non-standard half -wave 
rectifier, V.V.2, having a 
30 volt 90 mA. heater.. 

Al [Ú , n/80m 4.41c1I4.41c1 

A2 0-1/ 

300/- 
ot.M/d 

í13 

Eo 

A circuit diagram of the 
V.E.3ot Wn. It was a 
small and compact receiver, 
as will be seen from the 

- 

photograph on the opposite .. 

page. .. 

Fese 

AC. 

220V 

l/0V 

Showing the German small receiver, the D.K.E.38. 

500,000 n RES /64 

50.000 n 

loon 

! 
% Mfd 

c ---- E 4V t2 

RGN 354 t o _ _ I4M,'d ó 

T4MT 
3,000A 

a / 
Battery Version 

A battery version of this 
set was produced, called 
the D.K.E.38I32, which 
used three 2 -volt battery 
valves in a conventional 
detector, L.F., pentode 
circuit ; the valves arc two 
triodes, K.C.1, and an ont - 
put pentode, K.L.1, other- 
wise this set is similar to 
the mains version. This 
series provided satisfactory 
local reception, but beyond that little can be said for 
its -performance, which is 
governed considerably by 
local conditions. It was 
marketed at 35 Reich - marks, which was 
reasonable enough. 

For more discerning 
listeners various forms Of 
H. F. stage were available 
Mr all the different models rr.snnnsnwun®u.pçns wcae, KM. 

---.. - .... lem,1 J.emno m_on4111.1 «uvnsuinaa` 
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200,0o011 

Circuit diagram of the D.K.E.38. 

of the People's set. These usually took the form of a 
screen -grid orH.F. pentode in a conventional circuit, 
choke capacity coupled to the aerial poil of the set. In 
the A.C. versions this obtained its H.1. from the set, but 
heater current was supplied from a small separate 
transformer. Some of these units were made to fit inside 
the cabinet, extra tuning controls being fitted at the side. 
One enterprising manufacturer, " Braun," made an H.F. 
stage in a matching plastic cabinet to fit into the front 
of the V. F.3oIWn., this had coupling rods enabling all 

s.. .... ..: Mae' ..r 
Another view of the German small receiver, the D.K.E.38. 

.10,000m.MId 

/,600 n 

600n 

/1.C./DC 

controls to be ganged up:- The " Braun " -H.F. stage 
was complete with large illuminated horizontal dial. 

Short-wave Reception 
In the case of the battery models details ''were 

published showing how to make them suitable, for 
short-wave reception. This modification consisted -of a 
simple wave -change switch arrangementto substitute 
S M. coils for the original long and medium--ones.h"m 

Various 'other attacëüts were 
marketed for the People's sets, mainly 
connected with the aerial system; and, 
in the case of- the ,earlier, models, 
methods of selecting the correct aerial 
tap quickly and easily, as this had to 
be done on tuning from one wave- 
band to another. Many forms of 
suppressor were available to assist 
selectivity and prevent swamping in 
the vicinity of powerful transmitters. 
Arrangements for attaching extension 
speakers and record players were 
also obtainable. To improve the 
tone from these sets recommendations 
were made for fitting the whole 
receiver on to a baffle -board. The 
I).K.E.38 was to be fitted with its 
speaker central on an r8in.x 32in. 
board. 

There can be no comparison 
between the British utility sets and 
these poor efforts ; however, there 
is ' no doubt that the designers 
achieved their purpose in producing 
a set which could receive very little 
else but German transmissions at 
entertainment strength, and at the 
same time was easy to mass-produce. 

Empire Radio School 
THE Empire Radio School which opened at R.A.F. 

Station, Debden, in March this year is now making 
its first liaison flight to Australia iand New Zealand 

via India. 
The aircraft being used for the flight Is a Halifax VI 

(christened " Mercury "), which has been fitted as a 
Radio Flying Classroom packed With Radar, W/T and 
V.H.F. equipment. Some equipments. carried arc not 
yet in Service use. 

The intention of the mission is as follows :- 

(a) To discuss and explain all current practices in 
Radio Training in thé R.A.F. 

(b) To offer advice in all problems of radio training. 
(c) To collect by personal inquiry and to collate 

material of interest in the development of Radio 
Training. 

(d) To collect data keep Radio syllabi up to date 
and to discuss and explain new equipment coming 
into service. 

Visits will be paid en route to A.H.Q.'s Palestine, 
Iraq, India, Burma and A.C.S.E.A. 
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Analysis of the Television deceiver -4 
This Month We Deal with Synch Separation 

THE importance of the D.C. component of the vision 
signal cannot be too highly stressed -when the 
subject of synch separation is under discussion. 

Consider the typical vision signals, after detection, of 
Fig. ao(a). Obviously, in order to separate the syn- 
chronising pulses which all lie below the 3o per cent. 
amplitude line- from the picture signals ranging from 
3o per cent. to too per cent. amplitude, it is necessary 
to employ, some sort of limiting device which will suppress 
the video -modulation above 3o per cent. while allowing 
the synch pulses below this level to "carry on unaffected. 

CRT Synch. 

(a) 
Fig. 21. Diode separator 

VI 
Synch. 
.r 

R 

CRT 

(b) 
circuits following immediately 

detector. 

Only the latter will then affect the time -base circuits, 
appearing from the limiter as shown on the right of the 
figure. The bottoms of the synch pulses all rest on the 
sanie base line and are all cut off at approximately 
3o per cent. signal amplitude so that the picture content 
is completely suppressed whatever its -form happens to 
be. These waveforms have the full D.C. component 
retained in them. 

Now in Fig. ao(b) a series of lines, taken at random 
from a typical frame, are shown with the D.C. component 
removed. These lines, as 
mentioned before in 
connection with video - 
distortion, settle down to 
enclose 'equal areas on 
either 'side of the base 
line ; it will now be seen 
that it is impossible to 
draw a straight line 
through all these signals 
which will leave all the 
picture contents on one 
side of it and the synch 
pulses on ' the' other. 
Synch separation by means 
of a limiting device is 
consequently impossible. 
This example points out 
clearly the importance of 
the retention of the D.C. 
corn ponent. 

One of the simplest 
methods of achieving 

loo%- - - 

30%,-/- 
0lo- 

synch separation is by means of a diode connected 
immediately after the detector stage. Tv:v forms of 
practical circuits are shown in Fig. 21, these being used 
in receivers where the cathode-ray tube is fed directly 
from the detector and no video -amplifier is therefore 
employed. The action of the circuits is simple. In 
((a) the cathode of the separator valve V5 is biased 
positively by Ra Ri connected across the H.T. 
supply, so that the valve remains eut off until the 
voltage across the detector load rises above a certain 
value. This value can be arranged to correspond to 

the 3o per cent. signal amplitude, so 
that during the picture signal the 
diode becomes conductive and presents 
a short-circuit path across the synch 
output terminals. During the synch 
pulses themselves V2 is cut off and 

fe2 so. has no effect on the output. The 
diode must be one of the low - 
impedance Acorns if the short-circuit 
effect is to achieve its purpose, and 
the resistance Rt must be at least ten 
times the valve resistance to avoid 
serious attenuation -of the pulses. 
Taking the valve impedance to he 
1,5000, Rl can conveniently be 
x 2,0000. 

In diagram (b) the diode separator 
is very similar in action to the one 
at (-a), but in this case a positive 
bias is given to the anode so that the 
valve is normally conducting in the 
absence of a signal. A voltage drop 
therefore occurs across Ri approxi- 
mately equal; to the bias voltage.` 
As soon as the signal developed 

a across the diode detector load R 
exceeds the bias present upon the 
anode of V5 this valve becomes cut 

off and remains so no matter how much the voltage 
rises across R. The voltage -across Ri consequently 
falls to -zero. If the bi -as on Vs is set up to be equal . 

to the synch -pulse amplitude across R, then current 
will flow through- Ri during- the synch pulses and 
develop -a voltage acresa it. Negative synch pulses 
will therefore appear across RI free from the picture 
modulation. This circuit is not as good as that of 
O, for picture modulation can get into the output': 
through the interelectrode capacity of V, and is likely 

after diode 

Fig. 20.-When the 
D.C. component is 
removed from the 4 - - - - - - 
vision signals as at 
(b), synch separation . 
by means cf an 
amplitude filter is 

not possible. 

(b) 
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to upset the triggering action of the synch ,pulses at 
the time -base generators. 

In both of the circuits, if the diode detector is reversed 
so that its output is in negative phase, then the synch 
separator diodes must also be reversed. - 

Pentode Synch Separation 
Where diodes are not employed for purposes of synch 

pulse separation, pentode valves of the K.E. variety 
are almost invariably chosen. These are generally more 

efficient than 
diodes and lead 
to cleaner separa- 
tion, but the 
diode circuit is, 
nevertheless, a 
practical propo- 
sition and will 
give excellent 
results when 
carefully de- 
signed. 

In general, the 
principle of using 
a R.F. .pentode 
for synch separa- 
tion is to use a 
valve whose 
anode current- 
grid volts char- 
acteristic is as 
shown in Fig. 22. 
Under this 
condition of 
operation t h e 
anode current 
cuts off for a 
very small nega- 

tive grid bias, but rises sharply as the bias is _reduced, 
reaching complete saturation at zero bias. In order 
to obtain an I .Vo characteristic of this sort the valve 
must be run with the screen voltage considerably in 
excess of the anode voltage, the latter, in fact, being 
only a few volts positive with respect to cathode. 

Figure 23 shows a practical form of pentode synch 
separator following immediately after a diode detector. 
The anode of the pentode is tapped well down the H.T. 
potentiometer to give an anode potential of some 6 volts, 
while the screen is made off to a higher potential point 
and receives some 35 volts. The operation of this circuit 
when vision signals are developed across the diode load 
resistance R is seen in Fig. 24. The signals ate in positive 
phase, and the pentode is so biassed by the drop across 
R3 that the vision signals carry the valve into the 
region of anode -current saturation. During these 
periods, therefore, no change in voltage is experienced 
across R. During the synch pulse periods, however, 
the anode current. abruptly falls from saturation to 
zero, with the result that a large voltagerise occurs at 
the anode. Rectangular synch pulses, free of the picture 
signals, therefore, appear in positive Anse across the 
anode load R5 of the pentode. 

The success of this form of separator depends upon 
the flatness of the IaV5 characteristic, above the upper 
bend, and this will only be achieved by correct relative 

Fig. 23.-A 
pentode synch 
separator f e d 
with positive 
signals from a 
diode detector. 

Synch 

Fig. 22. -A 
suitable pentode 
characteristic 
for purposes of 
synch separa- 

tion. 

P2 

R3 

Vg 

anode and. screen voltages. With valves of the MS.Pen. 
variety an anode voltage of 6 with the screen at 40 
volts will give good workable results with the right, 
input. The grid resistance R1 of the pentode is included 
to prevent the diode load R being shunted too heavily 
by the input resistance of the former over the whole of 
the picture signal ; a suitable value is 7,500n. The circuit 
has a slight disadvantage that at least a so -volt peak -to - 
peak detector output is necessary to secure proper 
working, but in cases where the cathode-ray tube is 
directly fed from the detector this output should normally 
be obtained. 

It is more general to have the synch separator after 
the video -frequency stage, however, and in this case 
it is necessary to have some form of D.C. restoration 
circuit, for the resistance -capacity coupling between the 
V.F. and the separator stage will normally remove the 
D.C. signal. A restoration diode may be used as shown 
in Fig. 25, the separator pentode V3 working in exactly 
the same manner as before. 

Since the signals from the video -frequency stage are in 

Vg 

Fig. 24.-Operation 
of the circuit of Fig. 
23, showing the action 

of separation. 

positive phase, some difficulty may be experienced -with 
this circuit on account of grid current flowing in V3 
during the picture signals. The resistance R2 should be 
made fairly high; say 0.25 Mn, to counter this effect, but 
the frequency response of the separator is bound to 
be affected by too high a value at this point. - It is 
possible to do away with the pentode separator altogether, 
utilising the restoration diode to provide the synch 
pulses. This brings us back to diode separation. The 
circuit -is then exactly the same as that shown previously 
in Fig. sr(h) with the exception that the resistance R 
in this figure becomes the resistance R1 of Fig. 25. This 
system suffers from the disadvantages already mentioned 
in connection with Fig. 25(b). 

Figure 26 shows a practical form of separator used in 
some commercial receivers. This circuit differs from 
those-presnionsly described in that VI is an anode bend 
detector, giving an output in negative phase. This output 
is applied to the synch separator V2 and to the cathode of 
the C.R. tube ; the latter connection is inddeso that a 
positive image is secured for a negatively -phased vision 
signal, a negative signal to the cathode being equivalent 
to the more commonly applied positive signal to the grid. 

V2 is biased by the potentiometer 12112.2 across the 
H.T. supply and, therefore, only conducts when the 
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picture signals have driven the cathode less positive 
than the anode ; during the synch pulses the valve is 
cut off and these are consequently taken straight off the 
detector anode through resistance R. In practice, the 
short-circuiting effect of the diode on the picture signals 
is not complete, but by using a valve with a sufficiently 
low impedance and making the value of R some ten 

Fig. 25.-When the synch separator is fed from the 
video stage through a resistance -capacity coupling, a 

D.C. restoration diode must be inserted as shown. 

times this value, good working may be secured in 
practice. The system enjoys the advantage that the 
direct coupling of the cathode-ray tube to the detector 

stage retains the D.C. component of the signal while 
remaining quite safe for the tube itself. Should the valve 
break down the cathode of the tube will be carried at 

sync', 
Fig. a6. Another form of synch separator following 

an anode bend detector stage. 

once to full H.T. but the grid will always be negative with 
respect to this, due to the drop along the chain R5R4. 

(To be continued.) 

Around the Trade 

The Pifco 
All -in -One 
Radiometer. 

Pifco All -in -one Radiometer 
THE Pifco All -in -one Radiometer is now available 

once again in a new and greatly improved model. 
Suitable for both . A.C. and D.C. testing this Pifco 
instrument has a multiple scale covering the following 
ranges : 

o-6 yeas, o -zoo volts, o-30 milliamps. An internal 
battery enables continuity tests to be made while a socket 
on the front of the bakelite case provides for the testing 
of 4 and 5 pin valves. In addition to most radio and 
electronic tests. the Pifco Radiometer will be found 
useful in testing for continuity, shorts and open circuits 
in domestic electrical appliances and for the testing of 
car lighting and starting circuits. It can be used on any 
mains supply, either .A.C. or D.C. 

Particular care has been given to finish, accuracy and 
high class workmanship while the price 25(- retail 
brings the Pifco Radiometer within reach of all. 

Short Wave Components 
IN order to meet the needs of the short wave 

experimenter, Stratton & Co., Ltd., Eddystone 
Works, West .Heath, Birmingham, 31, have, after six 
years of war service, produce a catalogue of " Eddystone " 
components. 

The reputation of "- Eddystone " products for high 
efficiency and outstanding performance, already firmly 
established; is now -further enhanced by experience 
gained in research to produce equipment for exacting 
war needs-an undertaking " Eddystone " were well 
fitted to carry out from their unique position of specialis- 
ing in equipment for the home and overseas short wave . 

rngeket. Experienced users will require no reminder of 
the excellent " Eddystone " Quality. 

- The -catalogue lists a fine range of transmitting 
condensers, air dielectric trimmer condensers, coils, 
dials, knobs, insmilators, couplings, extension rods, etc., 
and various other interesting products. 
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Technical Notes 
More Interesting Sidelights on Phase and Other Problems. 

AMONG the more controversial topics I have written 
about in these columns from time to time is the 
general ambiguity and mis -terminology connected 

with modulation and beat effects. 
Indeed, " modulation " provides a hunting -ground 

for innumerable hares. I shall have much more to say 
on the subject, but return just now to the notion that a. 
superheterodyne mixer is a species of modulating device 
which generates "sideband frequencies." 

The idea is fostered in some of the literature. I have 
been responsible for some quite heated arguments on 
the question, and a querist now says he is quite unable 
to sec how there should be anything akin to modulation 
in extracting beat -differences. 

Neither can anyone else, as far as I am aware ! True, 
advocates of the view would probably offer you a 
plausible mathematical explanation. For example : 
that all " sum and difference terms " arise due to 
multiplicative effects-or " products "-and are, there-, 
fore, identical to sidebands. 

You may find this rather unconvincing. You may 
wonder why. a frequency -changer was once called a first 
detector, not a modulator, whilst a superheterodyne still 
embodies heterodyne principles ! Does the modern 
mixer involve any radical change in principle, whereby 
detection becomes modulation ? 

No doubt you,will be told by some that the old view 
was a relatively amateurish one which no sophisticated 
technician would dream of putting forward in these 
enlightened days. Others will try to put you off with 
a laugh, saying : " It is all a verbal quibble," or question 
of " terminology." 

Terminology and Truth 
There is an obvious answer to that, as everyone who 

has tried to teach technicalities fully knows. Moreover, 
if a student uses a wrong term at an examination he 
will get a blue pencil through it if the examiner does not 
happen to see eye -to -eye with him ! 

It will save a lot of writing if you stick to your guns, 
and insist upon some sort of physical explanation of 
how, say, r,000 kc/s might be " modulated " by a local 
oscillator generating 1,465 kc/s ? After heterodyning, 
and detecting, is the resulting 465 kc/s anything in the 
nature of an H.F. sideband ? 

We may reduce the question to more fundamental 
terms. If r,000 kc/s and r,00r kc/s are heterodyned, is 
the resultant beat -note at r,000 c/s anything in the 
.nature of an H.F. sideband ? Or, perhaps, an L.F. 
sideband ? 

If a i,000 kc/s H.F. carrier were amplitude -modulated 
by an independent L.F. 'note of r,000 c/s., two high - 
frequency sidebands of r,00r ke/s and 99g kc/s would 
be generated. If you inquire how they are generated, 
heterodyne principles or " harmonics " will not provide 
the explanation. 

'Of course, the amplitude -modulation is fairly easy to 
explain as a sort of complek beat between three radio - 
frequencies. But that will not explain the sidebands. 
Modulator or Detector ? - 

" When is a modulating device not a modulator ? " 
I was once told the whole question reduced to a banality 
of this type. 

- The question might have been : When is a non-linear 
device functioning as ra) a modulator, (b) a detector ? 
Obviously, it depends what we wish to do-produce or 
extract a modulation envelope. If sidebands are gene- 
rated in (a). there is a little more than " terminology " 
to the query of whether they are equally generated 
in (b) ! 

But, we are told, it is a futile quibble. If one writer - 
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By " DYNATRON " 
chooses to call beat sums, or differences, by the name of 
"sidebands," he is at perfect liberty to do- so-even 
though it may be a little confusing to amateurs ! 

It is a curious point of view. Scientific and technical 
terms should have one, exact meaning. They are the 
means of conveying ideas,- and if loose or inadequate, 
muddled ideas must result. 

Thus; sideband frequencies are of the kind (fe±fm), 
where fc denotes an R.F. carrier, and fm a very different 
modulating frequency in the audio scale. Suppose, 
however, we heterodyned two radio frequencies, fr 
and f2. 

Wave interference will occur, and after rectification 
we shall find (among higher harmonics, etc.) two new 
frequencies (it -I-12), and (fi-f2). Are these of the 
same " kind " as the H.F. sidebands (fc-!-fm) and 
(.fc-fm) when modulating, or is there some essential 
difference of principle ? 

B.S. Glossary 204 
Like many things, this is a question of fact, not 

terminology. , We can explain how beats occur by the 
theory of interference between two waves of slightly 

o 

(a) (b) 

Fig. z.-Can " phase -reversal" be shown in Fig. z (b) ? 

different frequencies. The equivalent of rectification is 
necessary in order to give us an independent frequency 
(it -f2). 

It is not too difficult to explain, too, how a " sum 
frequency (fi -{-f2) should come about. It is altogether 
a tougher proposition to try to account for sums and 
differences of the type (fc±fm) in modulating. - 

A non-linear circuit element (or its equivalent) is '' 
necessary for detecting or modulating, though these 
processes are obviously not one and the same thing. 

If so, the modern frequency -changer is the equivalent 
of a form of combined oscillator -detector. 

But B.S. 204, Glossary of 'Terms Used in Telecönzrnacni- 
cation, deprecates the use of detection in describing 
modern mixers. It is thought the word really to avoid 
here is rectification. The modern mixer extracts a beat 
(and in that sense is the equivalent of a detector) by a 
direct multiplicative process without any rectifying 
action in the usual sense. 

If we are careful to use the words " equivalent to " 
a detector, B.S. 204 cannot very well find fault. It 
would certainly. be more to the point to condemn the 
misuse of " modulation" and "sidebands " in reference 
to the subject. 

The mixer is certainly more like the equivalent of a 
detector than a modulator (unless used for modulating). 
Terms such as " sidebands " are most misleading, and I 
have seen the jargon extended to straightforward triode 
or pentode detectors. . 
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" Phase " in Valve Equivalent Circuits 
Another subject where rules and conventions seem 

to be much at variance is the vectorising of valve 
circuits. 

One of the difficulties is to exhibit phase -reversal in a 
valve equivalent circuit such as Fig. r(U). In the actual 
circuit r(a), the output voltage Vo has 'a 18o deg. phase - 
reversal relative to the input signal Eg. 

The question is : how may this fact be adequately 
represented in an equivalent A.C. circuit, such as (b) ? 
To the writer, it appears. a tough neit to crack, even if 
attempts are made to represent A.C. and D.C. conditions. 

From an A.C. point of view, Fig. t(b) denotes a purely 
resistive circuit, in which there is an alternating current 
Ia, developing voltages IaR . and Iara, across the 
resistances R and ra. In any circuit comprising entirely 
pure resistances, the p.ds IaR and Iara are necessarily 
in -phase with Ia, and with themselves. 

Thus, the total E.M.F., µEg, is simply the arithmetic 
sum (IaR+Iara), there being no question of any phase- 
differences-when vector addition would become 
necessary. True, itis still arithmetic (or algeb4aie) 
addition for the case of 18o deg. phase -difference, but in 
the circuit shown there is no reason whatever for postu- 
lating such a phase -shift. 

of + and - signs. 
For instance, in Fig. r(b), we have :µEg='IaR -{- Iara, 

or IaR= the " output voltage" Vo --- µEg-Iara. 
This is a simple statement of Ohm's Law applicable to 
any and every such circuit (including D.C.), and the 
negative sign before Iara tells us absolutely nothing 
about the " phase -reversal " in Fig. r(a). 

Neither is it so helpful as it may seem to try to denote 
phase -reversal by prefixing a negative sign before 
µEg in (b)-as is often done in textbooks. It has no 
effect whatever upon the relative phase of the p.d.s 
across R and ra, i.e., the voltage -drop across each will 
still be in -phase with µEg, and consequently no phase - 
change of r8o dogs. is exhibited across the individual 
resistances. 

E9 

la 

E9 

! a- 

(b) 

(a) 
Fig. a.-Is this possible in a valve circuit at ordinary 

frequencies ? 

To repeat: the voltage -drop across each of any 
number of resistances in series across an E.M.F. µEg 
must be indicated in -phase with the current throughout 
the circuit. Unless we take liberties with fundamental 
A.C. conventions, it is hard to see how this statement 
could_ possibly be altered even by inserting batteries, 
etc., to denote D.C. conditions. 

No amount of conventionalising can get away from 
the basic fact that an A.C. component flowing in a pure 
resistance develops a potential -drop in -phase with itself 
(the current)-whatever D.C. component -there may be 
there. 

It seems, therefore, we should regard the equivalent 
circuit as purely an A.C. device for simplifying quanti- 
tative relationships such as voltage amplification, dynamic 
mutual conductance, etc. As it stands, it certainly takes 
no account of the relative phase of Eg and Vo in Fig. r(a). 

Misleading Negative " Signs " 
In discussing phase questions in valve circuits, I 

have often made reference to the misleading nature 

The real meaning of the negative sign is discussed 
in another article in this paper. There, it is shown 
how the internal p.d. across even a pure resistance is 
really of opposite sign, or is at s8o degs. to the applied 
E.bM.F., and if certain points in 'a circuit are at " earth " 
(or cathode) potential, an " output voltage " similarly 
phase; reversed may be obtained. 

There does not seem any very great advantage in 
trying to show the fact: in Fig. r(b). Perhaps the best 
advice is : to forget phase -reversal when using valve 
equivalent circuits to arrive at formula, etc., and study 
how it comes about in the actual valve circuit. 

Another Vector Puzzle ! 

One occasionally comes across vector diagrams in 
textbooks which depict a result such as the one drawn 
in Fig. s(a), and by sine curves in a(b) ! 

Here the A.C. component of current la supplied by 
a valve is shown lagging (or leading) by some small 
angle, ük degrees, upon its cause, Eg. The result is 
usually arrived at in depicting the phase -shifts in oscil- 
lators. 

Unless a reader has a very vivid imagination he will 
be hard put to it to try to visualise this state of affairs 
in any actual valve! Except at ultra -high -frequencies 
where electron transit -times affect the issue, it seems 
impossible that Ia and Eg can be out of step in this 
fashion. 

By complicated conventions it is possible to regard 
Ia and Eg as being 18o 'dogs. out of phase but 'not any 
lesser angle such as ./. The simplest and most obvious 
convention is to say both are exactly in-phase-as much 
in -phase as, say, the magnetising current and flux in 
a transformer. 

Of course, under certain conditions there can be a 
phase -shift in the grid circuit. For example, Eg may 
be out of phase with the E.M.F. actually induced in a 
coil in the grid-circuit-particularly if this coil is tuned 
by a condenser. Or, again, the grid -cathode inter - 

'electrode capacity may cause a similar shift. 
But this is not what ¢ indicates. If, as in the 

diagrams referred to, Eg is the actual, effective, grid - 
cathode potential; then at ordinary. frequencies Ia must 
be absolutely in -phase with Eg. The phase -angle 95 

should fall between vectors other than those shown 
in a correct diagram, i.e., if, as stated, kg is the grid - 
cathode potential afters all other phase -shifts in the grid 

circuit have been allowed for. 

Regarding " Economy Condensers " 
Discussions arise from time to time regarding the 

economy effected by the use of a condenser instead of 
a resistance for dropping A.G. volts-remembering, of 
course, that we could hardly expect a universal set to 
" work " off D.C. with a condenser in the heater circuits ! 

Exactly how is the, economy effected ? Things sound 
a little abstruse when referring to power -factor, cosines 
of phase -angles, etc. Even after a mathematical 
explanation, it is at least doubtful if the reader who has 
little time to wade through A.C. textbooks can sec very 
clearly why a condenser should cause an electricity meter 
to revolve snore slowly ! 

While it is quite interesting to learn that if you 
connected a purely reactive load like a condenser across 
the A.C. mains, the resulting "idle current " will exert 
no turning effort on an ordinary electricity meter, the 
full explanation tends to become too technical. 

But have you thought about the question in this 
way : a transformer will effect a very considerable power 
saving over an ordinary resistance-provided you use a 
fairly.efficient step-down transformer. Why ? 

Well, simply because a transformer gives you a true 
voltage step-down, by inductive action, whereas a 
resistance " drops " volts by frittering away electrical 
energy as .heat. Though probably more expensive than 
a condenser, a series choke coil would also cause much 
less loss than a resistance, but would be rather dangerous 
in an A.C./D.C. set ! 

For the sake of argument, let us take some simple 
figure's. Suppose to -watts at to -volts are required for 
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valve heating-a current of x ampere from the mains. 
If the mains were 210 v., this means that zoo V. must 
be dropped -in 'a series resistor. At r ampere, this 
represents a heat loss of zoo watts, or a total power 
from the supply of zro watts. 

With A.C. supply, we might use a transförmer having 
a ro v. r A secondary. The power in the secondary 
circuit is now ro watts. In a- transformer, of this size 
we may suppose that a further rowatts roughly will 
be lost in the core, making the total power taken from 
the supply on the primary side about zo watts-less 
than one -tenth of the total power taken when using a 
dropping resistor. 

The mains are still 210 v., but we are taking a current 
of only 20/200=0.r ampere approx., as against r ampere 
with a resistance. 

Meaning of "Power Factor " 
If we substituted a condenser for the transformer, it would have to carry z ampere, exactly the same as 'a 

dropping resistance. ' 

This is probably where difficulty arises. In each ease 
we are taking from the Mains./ A, at 2I0 y. 'Therefore, 
is not the power zro watts in each case ? 

You must beware of applying simple D.C. rules ,to 
reactive A.C. circuits. Obviously, the statement cannot 
be true. A condenser is not a dissipative device like a 
resistance. Energy is not wasted as heat, but is returned 
into the supply during the intervals when the conderiker 
is discharging. 

Put another way : although r A. flows through the 
entire series circuit, the portion of the 210 y. dropped 
across the condenser is not really " lost " at all (in ,the 
sense of power dissipation). Hence we are ref justified 
in saying, 210 v. xi A.=zro watts. They are really 
Volt -Amperes (V.A.). 

The true power is ro watts, which we can calculatâ by 
multiplying zro V.A. by a certain " factor, 0.0176 
in this case. The circuit has a power factor of 0.0476. 
Mathematically, it can be shown that this factor is also 
the cosine of the angle by which the current is leading 
on the voltage. 

From a Table of Cosines this angle works out to 
about 87 deg. 18'. Thus, although i.ajüpere flows front 
the supply, it is leading the voltage by nearly 90 degs. 
or the power factor is not far short of zero.` . 

Another rather odd fact about reactive;.dropping 
devices is that the voltage -drop must notbe calculated 
by simple arithmetic-at least, not always. We 
required to v., and the mains .were 2ro v. How matly 
volts must be dropped across the condenser ? 

If- you say zoo v. in -this instance, you, will. not be 
wrong. Arithmetic subtraction will -do, but don't ta 
it as the rule. Suppose you wanted roo v. Then your 
condenser would have to drop, not to v., but about 
i74 v.! Vector subtraction rrrustbe used, which is a 
good point at which to leave the subject for the present. 

Points About Half -wave Rectifiers 
A half -wave rectifier supplies Current Soia)f-a-cycle: 

Is this quite con-ect ? 
When a rectifier is switched -on the'rnaitts; but with 

no load connected to the output circuit, what exactly 
happens ? The answer to this will -help to arrive at the 
correct answer to our first question. 

If you measured the output voltage ön no-load with 
a very high -resistance voltmeter, you would find the 
almost evident fact that it is at a maximum. If you 
had accurate A.C. measuring instruments, you would 
notice another peculiar fact. 

This maximum output voltage when no current is 
drawn from the rectifier is practically equal to the peak 
A.C. volts across the transformer secondary. In fact, 
the arrangement forms the basic'circuit of a diode -peak 
voltmeter. When a load is switched on, the average' 
-output voltage falls to a lower figure than the peak 
obtainable on no-load. The larger the load, the lower 
will be this " average." - 

This suggests a condenser discharging. The " mean 
voltage " depends how rapidly it is discharged, and 

re -charged again by the action of the valve. If there is 
no discharge (no-load), it simply charges up to the peak 
voltage above referred to. 

The reservoir condenser, C (Fig. 3); is the one we are 
concerned with. Many call this a "smoothing 
condenser," but they will fail to- understand certain 
faults without remembering something other than the 
effect it has on smoothing. 

For instance : what will be the effect of a " break " 
(not n "short") in this condenser? Most modern 
receivers would be quite unworkable, because thé mean 
output voltage with the set switched -on will seldom be 
more than some 5o/6o v. To get a sufficiently high 
average, C should be 8-16 mfd. 

- 

Rectifying valves supply current intermittently- 
usually over a small portion of an A.C. cycle. During 
the non-conductive intervals, the reservoir C (which 
has received a charge during the previousinterval of 
conduction) supplies current into the load. 

If the capacity is too small (or the load too large), the 
discharge will pull down the voltage more rapidly. 
When -next conducting, the valve will again recharge C 
,to some higher voltage. But it is easy to see that the 
average - output voltage will depend upon the relative rates of charging and discharging. - - 

Well, what will happen without any discharge at all ? 
The condenser goes on receiving energy, without having to supply any, and obviously there must be some limit 
to this process. C will continue to charge, until it can 
receive no more charging current, when the voltage will be at the maximum possible. 

When will this be ? There are two ways of explaining. First, if we really desire to shirk explanations, we might 
content ourselves with saying that the " back E.M.F." in the condenser is equal and opposite to the peak positive 

Fig. 3.-What 
would .be the 
effect --of a 
" break" in the 
reservoir con- 

denser C.? 

(and therefore negative) A.C. volts developed in the 
transformer secondary, and leave the matter at that. 

Our explanation would be fairly complete if we 
carried it a step farther. The " forward " E.M.F is 
exactly annulled by the " back" E.M.F., so-what? 
The valve anode can no longer become positive, and hende 
all rectifying action ceases. - 

The second way shows more clearlywhy the valve 
ceases to conduct. The lower plate of C is receiving 
negative charge. The valve anode has a D.C. path 
through the transformer secondary to this lower plate, 
and so' is also becoming more and more negative. 
,Everitually the negative potential of the anode will 
exactly counterbalance the peak of a positive A.C. 
half -cycle, the anode no longer becomes positive. 

Now, .under load the same argument applies, only 
that C can never become charged as far as- the peak 
of the transformer 'volts. Suppose first it was charged 
to the peak. We now switch on the load. The voltage 
falls, until-when ? - - 

Well, until the positive volts in, the secondary just 
exceed the negative charge on the lower plate. The valve 
then " strikes " (commences to supply current), and the 
condenser volts rise to an extent depending on the 
amount of discharge, etc. They Will continue to rise 
until the secondary volts (positive) fail below the negative 
charge on the lower plate. - 

- 

Hence, the valve does not supply current for anything 
like a half -cycle of the transformer voltage, but only 
between the above For an appreciable interval 
in the half -cycle the bharge in C will stop conduction. 
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Underneat the Dipole 
Television Pick-ups and Reflections. By THE SCANNER" 

THE television service has now settled down to 
what is almost a routine of good, varied entertain- 
ment. The number of. viewers increases slowly- 

very slowly-however, owing to the scarcity of new 
receivers and the tardy delivery of spare parts for the 
pre-war sets. It is surprising the number of prewar 
television receivers which have been in dock for months 
awaiting servicing. In several radio service shops I 
have seen dozens of pre-war sets of all makes, collecting 
dust, queueing up for their turn in the workshop. 
The dates on which they were " turned in " for servicing, 
together with the names of the owners, are marked on 
the sides of the cabinets in waxed pencil, with 
details of components still required to complete the 
repair. Many have thus been occupying storage space 
for months, and the service men are becoming weary 
of giving the same reply to enquiries : " Almost ready, 
sir, but we're still awaiting delivery of a mains trans- 
former (or what ever it is !) from the manufacturers." 

Such a large percentage of television receivers had 
gone out of order through lack of use that one dealer 
told me that it was scarcely an exaggeration to say 
that the television service restarted up to an audience. 
comprised almost wholly of. B.B.C. employees and 
members of the radio industry ! Judging from the 
increasing number of dipoles that have been erected or 
re -erected on London chimney stacks lately, however, 
I think this state of affairs-if it ever existed-has 
passed. Mind you, I do know of several dipoles which 
were carefully fixed up weeks and weeks ago and 
which still await the sets beneath them. 

Recording Television 
Television programmes are here to -day and gone 

to -morrow. It stems a pity that so many good ones 
are being missed by viewers bòth of the near and distant 
future. The recording of the programmes, " canning." 
them up for repeat performances at a 'later date or for 
" Scrapbook " programmes of ten years or, a hundred 
years hence, is not yet practicable. The filming of some 
of the most important outside -television events has been 
carried out with kinematograph cameras by the side of 
the Emitron cameras, I know, but the results have not 
been particularly impressive. This has been partly due 
to the fact that the tele -tine apparatus at the Alexandra 
Palace, both sound and picture, has been lagging behind 
the direct transmissions, so far as quality is concerned. 
But great improvements have been made in the last 
few weeks, particularly in the sound side. In any case, 
films thus made never recapture the authentic television 
treatment and production methods to which we are 
becoming accustomed ; their technique is more in line 
with the news -reel or documentary film. What is wanted 
is a method of recording the television impulses so that 
they can be played off like gramophone records. Baird 
did actually use gramophone discs and cylinders for 
recording low -definition television many years ago, but 
such a system would be quite inadequate for dealing 
with the ultra -high frequencies of the present 
transmission standards. 

" Canned " Television . Programmes 
The ideal, system would be to arrange a means of 

photographing on cine film, from the end of a cathode 
ray tube, at a higher standard of definition than is used 
on the transmission itself. Films thus made would be 
a true recording of a programme. This suggestion is 
not so fantastic as it might seem. Already, two or 
three firms are developing apparatus for scanning 
cinematograph films at about i,000 lines, with the idea 
of transmitting the pictures by land line to cinemas 
for reproduction on large screens. ' One film studio 
in England is experimenting with a television line 

between laboratory and studio, so .that the results of the 
scenes photographed ou the film can be " wired " back 
to the studio as soon as it comes off the developing and 
drying machines. Results, I am .told,- are " promising." 
The time will come-and it won't be long now-when 
it will be possible for one copy of a film to be scanned 
and transmitted via line or ether to hundreds of cinemas. 
One copy of a film will thus do the work of forty or fifty 
copies. It will be used for topical events, chiefly, I 
think, because the cinema is making great progress with 
colour and will temporarily leave television behind in 
this particular field. But to come down to earth again, 
to our own everyday television 'programmes, it would 
seem to be comparatively simple for the process to be 
reversed, for the televised scenes to be photographed 
(with very high definition) on film. 

Broadcasting 'Corporation's television mast at 
Alexandra. Palace, London, N. 

History-and the B.B.C. 
The " Scrapbook " programmes have always been a 

most popular item on the ordinary radio, and it is to be 
hoped that the Television Department are gathering 
together material for a similar type of presentation. 
The recent successful exhibition in London, celebrating 
the fiftieth anniversary of the cinema, enabled several 
thousand people to see, not only pieces of apparatus 
illustrating the progress of the film industry, but 
excerpts from several early films-historical, comedy 
and (highly !) dramatic. Here is wealth' of interesting 
pictorial material which could be incorporated in such 
programmes. There are still many thousands of feet 
of pre -1914 silent films in existence, and the British 
'Film Institute has an excellent library of them. One 

The British 
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could iniagine â television " Scrapbook " of 1914, 
comprising excerpts frotn newsreels of that year, inter- 
views with prominent people, photographs, diagrams 
and maps illustrating the- changing political -situation 
of the year, and, perhaps, a studio-aöted reconstruction 
of _one or two important happenings`. Another kind of scrapbook which would interest in particular all radio men would be a pictorial history of the progress of the 
B.B.C. itself. Many of the earliest events, such as the first broadcasting of the nightingale and the first relay 
of Amérléan broadcasting, were filmed by various 
newsreel companies and by Pathe Pictorial. The 
opening of various stations and the historic transmitters at Marconi House and Writtle were all photographed 
and filmed, and the personalities of Lord Reith, Captain 
Eckersley, Mr. Burrows and Captain ,Round were well in the public eye. There was a glamour about those very early days of radio which has long departed; but the spirit could still be-and should be-recaptured and 
" canned up " for future use. There was a glorious 
uncertainty about reception in the days when the " home constructor " was in a majority so far as valve 
sets was concerned, and even the owners of shop- 
purchased crystal sets spent happy hours scratching 

about on their " Dayzite " or " Magikitc " crystals in search of the elusive specially -sensitive spot: 
Highspots of Radio History 

Apart from broadcasting, however, -radio is rich with dramatic occurrences which in themselves Mark the milestones in the early progress and development of wireless -telegraphy. Producers who plan a television scrapbook of such incidents will have a difficult job in satisfying both the veteran technical man and the ordinary man -in -the -street. But the than -in -the -street 
is not quite so uninterested in semi -technical matters as 
he used to be. There are, as it happens, many highly - dramatic events in the early days of radio which should satisfy all. What would' you select as " highlights " suitable for inclusion in such a programme ? My selections are : The radio call from S.S. Volturno burning ih mid -Atlantic, which resulted in .ten vessels coming to the rescue and the saving of 52x lives (x9x3) ; the arrest of Dr. Crippen on an Atlantic liner ; the first trans- missions from an aeroplane to the ground ; Marconi's first experiments with radio -telephony between ships. Each of these events could be dramatised in the form 
of a One -scene playlet. 

News from the 
.THE WHITEFIELD AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY 
Hon. Sec.:. E. Yearn, 4, Partington Street, Nekton Heath, 

.Manchester, 10. 
ALL radio amateurs in the Manchester, Prestwich, Whitefield 

acid- Bury areas are invited to the weekly 'meetings of the Whitefield and District Radio Society, which are held every Monday evening at 7.30 p.m. at. the Stand Grammar School for 
Girls, Higher Lane, Whitefield. 

Membership is open to anyone with any interest,' nò matter what branch, in amateur radio,. and!groups are to be forned to cover all branches of radio, including transmitting, receiving, morse instructing, and UHF, including television, whilst a 
beginners' cater for the àbiolute beginner is being planned, and, in all, a most interesting programme is being arranged for the rousing.meetieg nights. 

It is hoped that all local G.'s, S.W.L.'s, aid any readers with 
even the faintest interest in amateur radio, will come forward and help to swell the ranks Of this up-and-coming club. 
THE SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB, CROYDON' 
Hon. Sec. : L. Blanchard, BRS 3003..122; 122; St. Andrews Road, 
Coulsdon, Surrey. (Uplands -3785.) 

THE August meeting of the club was again well attended, when forty-three were present to hearG2WS give a- very interesting talk and demonstration on 58 Mc:Is Portable Work. G2WS gave some very useful information and tips to those present as to how to go about and set up and operate a portable station under the hest conditions. At -the conclusion of the talk' several present asked some very interesting questions about portable operation which the speaker dealt with in detail. -- 
:WEST MIDDLESEX RADIO CLUB 
Hon Sec.: N. Priest, 7, George Road, Hayes, Middlesex. 

THE first meeting of the above was held recently at the Southall Labour Hall, when thirty -Six radio fans from Southall, Hayes and Uxbridge attended. 
The object of the club is to extend. interest iii experimental work in radio receiving, transmitting, television and sound recording ;. members are assured of learning a great deal from other Members, who include well-known amateur radio trans- mitters. - 

Another- interesting feature of the club is home recording and high -quality reproduction ; this alone Will no doubt appeal to many whose desire it is to record their own efforts in speech or music. 
It is also proposed to open a class for beginners to learn the morse code. 
The club, which hopes to meet at least twice a month, has elected the following offeters : Chairman, Mr. W. Wicks (G6WK) ; secretary, Mr. N. Priest, 7, Grange; Road, Hayes, Middlesex; treasurer, Mr. Bowler ; and Messrs. Gott, Spark and Ager as committee members. 

GRAFTON RADIO SOCIETY 
Hon. Sec. : W. H. C. Jennings, G2AMB. (Stamford Hill 3891.) 

THE Grafton Radio Society, Grafton L.C.C. School, Eburne Road, Holloway, London, N.7. (immediately by Nees 'Head Junction), meets on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7.30 p.m. -9.30 p.m. Instruction and practice (absolute beginners to advanced) in morse is given every evening as above. for them. 

Clubs 
A regular weekly series of lectures covering the City & Guilds 

Amateur Radio Examination Syllabus is a new feature. 
Two transmitters are now operating under (:SDF and G2ABB, and further transmitters are scheduled to be built in order that all bands may be covered. 
Short-wave receiver components to the value of £60 have 

been purchased in preparation for the construction of additional 
receivers. 

The membership fee is very moderate, namely, two shillings per term of 13 weeks (less than 2d. per week !). 
N.B.-This Society has been officially appointed the North London Chapter of the British -Short Wave League. All 

are cordially invited to attend our meetings. 
SLADE RADIO 
Hon. Sec. : L. A. Griffiths, 47, Welwyndale Road, Sutton t''oldfìeld, Birmingham. 

MEETING'S are held at Broomfield Road, Erdington, at 
8 p.nt on the fourth Friclay of each month. The following is the current provisional programme: 

October 25th : " Telearchics," a discussion night held jointly with the Model Aero Club. 
November 22nd: A.0 -.M. 

THE READING AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB 
Hon Sec. : S. Nash, 0, Holybrook Road, Reading. 

A a recent meeting of the above club, Mr. Holloway, ßßS et 12070, gave an interesting talk on " Receiver Noises." 
Noise limiter and suppressor circuits which could be used to 
overcome them were explained thoroughly. 

Many interesting questions were raised by members who went, away after the meeting' having learnt more of a subject which is foremost in our minds at the present moment. 
Any offers by interested persons to give lectures and demon- strations at our meetings would be more than welcome. 
Meetings are held on Saturdays at 6.30 p.m. at the Palmer Hall, \Vest Street, Reading, and all are welcome. 

PRACTICAL AMATEUR RADIO CONSTRUCTORS CLUB 
Hon. Sec.: J. Keogh, 8, New Ireland Road, Rialto, Dublin. 

THi' first general meeting of the above was held recently at Foresters Hall, 41, Parnell Square, Dublin, and members basic been meeting every Friday evening since that date. Membership is increasing and a series of lectures have been arranged. Mr. Gaskins gave twit very interesting lectures, the first was on Aerials and the second dealt with Simple Receivers. Two other lectures dealing with Elementary Electricity w;gre given by Mr. O'Farrell the lectures were fully illustrated with diagrams ; and were enjoyed by all. 
We are seeking a clubroom where members may construct and operate sets. A well -stocked and up-to-date library is ready and books may be borrowed as soon as the clubroom is available. A chub transmitting station is also planned, and for that reason morse classes will soon be started so that members may brush up their morse for the Post Office Examination. We should be pleased to hear from prospective members resident in Dublin. As we had many enquiries from amateurs outside Dublin, we hope in the near future to form a special section that will cater 
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30 
COIL -PACK 
SERIES 

This really fine 
Coil Pack now 

available in 8 models to 
cover almost every worth 

- 
while waveband. For Superhet or T.R.F. 
circuits, battery or mains. 
MODEL 30 D. For straight T.R.F. circuit, 
3 iron -cored aerial coils -3 iron -cored H.F. 
transformers. Only 5 connections. Wave- 
bands -16 to 50, 200 to. 550 and 750 to 2,000 
metres.. This Coil Pack makes possible the 
building of an All -Wave T.R.F. set with out- 
standing performance. Size of Coil Pack, 
Ihin. x 15ín. x 21in. Circuit supplied, £1.15.0. 
MODEL 30 E. As above except wavebands 
covered : 12 to 20, 30 to 75 and 75 to 200 
metres. Price £1.15.0. 
SEND ld. STAMP FOR LATEST PRICE 

LIST BULLETIN 

S Ip 

ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS 
SERVICES, 1, COLWORTH 
RD., LEYTONSTONE,.E.11 

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS 
THE UNRIVALLED SERVICE. 

There are, of course, other constructional 
sheets, but there is only one series prepared 
and published by L. Ormond Sparks, a name 
synonymous, since 1923, with 
TRUSTWORTHY DESIGNS. Every design 
is constructed and given stringent tests 
before it can become known as a SPARKS' 
DATA SHEET. This protects you, and 
ensures a Service Second to None. 
COMPLETE DETAILS. Every Sparks' Data Sheet consists of a full-size draughts- 
man -prepared black and white print showing 
Drilling, Assembly and Wiring Plans, with. at least, two foolscap pages of detailed 
descriptive matter and component list. 
LATEST RELEASE. ALL -DRY PORT- 
ABLE, No. LO/S. Three Valves. M/L Waves. 
Self-contained aerial and speaker. Size 
9fn. x bin. x 4fn. A popular design, 216. 
MIDGETS. Two -valve All -dry Batt. 9 v. 
H.T. Med. waves. Fine 'phone sigs. No. 
LO/M, 2/6.; One -valve ditto. Portable. 
MIL waves. Self-contained aerial. No. 
MP/1, 2/6. A.C./D.C. Three -valve (plus rect.) 
Portable. M/L waves. No. L/UM, 2/6. 
SETS. Crystal MIL waves. No. LO/C, 2/-. Batt. designs. Two -valve MIL waves. No. 
LO/12.' 2/6.; Three -valve " Straight." Med. 
waves. No. LO/3, .2/6. Three -valve T.R.F. 
M/L waves. No. LO/4, 2/6. Four -valve ditto, 
P.P. output. M/L waves. No. LO/8, 2/6. 
MAINS SETS. Two -valve A.C. M/L waves. 
No. - LO/5A, 2/6. Three -valve T.R.F. A.C. 
MIL waves. No. LO/9, 2/6. All -wave Super - 
het. A.C. 3 v. plus rect. No. LO/11, 2/6. 
8 -watt Quality Radiogram. A.C. Med. waves. 
P.P. Output. No. LO/RG. 3/6. 
AMPLIFIERS. Two -valve Batt. No. 2VA8, 
2/6. Three -valve ditto. P.P. 'Output. No. 
3VA11, -2/6. 38 -watt A.C. No. AC 0. 2/6. 
6 -8 -watt A.C./D.C. P.P. Output. o. LO/ 
QA4, 3/6. 8 -watt A.C. Model. P.P. Output. 
No. LOIQA8, 2/6. 
SROR -WAVE. Two -valve Batt, No. 
LO/2, 2/6.` Three -valve T.R.F. No. LO/7, 
2/6. WATCH. NEXT ISSUE for MORE 
DESIGNS. Stamp for full List and with 
Order. 

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P), 
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.E.4. Phone : Lee Green 0220. 

" WALKIE - TALKIES " 
SPARES 

The Complete range of accessories for t.he- (a.nmus 
Canadian Type 58-MK.1. TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER. 
ALL BRAND new and having innumerable uses 
for the serious Experimenter and Constructor. 

POWER SUPPLIES. 
Complete vlbratorpacic, self - contained in metal 
case with 2 lead acid accumulators. 2 -volt input, 
180 v. output L.T. and G.B. Easily adaptable 
for all uses. Only £4. 
2 -volt vibrator 7 -pip type R76. Only 15/6. 
10 amp vibrator fuses. Only 6d. 
Eft: battery charging cable. Only 2/6. 
Battery box with power cables and plugs. Only 

10/6. 
DRY BATTERY, long shelf life, comprising L.T., 

H.T., and Bias, all in one pack, to fit battery 
box. Only 20/ -- 

Haversack with shoulder strap and belt. Only 5/6. 
Complete battery power supply assembly, packed 

In haversack. Only 34/-. _ 

VALVES. .. 
Set of 8 valves. Only 55 10s, per set. 
Individual valves, of types 1S5, 1T4, 1R5, .DG, 

1299. Only 17/6 each. ---- 

NOTE. -We can else supply other miniature 
types. PHONES. 
Headphone and Microphone Assembly complete. 

Only 22/6. 
M.c. is of differential noise.excluding type, phones 

padded. Assembly complete with lead and 
plugs to lit either battery boo or vibrator. 

AERIALS. 
10 sectional. Rod. -type, in web pack. Only 12/8. 
102in. Telescopic type, collapses to 1211e. Only 

15/-. - lift. wire aerial with binding post. Only 2/6. 
OR 

The Trans-Receiver as a complete Battery Operated 
Working Unit, with Valves, Aerials, -Phones and 
Battery, representing a value at above prices of 
£12 14s. Only £10 108. 

OR 
The Trans -Receiver as a complete working unit 

with Vibratorpack, two sets of Valves, Aerials,' 
Microphones, etc., representing a value at above 
prises of £22 12s. 6d. Only £14 19e. 65. 

OR' 
A few only. Trans -Receiver chassis and case, 
complete with valves. Only £6 
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Special offer of EM -GOVT. Class D, No. 1 Mk. II' Wavemeters. Frequency ranges 1,900-4,000 kes., 4,000-8,000 kes. and Check frequencies at intervals of 1 mc. up to 25 mce. Oscillator crystal check. Battery operated. Supplied with spare vibrator, spare valve and Instruction book. Illustrated leaflet available. Only £8 15s. 

C.W.O., add postage under £1 (S. A.E. for lists and 
enquiries). 

THE JOINT PURCHASE OF LARGE QUAN- TITIES OF THE ABOVE EQUIPMENT MAKES 
THESE OFFERS POSSIBLE BY 

U.E.I. M.O.S., 
Corp. Mail Order Supply Co.) 

32,St. Gabriels Rd., 24, New Road, 
London, N.W.2. London, E.1. 

-THESE ARE IN STOCK - 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS CIRCUITS. 

liv F. J. ('amlo, 6/-. Post age 4d. 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS. By W. T. 

Perkins and lt. W. Barton. 12/6. 
l'u;a2 4d. 

THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCV- 
CLOP/EDIA. By F. J. ('atom. 10/6. 
Postage 6d. - 

- 

PULSED LINEAR NETWORKS. By 
Ernest Frank. 15/-.- Postage 6d. 

THE WIRELESS "WORLD VALVE 
DATA. 2/-. Postage 2d. - 

RADIO ENGINEERING. By F. E. 
Tertnan. 30/-. Postage 7d. 

THE SUPERHET MANUAL. By F. J. 
1:alnns. 6/-. Postage 3d. 

THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE HAND- 
BOOK. By S. K. Lewer. 6/-, Postage 
3d. 

RADIO TECHNOLOGY. By B. F. 
Weller. 21/-. Postage 7d. 

RADIO SERVICE TEST GEAR.- By 
W. H. Cazaly. 6/ -.-Postage 3d. 

THE CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPH 
IN' INDUSTRY. By W. Wilson. 18/-. 
Postage 6d. 

SHORT WAVE WIRELESS COMMUNI- 
CATION. By A. W. Ladner and 
C. R. Stoner. 35/-. Postage 7d. 

HIGH VACUUM TECHNIQUE. By J. 
Yarwood. 12/6. Postage 3d. 

RADAR -RADIO LOCATION SIMPLY 
EXPLAINED. By R. \V. Hallows. 7/6. 
Postage 4d. 

- 

Wo have the Finest Stock of -English 
and American Radio Books. Write or 

call for complete List. 
THE 

MODERN BOOK COMPANY 
(Dept. P.10.) 

19-23, Praed Street, London, W.2. 

YOU 
can become 
a first-class 

RADIO 
ENGINEER 
We are specialists in Home - 
Study Tuition in Radio, 
Television and Mathematics. 
Post coupon now for' free 
booklet and learn how you 
can qualify for well -paid 
employment or profitable 

spare -tine work. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET. 

(Post in unsealed envelope ld. postage) 
I Please send me free details of your I 
1 Home -Study, Mathematics and Radio 
1 Courtes. 

NAME 
I ADDRESS I 

P. 75 

1 
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J. BULL & SONS, 
246, High St., Harlesden, N.W.IO 

I wish to be incorporated in BULL'S 
MAILING SCHEME, 1946/47. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(In clock capitals) 

AVO Minor, Universal. Accurate Mie Meter, 
22 Ranges A.C./1).C., Volts, Amps., Ohms. 
3" Scale- Leads, Prods, Clips, Booklet. Com- 
plete, £81101-. D.C. Model, £4141-. B.P.L. 
Signal Generator, frequency Ranges £21, 
100-210, 250-630, 630-1,000 Re/s : 1.6-4.5, 
4.5-12, 12-30 me/s. Accuracy 1%. Internal 
Modulation 400 cycles. 6 -step Multiplier 
and Attenuator. A.C. Matou 200/250 v. or 
103-115 v. 50160 cycles. New 17 -Range 
Universal Multimeter Model by B.P.L., 
28/17/8. ERIE Resistor Rita of Ceramic 
Insulated Carbon Resistors. Guaranteed to 
withstand 100% overload. In metal cabinet 
with swing lid. 48, 4watt ranging from 15 ,Q 
to 10 megohms or Ofi, 1 watt from 12 fj to 
12 megohms. All Colour -coded and marked. 
24/-, CAR RADIO, Canadian Receiver R103. 
In metal 'case. £21, Adjustable rod aerial. 
Spare valves and vibr. For 6 v. battery. 
Modern 7 -valve Superhet. Self-contained 
speaker. 19.700 m. RAWLPLUG Workshop 
Outfit, over 200 part in handy box: 8 
compartments. 24 -page book, complete, 151-. 
TRANS -RECEIVER 58. 8-v. A.V.C. 8 m/es 
to 9 roe's. Panel Testmeter. Three Aerials, 
telescopic. Spare valves. Vier. and Fuses. 
2 Ace. 2 Mikes. 'L pairs Headphones, and 
Vibrator Power Unit. All complete, £15. 
ELIMINATORS with Metal Rectifier, A.C., 
39/8. ELIMINATORS with Trickle Charger, 
A.C., 951-. B.A. SOCKET Set In sliding lid 
box, saves seven sizes of Spanners, 6/6. B.I. 
Condensers, 500 v. 8 mfd., 3/2. 8-8 mid., 5/-. 
Erwin MULTICORE Solder, 13 B.W.C., 4/10. 
16 S.W.G., 5/3. SERVISOL, 5/-. Trimmer 
TOOL KITS. Compete outfit for set aligning. 

.12 haunted ecrewdrivers and .boa spanners, 
with 2 extension handles, in Amer'can C'. 
1Và let. 30/-, CRYPTON Ammeter, 0-0 amps., 
direct wound, 15!- ROTES( Ammeter, mov log 
coil, 30 amps.. charge, discharge, as fitted 
to cars, and suitable when external shunt 
has been removed, for Circuit Testers, Trickle 
Chargers, etc., 1916. Metal ENGRAVING Pen, 
electric. From 4-7 v. Battery or A.C. 
Transformer, 10/-. MICRO -DIAL, 100-1 with 
epicyclic reduction, sealed 0-181`, 8/9. Box 
of 1 dozen assorted 1 watt RESISTORS Wilk 
Colour Code Indicator, 8/- post free. VARLEY 
Thermal Delay Switch, 10/-. VARLEY Class Ii 
Input Transformers. Ratio 2 : 1, 3 : 1, 15/ - 
also 4 : 1, 3: 1, each half 15/-. VARLEY 
Quiescent Input Transf., Ratio 1 : 4.5. 18/-. 
VARLEY L.F. Choke Inductance 1.5 Henries, 
Res. 50 ohms- max- current 250 ma., 16/-. 
T.M-C. Electrolytics, ií0 mfd. 12 w, 1/9: 
25/23, 1/9: 25N50, 2/0; 50/50, 2/9: 2/130, 
2/3: 2/330, 2/3: 8/450, 4/-; 4/450, 3/6; 
8/430, 4/-. VOLUME CONTROLS, all values 
(also tweet with switch, 5/3, less switch 3/-. 
Radio CHEMICAL Equipment: :3 shades 
Polish, Cement, Servisol, Plastic wood, 
Chattertno Compound, £1/0/8, post free. 
" Radio Upkeep and Repairs," a course In 
itself, most instructive book, 8/- post free. 
COMPONENTS : Full range of tested quality 
in stock. BOOKS : Comprehensive Radio 
Literature available. METERS : Latest 
Models of Instrument and Test Gear. 
SHORTWAVE : Stock of RAY -MART 
Products. VALVES : see September issue of 
" Practical Wireless " and note following addi- 
tions: APP4C, DAC32, DC/SG, 01)13, 
DD101, DD620, DF3I, 1)F31, DK32, DL311, 
DVSG, ßF9, E012, EF36, E1.9, ELIO, EM34, 
EM35, ITIC: 0210, HLES, KF3.5, KL3S, 
KT33C. LO:3, 01110, PM12M, UBL21, 'CUM, 
UYIN. EXPORT : Speedy .Despatch, folly 
insured. DEMOBilined and Forces Special 
Attention given. C.O.D. or Ithmittance 
with order. 
STOP PRESS: 2 doz. Ass, Brit, and American 
.:ern ue Sheets, £1/1/-, 

J. BULL flt SONS 
(P.246, 

High Street, 
Harlesden, N:W.IO 

40k 51011 Il/Oslo 
`Alt;liCtES 

This popular Manual of absorbing interest 
to every Ham and Short Wave Radio 
constructor will be available at the end 
of October. The Eddystone Short Wave 
Manual can be obtained ONLY from 
authorised Eddystone Dealers. 

WE REGRET-A NOTE 
OF WARNING 

I: is our duty to you (and in fairness to 
our registered Dealers) to be frank regard- 
ing the present supply position of Eddystone 
Components. In view of to -day's manu_ 
factoring difficulties (common to all) we 
are not finding it easy to meet the demand 
as quickly as we would wish. We must, 
in the Nation's interest, maintain our 

-Export Drive thus leaving onlÿ a portion 
of our output for the Home Market. To 
avoid disappointment, order your Eddystone 
Components well in advance. Don't 
blame your dealer if he cannot fulfil your 
entire requirements over the counter- 
he is doing his best for you and we are 
doing our best for him. You may be sure 
that we, the manufacturers, are doing 
everything possible to increase output. 
Distribution of our products will be made 
evenly throughout the country-you may 
not have to wait, but if you do, please be 
patient. , 

If you do not know your local 
Eddystone dealer, we will, if you 
desire, inform you of his address 
(please send postage). We do 
NOT supply direct. 

Published by 

STRATTON & Co. Ltd. 
WEST HEATH, B'HAM, 31 

ELECTRADIX 
TELEPHONES for House and Office. 

CONSTRUCTORS' PARTS FOR 
YOUR OWN SET UP 1 

WALL TELEPHONE SETS 
Bracket Mike, vertical or horizontal... 10f- 
Transformer and Condenser for same 5l - 
Magneto Bell fitted ... ... .,. 51 - 
Switch hook and contacts . 216 
Walnut Cabinet, Bin. x bin. x 3in. - 

fitted terminals and connections ... 516 
Two L.R. watch pattern earphones ... 101 - 
Hand Magneto Ringer... ... ... 1216 

SET AS ABOVE 30/ - 
TWO SETS 50;' - 

MICROPHONES. New G.P.O. inset 
mikes. Sensitive Carbon type, with metal 
or mica front, for Home Mike experi- 
menters, 316. 100,'1 Mike Transformers, 416. 

SWITCHES, Dewar Panel Switches, 
8 -way, C.O., as new, 51- each. Yaxley 
type -3 -pole 3 -way, 316 each ; I pole 8 -way, 
316. 

HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS. 
Output approx. 70 v. 25 m.o. A.C. perm. 
steel magnet, wound armature, driven 
by gearing in handle, suitable for A.C. 
experiments, bell circuits, shocking coils, 
etc., 101- each, postage II- extra. 
MOTORS. 110 and 220 volt D.C. Fan 
Motors, large bulkhead size, 351- ; 110 volt 
D.C. Fans, desk type on heavy Iron Stand, 
451- ; Oscillating type, 551-. 
MOTOR BLOWERS. 12 volts D.C. for 
valve cooling or Lab. work, 701-. 
G.P.O. Connection Strips of Solder 
Tags, telephone type, 60 -way moulded 
mounting, 316. 

CRYSTAL SETS. The 
Lesdix Bijou Crystal set 
in bakelite case, semi - 
perm. detector, con- 
denser tuning. 151-. 
Headphones 1216 pair, 
with cords. 

CRYSTAL DETECTORS. Semi -perm. 
perikon detectors, 216. Spare crystals, 116. 
Catswhisker Detector, 216. Spare crystal 
11-. Multiple detector arm, choice of 
6 catswhiskers, 116. 

HAND COMBINATION Telephone, 
Phone and Mike ; ebonite body with 
switch for speech on bell circuit, 6ft. 
4 -way cord, as new, 151-. 

BUZZERS. Test buzzers, double 
contact blades for distant signals or 
converting for vibrators, robust construc- 

tion, 816. Morse prac- 
tice buzzers, tunable 
type in metal case, 
716, or bakelite case. 
316. Tiny Townsend 
high note wave -meter 
buzzers, platinum con- 
tacts, 101-. 

HEADPHONES. Single low resistance 
phone for circuit test- 
ing or house telephone, 
60 ohms, bakelite case 
and cap, best British 
make, with headb nd 
and cord, 816. 
High resistance 
double headphones, 
as new, with headband 
and cord, type S.G.B. 
light weight, sensitive 
to crystal, 2216, de- 
livery from stock. 

Please include postage for moil orders. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8 

(Late Queen's Road) 

Telephone: MACaulay 2159 
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Programme Pointers 
In This Article MAURICE REEVE Discusses the 

Current Tendency of Dealing with the Classics 

THE Promenade Concerts are over, and the world's 
greatest mass-produced body of music hangs 
fire for another wear. Before the season com- 

menced I expressed the. hope, in these pages, that the 
B.B.C. would see fit to broadcast the whole of the first 
part of each concert, so that all the important works 
performed during the season could be placed within 
listeners' reach, and final selection of what was wanted -if the whole was not welcome-left to the public to 
decide. 

But in their wisdom, they decided against. And 
not the least vocal of the protests raised against this 
policy is none other than the B.B.C.'s own forum of self- 
criticism, " The Listener." In its issue of .August8th 
last, its music critic, Bynelev Hussey comes out in the 
strongest language against those ,august personages 
who decide what may and what may not reach the 'ears 
of subscribers of one pound a year to the funds of the 
Postmaster -General...." All of which leads me to the 
question of " matching up " items or blending them 
up one with another AND that horror of horrors, that 
most vulgar product of the age, that excrescence of 
cacophonous unpleasantness, to wit, the signature tune. 

Absorbed -as I am to " classical " music ---deep as my 
personal interest in it is, and Much as I resent intrusion 
into it when it is being performed for my delight-I 
willingly admit that the world cannot be ordered or 
fashioned just to please me. I have to muck in with 
everyone else: I have to submit my likes and dislikes 
to conform with the tastes and wishes of others. And I 
must take my share of what does not appeal to me,. 
though I sometimes feel that temperaments fashioned 
on the lines mine is have to accept more of the disagree- 
able and the nerve-racking than some. 

Why the Mixture ? 
But why the " Knightsbridge March," The Bells 

of St. Clements," or similar works (admirable in their 
proper .sphere), should be brought into the closest 
juxtaposition to Bach or Beethoven, and in totally, 
raspingly, unrelated .keys at that is more than I can 
fathom. Between studio items there is seldom half 
a minute's interval between these -blatant inanities 
cooeluaing a dance band, music hall or "'light " number 
of some sort or other, and the, to us, ethereal other- 
worldliness of a Brandenburg Concerto or a Debussy 
Image. It is too bad and totally unnecessary. At the 
very least, the infernal things might be 'scored in all 
the keys and the right one chosen to match up with the 
ensuing item-if oil and water can be blended. 

It is an important ascetic question. The age is ugly 
enough, in all conscience. All of us, at some time 
or other during the pnrsuit of our lawful occasions, are 
brought face to face with these unwelcome nuisances and 
annoyances. It doesn't matter whether it is a signature 
tune, a queue, an income tax demand note, dried eggs for 
breakfast, or what not ; the noises, smells, tastes, sights 
and touches of this modern age are not all pleasant and 
agreeable sensations. They are all too plentiful and 
the worst of them abominable. Therefore, why, in the 
naine of Moses, incur self -infliction ? And Ldo suggest 
that the " signature tune " is unsurpassed for vulgarity, 
banality and a complete and- cynical disregard of ail 
ascetic and artistic considerations. In short, they are 
'Pygmalion awful"! 

Further Objections 
Another interesting phenomena of these times, 

doubtless fostered by the aforementioned brat, is the 
scoring, or re -scoring, of famous pieces, or excerpts 

from large works, for any instrument or combination of 
instruments which any lady or gentleman, or combina- 
tion of ladies and gentlemen, may think fit to play on the 
particular instrument with which they happen to be adept. 

Now the original conception of a piece of music, came 
from its composer's thoughts, which were centred down 
a certain particular ascetic and emotional path. Tone 
colour, i.e., the medium-instrument--which would 
be chosen for its interpretation would obviously be a 
factor of prime consideration. Men like Mozart, Beethoven, 
Tschaikowsky, Saint -Sans, Schubert, etc., etc., were 
masters of all the instruments both singly and in 
combination, -and if they selected :a soprano -voice as 
their instrument for one work, a piano for another, a 
string quartet for this and a symphony orchestra for 
that, we must not only presume and admit that they 
thoroughly knew what they were doing, but that their 
taste in deciding as they did was impeccable. It 
should be our law as the laws of the Medes and Persians. 
Murdering Good Music 

The whole emotional, and cerebral character of the 
work is most intimately linked up with the character 
of the instrument for which it is written -a voice being 
as much an instrumènt äs apything held underneath the 
chin or standing on three legs. And a soprano song - 

sung by a baritone, a violin piece played on a piano, a 
string quartet played by combinations of other instru- 
ments, should, to the artistic and musically minded, be 
unthinkable. As for the murder of lovely music on such. 
" things " as cinema organs, accordions and what' not ; 

well, I'll forbear from all discussion ! 

But the general impression would seem to be that, so 
long as the tune is a good one and the sentiment ex- 
pressed in the words is appealing --love, trees, Drake 
Goes West, or whatever it may be-then it is good, i.e., 
profitable meat anywhere and ,anyhow. Tenors . may 
sing the Serenade, sopranos the Earl King, fiddlers play 
Chopin's Nocturnes and quartets complete with har- 
monium, One Fine Day or The Swan. Whilst all the 
time the \\'urlitzer gives us The Messiah, 1812, or the 
Marriage of Figaro. Dear, oh clear ! 

The tragedy is that, whilst millions can whistle these 
" tunes " quite correctly, they only delude themselves 
if they think they know them. Their real beauty and 
meaning are closed books, and they don't know a fraction 
as much about them as a cinema goer knows about a 
foreign country through having seen it ,frequently on 
the screen. 

As to the propriety, or otherwise, of presenting the 
minor classics in any other than their original dress, my 
readers may like my views next month. Here, I have 
endeavoured only to touch upon the heinousness of the 
crimes that are daily committed upon the classic master- 
pieces. They get buffeted, kicked around and insulted 
in our search for new, and still more new, entertainment. 
Fortunate, indeed, are the sister arts, which cannot, by 
their nature, be switched on and off for the vulgar and 
idle to gaze at in distorted and bruised shapes. 

A New Handbook 

NEW NES SLIDE RULE 
MANUAL 

By F. J. CAMM 
gl- or 5/6 by post Dran George Newnes, Ltd., 
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.a 
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Short-wave Listening 
List of Short-wave Broadcasting Stations Located Throughout the World as Furnished by 

the International Short Wave Club, London 

CALL MIC/S METRES LOCATION. 
All times G.M.T. 

60.0 1 
58. 5 r 

.' Amateur Band. 

Vision 45.0 6.67 B.B.C. Television. 
Sound 41.5 7.25 j> 

:311.0 1 10 Amateur Band. 
28.0 Í - GSS 28.55 11..10 B.R.C. 

CSR 26.40 11 .36 B.B.C. 
GS Ii 26.10 11.49' B.B.C., 11.15-15.15 
GS() 23.7:5 11.65 B.B.C. 
(;VT 21 .75 13.79 B.B.O., 13.30-16.30 
(:VS 21.71 13.82 B.B.C. 
CHIA 21.71 13.82 Sackville, Canada. 
VLCIO 21.67 13.84 Shepparton,- Aus- 

tralia, 06.50- 
07.25 - 

EVE 21.67 13.84 B.B.C., 12.15-12.41 
WLWS 21.65 13.85 Cincinatti, U.S.A., 

13.00-14.45 
15.30-17.00 

GRZ 21.64 13.86 B.B.C., 13.00-15.13 
WNBI 21.63 13.87 N.B.C:, Radio City, 

New York 
WGEA 21.59 13.98 Schenectady, N.Y. 
WCBX 21.57 13.01 C.B.S., New York. 
GSr 21.55 13.92 B.B.C., 16.00-16.31 
WBOS 21.54 13.93 Boston, U.S.A. 
GS/ 21.53 13.93 B.B.C., 10.00-13.1-. 
WGEA 21.50 13.95 Schenectady, N.Y. 
GSI-I - 21.47 - 13.97 B.B.C., 10.00-15.17. 
AV RIM, 21.46 13.98 Boston, U.S.A. 

WNRA 18.10 10.52 N.B.C., Radio City, 
N.Y., 10.45- 
13.30 

G VO 18.03 16.59 B.B.C., 11:00-15.47 
.17.00-19.1.5 

GRQ 18.02 16.64 B.B.C., 10.00-14.01 
15.00-19.15 

WL\VL 17.93 16.70 Cincinal ti, U.S.A.. 
13.00--14.45 

17.91 16.73 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
GRP 17 .87 16.79 B.B.C., 15.30-1.7.3( 
KCBF 17.85 16.81 San Francisco, Calif. 

22.00-00.30 
\VCBN 17.83 16.83 C.B.S.. New York 

13.15-16.00 
CKNC 17.82 16.84 Sackville, Canada 

12.00-19.30 
GSV 17,81 10_84 B.B.C., 07.00-0201 

1(1.00-14.00 
WLWO 17.80 16.85 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 
GSG 17.79 16.86 B.B.C., 17.00-12.4; 
WNBI 17.78 16.87 N.B.C., Radio City 

N.Y., 1:3.00- 
17.00 

PHI 17.77 16.88 Eindhoven, Hallam 
IiWID 17.76 16.89 San Francisco, Calif. 

22.00-00.15 
17.76 16.89 Leopoldsville, 

Belgium Congo. 
13.30-14.30, 
16.10-17.15 

WRUW 17.75 16.90 Boston, U.S.A. 
11 .15-16.00 

GVQ 17.73 16.92 B,B.C., 07.00-10.01 
11.00-13.30 
17.00-19.15 

GRA 17.71 10.93 B.B.C., 07.30--10,01 
GVP 17.70 16.95 B.B.C., 06.00-10.01 

13.30-1.615 
15.71 19.09 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

GRD 15.45 19.42 B.B.C., 15.00-19-E 
GWE 15.43 19.44 B.B.C., 11.40-15.01 
GRE 15.37 19.51. B.B.C. 
WRUA. 15.35 19.54 Boston, U.S.A. 

10.45-13.00 
15.30-15.45 

CALL 

KNBI 

WGEO 

IC/s MIETRES 
LOCATION. 

All times G.M.T. 

15.31 

13.33 

19.55 

19.57 

San Francisco, Calif., 
22.00--06.00 

Schenectady, U.S.A., 
10.45--12.00 
13.15-15.45 

- 

VLC4 15.31 19.59 Shepparton, Aust., 
(12.00-05.00 

GSP 15.31 19.60 B.B.C., 06.00--1.0.00 
15.43-21.00 

GWR 15.30 19.61 B.B.C., 10.0(1-11.00 
19.15-21.15 

\\'RUL 15.29 19.62 Boston, U.S.A., 
14.00-15.45 
16.30-17.00 

\'CD3 15.29 131.62 Delhi, India. 
\VNRE 15.28 19.63 N.B.C., Radio City, 

N.Y., 10.45-13.30 
21.00-21.15 

\VCBX 15.27 19.65 C.B.S., New York, 
10.45-17.00 

GS( 13.26 19.66 B.B.C., 15.30-2L00 
\\'1.WIi 15.25 19.67 Cincinatti, U.S.A., 

13.(10-19.15 
VLG6 15.23 19.69 Melbourne, Aust., 

02.00-94.00 
\\'L WL 15.23 19.69 Cincinatti, U.S.A., 

13.00-17.011 
22.30-23.00 

CHTA 15.22 19.71 Sackville, Canada 
PC_1 75.22 19.71 Eindhoven, I-Iolland 
WBOS 13.21 19.72 Boston, U.S.A. 
WLWS 75.20 19.73 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 
\VOOC 15.20 19.73 C.B.S., New York, 

10.45-13.30 
1.6.15--16.30 

XGOY 15.20 19.73 Chungking, China, 
00.0(1-01.00 

VLAO 15.19 19.74 Shepparton. Aust., 
21.1.5-2:3.00 
04.00-05.00 
(17.3(1-11.45 

TAQ 15.19 79.74 Ankara, Turkey, 
Irreg. 

CIiCX 

G SO 

15.19 

15.18 

19.75 

19.76 

Sackville, Canada, 
1.2.00-2) ).15 

B.B.C., 00.00-10.00 
11.(1(1-15.00 
13.45-21.00 

15 AS 19.76 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
15.17 19.77 Leopoldsville, 

Belgium Congo., 
Irreg. 

VL.0 7 15.16 19.79 Melbourne, Anst., 
20.00-22.00 

SBT 15.15 19.79 Mlotala, Sweden, 
13.00-20.30 

\4'RCA 15.15 19.80 N.B.C., Radio City, 
N.Y., 1:1.00-19.15 

GSF 15.14 19.80 B.B.C., (16.00-09.00 
13.00-15.15 -. 

WRUW 15.13 19.83 Boston, U.S.A., 
10.45-19.13 

\VLWS 15.13 39.8:3 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 
\VRUN 15.13 19.83 Boston, U.S.A. 
1IV 13.12 19.84 Vatican City, Irreg. 

13.12 19.84 Dublin, Eire, Irreg. 
GWG 15.11 19.85 11.11.(:., (16.00-11.311 

15.04 19.95 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
\VN1ZN 14.56 20.90 N.B.C., Radio City, 

N.Y., 10.43-15.-/5 
\\CDA 13.44 22.32 C.B.S., New York, 
\VNRI 13.05 22.97 N.B.C., Radio City. 

N.Y.. 10.45-15.45 
\\'I. W I: 72.96 23.14 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 
CNR 12.83 23.38 Rabat, Morocco, 

Irreg. 
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CALL hIC/s METRES LOCATION 
All times G.M.T. CALL ì\IC/s METRES LOCATION 

All times G.M.T. 
TFJ 12.22 24.52 Reykjavik, Iceland, CKXA 11.70 25.64 Sackville, Canada Sun., 21.00-22.00 11.70 25.64 Kuibyshev, U.S.S.R. 12.09 -24:80 GRY B.B.C., 06.00-08.00 

15.30-19.15 
GRG 11.68 25.68 B.B.C., 11.1)0-14.00 

15.43-17.00 
11.00-22.30 21.00-00.00 GRV 

PHI 
12.04 
12.00 

:24:92 
25.00 

B.B.C., 22.00-02.15 
Eindhoven, Holland, 

Irreg. - 

WCBN 
WCDA 

11.14 
11.14 

26.92 
26.92 

C.B.S., New York 
C.B.S., New York 12.00 25.00 Moscow, U.S.S.R. XGAP 10.26 29.25 Pekin, China, 11.00 11.97 25.06 Brazzaville; -16.00, Irreg. 18.45-19.00 HH3W 10.15 29.59 Port au Prince, GVY 11.95 25.09 A.B.C., 13.40-16.15 23.00-01.00 GVX 11.93 25.15 B.B.C., 04.00-00.00 

10.00-12.00 
10.14 29.39 Leopoldsville, 13eh 

gium Congo 11.01 25.19 Moscow, U.S.S.R. SUV 10.05 29.85 Cairo, Egypt, 19.00 XGOY 11.90 25 21 Chungking, *China, -21.00 00.00-11.30 10.04 20.88 Kuibyshev, U.S.S.R. WNBI 11.89 25.22 N.B.C., Radio City, 
N.Y., 18.30-10.15 

GRU 9.91 30.26 B.B.C., 15.1.5-20.:30 
2.2.00-01.30 OR3 11.88 25.25 Melbourne, Aust., 

18.20-00.00 
01.45-07.45 

WBOS 9.89 :30.31 Boston, U.S.A., 
22.00-23.00 VLGS 11.88 2.).25 Melbourne, Aust., WGEX 9.85 30.4:3 Schenectady, U.S.A. 1.5.15-15.45 GRII 9.83 30.53 B.B.C., 21.15-02.00 11.88 Paris, France, 11.30 

-13.00 9.78 30.66 Leopoldsville, Bel- 
gium Congo WOO\V 11.87 25.27 C.B.S., New York KCBF 0.75 30.77 San Francisco, Calif., WNBI 11.87 25.27 N.B.C., Radio City, 00.45-05.00 N.Y., 10.45-15.45 \\ N RA 9.75 30.77 N.B.C., Radio City. GSE 11.85 25.30 R.B.C., 23.00-03.15 N.Y., 22.00-23.00 CSW 11.84 25.34 Lisbon, Portugal,, WR US 0.70 30.93 Irreg. Boston, U.S.A., 
18.30-19.00 GWQ 11.84 25.31 B.B.C. \VL\V L 9.70 :30.93 Cincinatti, U.S.A. VLG4 11.84 Melbourne, Aust., LRAI 9.69 :30.96 Buenos Aires, Argen- 16.00-16.45 tina, 21..00--01.00 VLC7 11.84 .35 Shepparton, Aust., GRX 9.69 30.96 B.B.C., 06.00-10.00 05.10-0:5.45 EQC ' 9.68 30.99 Teheran, Iran, VLW3 11.83 25.311 Perth, Aust. 03.30--15.00-17.00 11).15 \'LWG 33.68 30.99 Perth, .Aust, 22.00 11.8:3 25.50 Moscow, U.S.S.R. -01.45 WC RC 11.83 25.36 C.B.S., New York, 

10.45--11.45 
VLA3 9.68 30.99 Shepparton, Aust., 

15.1.5-15.45 GSN 11.82 2_3.38 B.B.C.,1)6.00-10.00 
14.10-17.15 

VI -C2 9.68 30.99 Shepparton, Aust., 
07.30-08.30 18.00--21.01) 

22.00-01.30 
9.68 30.99 . Berlin, Germany, 

'Evenings WCRC 11.82 25.38 C.B.S., New York, GWT 0.67 31.01 B.B.C., 06.00-10.00 15.45-17.00 \VRCA 9.67 31.01 N.B.C., Radio City, GWH 11.80 i.11 B.B.C. N.Y. WIZUS 11.79 Boston, U.S.A., 
10.45-13.30 

WNBI 9.67 31.01 N.B.C., Radio City, 
N.Y. 22.30 -23.00 IiG l? I 9.67 31.01 San Francisco, Calif. SNBA 11.70 

11.78 

25.45 

25.47' 

San Francisco, Calif., 
22.00-05.00 

Saigon, F. Indo- 

9.66 :31.04 Leopoldsville, . Bel- 
gium Congo, 
20.00-2.4.00 China, Irreg. G\VP 9.66 :31.06 B.B.C., 13.45-15.15 GNU 11.77 '5.49 A.B.C. VLQ x).66 31.013 Brisbane, Aust., IiCBA 11.77 25.40 San Francisco, 01.45-07.15 22.00-00.30 LRX 9.66 31.06 Buenos Aires, VLA4 11.77 ' 25.49 Shepparton, Aust. Argentina, 14.00 11.76 25.50 Voice of America -02.00 in N. .Africa, 

11.30-16.:30 
IIVJ 9.06 31.06 Vatican City, 

18.00-18.45 11.76 25.50 Moscow, U.S.S.R. WCBN 0.65 31.09 C.B.S., New York VLG10 11.76 25.51 Melbourne, Aust., 
08.10-05.35 

LLH 0.64 11.10 Oslo, Norway, 
Evenings, Irreg. GSD 11.73 25.53 B.B.C., 06.1)0-09.00 GVZ 9.64 31.12 ß.13.C.,18.00--04.00 11.00-13.00 06.00--10.00 15.30-02.00 CHMD 9.64 31.12 Sackville, Canada 

XGOY 9.63 31.15 Chungking, China, WRUL 11.73 2.5.58 Boston, U.S.A., 1,1.00-14.30 10.45-12.00 
13.13-1:3.45 

CELO 9.63 31.15 Sackville, Canada, 
Irreg. WRUW 11.73 25.58 Boston, U.S.A. 9.63 -31.15 Milan, Italy, GVV. 11.7:3 25.58 B.B.C. Evenings, Irreg. PRL3 11.12 25.60 Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil, ,-17.30 - VUDI 9.63 31.15 Delhi, India, 
13.30---15.30 

1 S.00 GWO 9.62 31.17 ß.ß.C.,00.00---03.,0 CHOL 11.72 25.60 Sackville, Canada, 01.00=06.15 20.00 -23.00 9.62 31.10 Paris, France VLG3 11.71 25.12 Melbourne, Aust., 
05.15-08.:311 

VLCG 9.61 :31.22 Shepparton, Aust., 
09.00-10.00 09.00-14.00 [IPsJ 9.61 31.22 Panama City, 11.71 25.02 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 20.00-00.50 WL\VK 11.71 25.62 Cincinatti, U.S.A., jVLWO 9.59 31.28 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 13.00-17.00 1'CJ 0.59 31.28 Eindhoven, Holland, G VW 11.70 25.64 B.B.C.,06.00---1.0.00 Evenings at 19.30 15.30-21.6d 9.59 31.28 Dublin, Eire, Irreg. 

. 2:3.00-02.13 VLG 0.58 31.32 Melbourne,' Aust., 
14 00-15.00 
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CALL 

VLR 

GSC 

MC/s METRES LOCATION 
All times G.M.T. 

9.58 

9.58 

31.32 

31.32 

Melbourne, Aust., 
08.00-13.30 
20.00-21.10 

B.B.C., 18.45-19.15 
21.15-02:00 
04.15-04.45 

KWID 9.57 31.35 San Francisco, Calif., 

0.56 ' 31.38 
00.30-03.15 

Paris, France, 
18.30-20.00 

GWB 9.55. 31.41 B.B.C. 
9.55 31.41 Singapore, SS.. 

12.00-15.30, 
Irreg. 

V LC5 9.51 31.45 Shepparton, Aust. 
13.00-13.45 

SBU 9.53 31.46 Motala, Sweden, 
Daily 

WGEO 9.53 31.48 Schenectady, U.S.A. 
9.53 31.48 -Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

GWJ 9.52 31..50 B.B.C., 09.00-09.30 
'9.52 31.51 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

VLW7 9.52 31.51 Perth, Aust., 10.30- 
15.30 

9.52 31.50 Johannesburg, S. 
Africa 

GSB ' 9.51 31.55 B.B.C., 17.15-20.30 
21.00--09.00 

XEWW 9.50 31.56 Mexico City, 11.00- 
04.00 

WCBX 0.49 31.61 C.B.S., New York 
GWF 9.49 31.61 B.B.C. 
TAP 9.46 31.70 Ankara, Turkey, 

19.30-20.30 
9.45 31.75 Brazzaville, 18.45- 

20.00 
GRI 9.41 31.88 B.B.C., 22.00-03.30 

9.32 32.19 Madrid, S p a i n, 
21.00-21.45 

COCX 9.27 32.26 Havana, C u b a, 
13.00-00.50 

WCDA 7.83 38.30 C.B.S., New York 
WOOC 7.80 38.44 C.B.S., New York 

7.77 38.61 Moscow, .U.S.S.R. 
7.52 39.89 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

GRJ 7.32 40.98 B.B.C., 19.30-21.00 
23.00-03.15 
04.00-05.30 

VUD2 7.29 41.15 Delhi, India, 13.00 
-14.45 

ZOY 7.29 41.15 Accra, Gold Coast, 
16.00-18.00 

VLA 7.28 41.21 Shepparton, Aust.. 
12.45-15.00 

GWN 7.29 41.21 B.B.C., 00.00-03.45 
VLCB 7.28 41.21 Shepparton, Aust., 

15.15-15.45 
GSU 7.26 41.32 B.B.C., 21.15-04.00 
GWI 7.25 41.38 B.B.C. 
WNRX 7.25 . 41.40 N.B.C., Radio City, 

22.00-23.00 
WRUA 7.25 41.40 Boston, U.S.A. 
VLQ 7.21 41.44 Brisbane, Aust., 

20,00-00.00 

- 
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GSW 7.23 11.19 B.B.C., 16.00-19.15 
02.15-04.45 

- 06.00-09.00 
Vf.Q2 7.21 41.61 Brisbane, Aust., 

07.30-13.30 
GWL 7.21 41:61 

' -B.B.C. 
7.21 41.60 Salisbury, 

' 
- S. Rhodesia, 

16.00-16.30 
7.20 41.67 Moscow, U.S.S.R. . 

GRK 7.18 41.75 B.B.C., 23.00-0305. 
GRT 7.15 41.96 B.B.C., 22.00-01.34 
GKM . 7.12 - 42.13 B.B.C., 2.2.00-01.30 

06.00-08.45 
GRS 7.07 42.40 B.B.C., 17.30-22.45 

.04.00-08.30. 
- WGEX 7.00 42.86 Schenectady, U.S.A: 

CHLS - 6.91 43,40 Sackville, Canada 
ZLT7 6.91 .43.40 Wellington, 

N. Zealand, 
10.00-10.10 

HIT 6.63 45.25 Trujillo, 
23.00-02.00 

COX4 6.39 46.95 Havana, Cuba 
HIOB - 6.39 46.91 Santiago, - 

20.00-02.00 
COCW 6.32 47.47 Havana, Cuba, 

12.00-01.00 - 

HIIZ 6.31 47.50 Trujillo 
HIIN 

- 

6.24 48.08 Trujillo, 
22.00-01.30 

GRN 6.19 - 48.43 B.B.C. 
HVJ 6.19 48.47 Vatican City 
GRO 6.18 48.54 B.B.C. 
KCBA. , 6.17 - 48.62 San Fraucisco,Calif.; 

01.00-05.00 
GWK 6.16 48.66 B.B.C. 
CRAC - 6.16 48.70 Sackville, Canada 
GICW 6.15 48.78 B.B.C. 

6.14 48.86 Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
COCD 6.13 48.92 Havana, Cuba 

6.13 48.94 Iuibyshev, U.S.S.R. 
GWA 6.12 48.98 B.B.C. 
HI9T 6.12 49.00 San Cristobel, Dom. 

Republic ' 

WOOW 6.12 49.02 C.B.S., New York 
GSI. 6.11 49.10 B.B.C., 21.15-05.30 
ZRJ 6.10 49.20 Johannesburg 
CKOB 6.09Canada' 49.26 Sackville, ' 
GWM 6.09' -49.26 B.B.C. - 

WLWIi 6.08 49.34 Cincinatti, U.S.A. 
GRR 6.07 49.42 B.B.C., 00.00-03.13 
SBO 6.06 49.50 Motala, Sweden 
GSA 6.05 49.59 B.B.C., 23.00-00.00 

6.04 49.67 Voice of America in 
_ N. Africa, 

22.00=23.00 
.GWS 6.03 49.71 B.B.C. 

6.02 49.79 Voice of America in 
' N. Africa, 

2100-23.00 
GRB 6.01 49.92 B.B.C. 
IIRN 5.87 51.11 Tegucigalpa 
GRC 2.88 104.2 B.B.C. 

COMPLETE NEWS OF THE WORLD FROM U.S.A. NEWS FROM CANADA 
On 25.62m, 

19.80m, 
19.62in, 
16.70m, 

25.44m, 
19.74m, 
19.57m, 
16.52m, 

25.40m, 25.27m, 22.97m, 
19.73m, 19.70m, 19.67m, 
19.54m, 16.90m, 16.87ín, 
13.86m, at 15.30 G.M.T. 

20.60m, 
19.65m, 
16.85m, 

19.83m, 
19.63m, 
18.83m, 

On CENC 16.84m & CKGX 19.75m at 12.45 G.M.T. 
On CKCX 19.75m & CHOL 25.60m at 22.15 G.M.T. 

NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA' on VLG 31.32m, at 14.35 G.M.T. 
NEWS FROM N. ZEALAND on ZLT7 43m at 10.00 G.M.T. 

BOOKS FOR ENGINEERS - By F. J. Camm 
Gears and Gear Cutting. 61-, by post 616. Watches : Adjustment and Repair, 61-, by post 616. 
Workshop Calculations, Tables and Formulae, 61-, by pos: 616. 

- Screw Thread Manual, 61-, by post 616. i Engineers' Manual, 1016, by post 111-. 
- Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket Book), 316, by post 319. I 

s Engineers' Vest Pocket Book, 10/6, by post 11/-. 
4 
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Special Offer of 

Portable Sound Systems 
5 VALVE A.C./D.C. AMPLIFIER with Push 

. Rill Output 6-6 watts, Input 200-25(1 volts. 
Complete in Rexine Carrying Case. Size 
when closed 13' x 15' s 101'. Weight '25 lbs. 
With PM Loud Speaker Microphone and 

_ Floor Microphone Stand. Ideal foc small 
dance halls, club meetings, £20.15.0 etc., etc 3BL a 

ANOTHER PURCHASE 
Mowing coil mike inserts, 30 ohms 5/. 
CENTRE ZERO MOVING COIL 0 2 

a).®.O 0-101) micro. amps. D.C. metre 3 3r 
Size 4 inch Panel Mounting ,rade by E.T.E.I., Ltd. 

SPECIAL OFFEet 
2 MOVING COIL METERS, 1. Ampu,eter 0-3.5, 
I full kale eurent 100 ma. on Aluminium Panel.. Size of meters 2 inch 

Tí3.0.0 Square Per pair di 

SIGNALLING TORCHES 
Ex -Admiralty. -cell (type 173). Coloured 
lenses (red, green and amber) easily unscrewed for use as ordinary torch. Powerful beam. 
Strong metal case. Highly plated tin. 
reflector, rin. lens with 3.5-v. hulb 12/6 and spore bulb. Less batteries LL 

Ex.-R.A.F. Type R1155 
COMMUNICATION 

RECEIVERS 
Comparatively new. These receivers 
are made to the stringent .specification 

the Air Ministry and are fitted with a 
large-scale dial calibrated from 7.5 me/s 
to 1,500 kçs. Complete with 10 waves, 
including magic eye. Fitted in a strong 
metal cabinet. They require only a 
Imwer pack to be ready 

MINA VA/ for immediate operation. M 
Aerial tested. These have been 
thoroughly overhauled and are in good 
clean condition. 

Co -axial cable for Television, 1/6 per yard. Fractional H.P., A.C./D.C. Motors, 17/6. Electric Magnetic Counters, 25-50 v. D.C., 5/6. Ex -Govt. Morse keys, finished in Brown Bakelite. 12/6. 

We still have a stock of R.A.F. valves, every one guaranteed: EE32, EF30, EF39, 
VL03, ,X116, ECM:15, MHLl16, SP41, EBC33, EB34, EL32.. ElIT'. All at 5/6 each. 61)9, 
.1)1,. EA50, EF50, KTW62. All. at 7/6 each. 
Ask our price for three,- six and twelve dozen lots. We also have a large supply of the 
fnllowinK : PT15; £$ ; VT105; 10/- : VT61A twin triode. 15/- t' High voltage rectifiers 1ull1, VU120, VU13:t, all at 10/6 each. 

You are birdied to call and pee the stock, of R..1.F. 
pear we have for sale. It will pa,, you I 

We do not issue lists and cannot deal N.B.D 
with correspondence on the goods 
we offer. 

Closed Thurs. 1 p.m. Open all day Sat. 

23, LISLE STREET 
LONDON GERrard2969 W.C.2. 

The Impossible Achieved ! 

HIGH QUALITY A.C.; D.C. 
SOUND EQUIPMENT 
United Electronics, Ltd. 
are pleased to announce an entirely 
new range of Sound Equipment never 
before offered on any market-HIGH 
QUALITY ON A.C. OR D.C. MAINS. 

12 watt - 12 gns. 
15 watt - 18 gns. 

very high quality IS watt 
with frequency response 

10-20,000 c/s. 22 gns, 
De Luxe Multi Channel and Very High 
Gain Models-particulars on application. 

Export and Wholesale enquiries invited. 

156, North End Road, London, 
W.14 

FULham 5577/8 

BULGIN 
A Name 

famous 
- 

i12 Radio 

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD. 
Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex 

Tel: RiPpleway 3474 (5 lines). 

J U`A(/E/MAT Tlask 
SPECIAL OFFERS,- ALL NEW GOODS 
SPEAKERS : Celestion and Goodman, 5in., L/T. 15/6: 6in. L/T, 17/6. All P.M. 
ROTIIER_MEL Crystal Pick -Ups. 
De luxe. £2 16s. 3d., inc. P.T. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. Centrala . All Values. 2.6. L;S. ; 3/6, W/S. 
MAINS DROPPERS. .2 amp., 4i--; .3 amp.. 416. 
CONDENSERS, CANNED. All 500 v. working. 8 mfd.. 2/10 ; 16 mfd.. 3/4 ; 84-8, 4.9 ; .01-.05, .1 mfd., 6/- per doz. 
INTERNATIONAL OCTAL VALVE 

HOLDERS 
3/- per doz., 301- gross lots - 

4, 5 and 7 pin, 6/- per doz. - 

LINE CORD : 2 -way, 1/- per yard. 
3 -way. 2/- per yard. .3 amp. 

TELEVISION Lead-in Cables. 1" per yd. Largest stock of B.V.A. and U.S. valves in England. Wo supply anything in RADIO. 

YmRA[)10 ER8ßCiE 

GALPINS 
GOV'T. SURPLUS ELECTRICAL 

STORES 
408 High St., Lewisham, London, S.E.13 
Telephone: Lee Green 0109. Near Lewisham Hospital 
TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER, NO C.O.D. 
EX. - G.P.O. MAGNETO GENERATORS, laud -driven approx. output 75 volts 
20 m/amps. A.C., useful to the experi- 
menter, sniall pattern, 7/6 each. 
ROTARY CONVERTERS, condition as new. 
24 volts D.C. input at 21 amps. 75 volts - 

A.C. i phase output, 55/- eat 7, post 2j0. 
USEFUL PANELS, comprising Smooth- 
ing Chokes, Mod. Tratisfornters, ('onrlensers 
marked in decibels and various other 
components useful to the Amateur, all 
components as new. 20'- each, carriage 2/6. 
VOLTAGE- CHANGER TRANSFORMERS. Auto -wound, fully glut ranteed, inuuediate 
delivery, 350 watt s. 55'- ; 50)1 watts. 70/-; 
1,000 watts, £5 15s.: '_ill)( watts, £8 15s. 
All tapped 0, 110, 2110. 220 and '40 volts. 
TRANSFORMERS BY WELL-KNOWN 
MAKERS, input 21/11 -:?,50 volts íll r). 
I phase output 1,500 Volts at 3 Kilowatts 
twice, £12 10s. each. V i)ltage Regulation 
Transformer Oil type 200/250 volts 50 cy. 

1 phase, £15 each. new liniditiou. 
LARGE TYPE RECTIFIERS, 12 volt.o 
4 amps., 45/- ; 12 volts 0:8 amps., 55;- 
li volts 1 amp., 12,16 ; SO volts at 2 amps., 42/6. All folly guaranteed. 
BALLAST LAMPS (GOOD MAKERS), 
new 1.25 volt 30 watts B.S. Mt leg, 6/ - per dozen. 
METERS ALL BY WELL-KNOWei 
MAKERS, edge type 1st grade glowing 
coil 2;íu., 0 to .:3 s1111ts.. 35/-; 0 to 2 autps., 35/-. Both the above read 2 1í.11 without shunt. Ditto; a to 1 volt 1,111111 ohm per volt I in/a, 45/-. Another 3) 1)eeihcl deter reading zero - 10-)-:l 1r.$.]). 50 ulicroamps, 85/- each. Another 2", in. round face ureter 0 to 25 and 100 volts 
A.C. litted rectifier, 55/= each. All fully guaranteed and condition as new. 
LARGE POWER UNITS BY WELL- 
KNOWN MAKERS, input 100 to 200 volts 
1 pit., 50 cyel's output 24 volts 1.1 amps. and 1:30 volt e 000 m x11110.. smoothed all fitted in metal cabinet ,size, 57in. rt 
l u;in. x 121ín., fitted eutrnrt, fuses, relay and ,witches, new cotidii ion, £12 10s. 
vault carriage forward. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all by well- known makers and fully guaranteed, input 200;250 volts, 50 cy. I phase : output 2,001;2,000 colts at 230 minims. with 2 1..1`. tappings, 75/-. 111110, 
475/0/475 colts at 150m/:alp:., wit li:31..'1'. 
I a)ylings, 4v. and Gv., price 42/6. Ditto, all, 1110, 120, 1411, 2011, 220, 2411 volts at 3,000 watts £1210s. Ditto 0 1, colts in 14/00 amps. output, £15. Transformer core., suitable fur winding 2,000 watts, 27;6 : 100 watts. 7'6 earls. 
EX-R.A.F. 10 -VALVE CHASSIS (cold for components only). (insisting of : 2, 1511 ohm Mutt. Contact Relays, 1) British I ype Octal Base Valve Hullers, 30 Tubular 
('ohlslehlsers. 1)1 11111171(0111 10 P.P. to 151 F. 25:30 Resistances I. and 2 watt,.- Ill mounted ell i-lassis.Size 12in.xOin.x2in. 
Components all in good condition. " A real bargain " at 12'6 each, postage 1/0. 
EX -GOVT. ROTARY CONVERTERS, ill - put 12 to 18 volts D.C. at :l_ amps. output 
4511 colts tit) nl/amps. fitted with auto- mat is switching and smoothing, 32/6 emit. 2/0 ea rriage.l- - 

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, guaranteed electrically. 200250- volts 
50 cy. 1 phase, input 5 amp. type, 12:6 : lb amp. type, 15,- each. Carriage 1/-. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, to suit the above 12 volt: reel d ets, with tapped output of d, 12 and 24 volts at G to 3 snip..; 152, Richmond Road, Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.- I. 401-. -,Carriage 2,- . 
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Impressions ®n the Wax 
Review of the Latest 

THE latest addition to H.M.V. Album Series is 
Beethoven's Fourth Pianoforte Concerto in G 
Major, which is second only to the Emperor 

(his fifth, in E Flat) in universal esteem and popularity. 
It was written during 1805-that is, at about the same 
time as the Fifth Symphony-and there could be no 
more eloquent proof of the amazing vigour, power and 
resilence of Beethoven's mind than that, at the time 
when he was beset with worries, he should compose 
two of his greatest works. 

This work, which has been recorded -on four rain. 
records-H.11/.V. DB63o3-6-occupies an important 
position in the history of the concerto as a musical form. 
In his first three pianoforte concertos Beethoven had 
been satisfied to adhere to the rules laid down by Mozart 
as to the design of the solo concerto. But with this work 
we find him opening up new vistas by regarding the 
concerto (which Mozart had developed from the aria) 
in the light of the, symphopy. The Philharmonia Orches- 
tra, under the able baton of Issay Dobrowen, and 
Artur Schnabel (pianoforte), give a very polished 
performance of this delightful recording. 

Beethoven is also featured on H.M.V. DB63oo-2; 
with his Quartet in F Major, Op. x8, No. r, played by 
the Busch Quartet. Adolf Busch and the three fine 
players of his quartet have produced a set of records. 
of quite outstanding beauty.- Many people are un- 
accountably shy of chamber music ; this set should 
persuade them of the very real enjoyment to be had 
from this intimate and lovable music. 

Solomon in his latest recording plays two of Chopin's 
pieces-Mazurka No. 48 in A Minor, Op. 68, No. 2, and 
Waltz in E Minor, No. 14, Op. Posthumous, on H.M.V. 
C35o9. It is undoubtedly in the pieces for solo piano 
that the true Chopin is revealed, magnificent though 
die concertos are from the pianist's point of view. 
Among his gifts was an infallible sense of rhythm ; he 
took traditional Polish dances like the polonaise and 
mazurka and transformed them into beautifully moulded 
pieces. On the reversé side of this record are two 
delightful imitative pieces, of which the titles give the 
clues to their contents. Daquin's Le Coucou," which 
was originally written for the harpsichord, and de 
Severac's " Musical Box." 
Songe of Hugo Wolf 

THE songs of Hugo Wolf stand very high in the list 
of the great Lieber, initiated by the genius of 

Schubert. It is probable that if Wolf had lived longer 
he would have devoted more time to opera and in- 
strumental music ; but he died at the early age of 
forty-three in an institution f9r the insane. He seems 
to have possessed something of Schubert's power to 
assimilate the essence of a poem almost at a glance, 
fitting to it music which is the inevitable complement 
to the text. There are two famous sets of songs 
pre-eminent among the many he wrote ; the " Spanish 
Song Book," and the " Italian Song Book," from the 
latter of which come the two songs " Auch Kleine 
Dinge " and " Und Willst Du Deinen Liebsten Sterber 
Sehen," which Elizabeth Schumann sings on H.M.V. 
DA 186o. Gerald Moore accompanies her in both these 
beautiful examples. 

Grieg's famous song, " I Love Thee " (Ich liebe dich), 
must be one of the greatest love -songs in the world. 
Often heard, it seems to contain that kind of immor- 
tality which defies analysis : certainly its soaring 
phrases are as thrilling as any avowel of love could be, 
and its idealism is unshakable. On the reverse side of 
this recording; which is sung by Webster Booth, is 
Schumann's " Devotion," a piece which portrays a 
more sober but none the less beautiful kind- of attach- 
ment. In both songs this famous tenor finds ample 
opportunity to- display his fine technique, and the 

Gramophone Records 
accompaniments by Gerald Moore are delightful 
examples of his artistry. 

New. Recording of the "-Unfinished Symphony " 
AMONG the highlights of the new releases is a new 

recording of Schubert's " Symphony No. 8 in 
B Minor (Unfinished)," by the Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Malcolm Sargent, on three 
12111. records-Columbia DX1266-8. The first two 
movements of the B Minor symphony are of such an 
astonishing high level that it may well be that Schubert 
simply felt unable to sustain the quality through a 
third and fourth movement. In 1822 he put aside 
the score with its opening allegro and its -andante 
completed, made sketches for a scherzo, and that is all. 
However, the symphony is so well known in its present 
form that the thought of a " Finished Symphony " 
seems almost sacrilegious. Attempts and even com- 
petitions to attach the missing movements have never 
found success t the only man who might have accom- 
plished it died in 1828. This recording is by the 
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Another outstanding set of records is the first recording 
of Mahler's " Symphony No. 4 in G," recorded by Brunt 
Walter conducting the Philharmonic Symphony 
Orchestra of New- York, on six 12in. records-Columbia 
L \ 949-54. This Fourth Symphony was first given, 
under Mahler's own direction, at Munich in r9o2. It 
bears the sub -title " Ode to Heavenly Joy," and is 
sung by Deal Halban. 

- " Giselle" is one Of the oldest and most famous ballets 
in the repertoire of .the dance, though its composer is 
not Often heard of in any other connection. Adolphe 
Charles Adam was born in Paris in 1803, and died there 
in 1856. He, was mainly a composer of operas; and his 
music is tuneful and pleasant, carrying much of the 
bouquet of Rossini's style. The Opera House Orchestra 
give a brilliant performance of Adam's score on Columbia 
,DX 1270-r 

Cecil Armstrong Gibbs studied at one time under 
Vaughan Williams at the Royal College of Music. His 
fertile output includes more than a hundred songs, for 
which he has selected poems of a lyrical nature, setting 
Walter de la Mare frequently. " Dusk," here played by 
the Queen's Hall Light Orchestra, shows the fine taste 
to be found in his work. As a companion piece Sinding's 
ever popular " Rustle of Spring " reveals attractive new 
aspects-Columbia DB2230. 

Variety ' 
4E Mine Music," the Walt Disney film which has 

" 
Ii 
-cm now been generally released, includes a number 

of fascinating tunes and a selection of these is played 
by Peter Yorke and his Concert Orchestra on Columbia 
DB2229. Sinatra fans. will be pleased with his latest 
recording on'ColumbiaaDB2227. He revives an old favourite 
" Begin the Beguine," coupled with one of the latest 
songs " All through the Day," which is from the film 
" Centennial Summer." This last song is also sung by "Hutch" (Leslie A.. Hutchinson), on H.M.V.BDrr4r, 
on the reverse of which he sings ".Do you Love Me." 

Dance fans can take their pick from " As Long as I 
Live " and " It's a Beautiful Day," played by Carroll 
Gibbons and the Savoy Hotel Orpheans, on Columbia 
FB3237 ; " You and I Must Dance " and " Prisoner 
of Love," played- by Victor Silvester- and his Ballroom 
Orchestra, on Columbia FB324o ; " As if 'I Didn't Have 
Enough on my Mind " and " The Wonder of You,". 
by Harry James and his Orchestra, on Parlophone R30/ T; 

The Mission of the Rose " and " Bless You," by Archie 
Lewis with the Gerald() Strings, on Parlophone F2170; 
and finally Ivor Moreton and Dave Kay with their 74th 
Tin Pan Alley -Medley, on Parlophone F2I73. 
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Open to .Discussion 
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 

be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). 

Ultra Midget Receivers and an Appreciation 
SIR, -Having returned from overseas and secured 

my " demob " I am able to ramble through a 
large pile of ". P.W.s " which have. accumulated in my 
absence. In common with so many more readers I 
would like to express my appreciation of the hard work 
put in by the editorial staff and contributors to " P.W." 
to maintain a high standard during the past seven years. 
Particularly am I very pleased with the size of these. 
monthly issues and when newsprint restrictions are 
eased, and eventually lifted, I hope the present size 
will continue even though the number of pages may 
increase or the publication revert to a weekly issue. 
-ARNOLD S. LONG- (Dewsbury, Yorkshire). 

Amateur Contact Wanted 
SIR, -I find your magazine extremely interesting. 

I am far more fond of a good high -quality T.R.F. 
than a superhet, so why not give us a good circuit for 
one. I should like to get into touch with another amateur 
(of about my age) in this district, so that we can exchange 
ideas, etc. 

I should also like to put forward a claim as being a 
young amateur. I started building sets, a one-valver, 
at the age of nine, and am now 14. I have built several 
good short-wave sets, and obtained good, results. - 
T. CULLIMORE (138, London Road, Headington, Oxford). 

An Amateur's Views 
SIR, -I, am rather surprised that anyone should find 

the time to listen to commercial transmissions 
with such enthusiasm as our friend M. Harrison, who 
took up the challenge of my last letter. 

I will now list, for his benefit, some of the reasons 
why. I hate, detest, and loathe commercial transmissions 
of any sort ! 

Commercial transmissions are the sole reason why 
amateur stations are now allowed to use the whole of 
the frequency spectrum. It may rightly be argued 
that commercials have a more important duty to per- 
form than the average ham, though, of course, amateurs 
are sometimes just as important under QRR conditions, 
but when anyone who is really interested in ham -radio 
switches on to 7 megs, and hears a weird jumble of 
heterodyne QRM, and cw morse piling up on top, they 
have only commercial transmissions and unsympathetic 
authorities to blame ! 

May I ask him which is the " better DX," the average 
ham, who uses around 50-100 watts, coming through 
very crowded bands, or the average commercial, coming 
through a pre -arranged clear channel, with a power of 
anything up to 150 kilowatts ! Has he ever heard of a 
ham using more than a kilowatt ? How many com- 
mercials, with their inevitable large financial 'backing, 
run less than a kW. ? 

After giving me that bit of advice saying that I might 
get some good DX without ham listening, he goes on to 
talk about WNRI using 5o kW. This, I presume, is some 
of his DX !-Gi C. 13AGLEY, BSWL2561 (Ironbridge). 

GNF and GYKU 
IR; -Thank you for printing my letter regarding 

GNF and GYKU', I hope that -it. will stimulate a 
little interest in the commercial traffic medium fre- 
quencies. The information should not be without a 
little interest to " Dx hounds;" for long- distance 
contacts are possible and as exciting as S.W. Dx as 
any ex -commercial operator will tell you. 

correction as I don't want any newcomer to these bands 
to be misled' or commercial ops. to think I'd commit 
such " boners." 

Seaforth's call sign is GLV (V for victor), not GLU, 
and Burnham -on -Sea's is GRL not PRL. I suspect that 
these wei-e both the inevitable printer's error !-JoHN 
M. BYRNE (Glasgow). 

. Spanish Broadcasts 
SIR, -May I encroach into your columns and request 

readers for reception reports of broadcasts of 
Spanish transmitters ? As their regular correspondent 
in this country, I have direct contact with " La Sociedad 
Espanola de Radiodifusion, and other radio departments 
and so reports are assured of rapidly reaching their 
destination. 

It may be of interest to your readers that a full list of 
Spanish medium and short-wave transmitters is being 
prepared and will be sent to those who require them. 
A provisional written list will be sent in the meantime 
when replying to reports sent. 

The following details may be of interest : 

Arganda (Madrid) is now on 32.02 meta es (9,369 kc/s). 
The power is 4o kW. and the schedule is as follows : 

19.45 G.M.T., Russian broadcast ; 2o.00 G.M.T., 
English broadcast ; 2o.3o G.M.T., Arabic ; 20.45 G.M.T., 
Spanish for African colonies ; 21.00 G.M.T., French ; 

21.30 G.M.T., Portuguese ; 21.45 G.M.T., German ; 

21.51 G.M.T., Italian ; 22.00, G.M.T., Close down. 23.30 
to oz.00 G.M.T., broadcast directed to Spanish-speaking 
America. Other additional broadcasts are planned. 

F.E.T.22 (Oriedo) is now back on the air after an 
overhaul. It is on 42.6 metres, approximately, at from 
te.00 to 1l.00 G.M.T. ; 21.30 to 13.30 G.N.T. and 19.00 
to 23.00 G.M.T., and comes over quite well. 

Radio Seu, Madrid (station of the University Students' 
Union, S.E.U.), has altered its wavelength to 42 metres, 
approximately. Its schedule is 14.90 to 18.00 G.M.T. 
and 19.00 to' 23.30 G.M.T. 

Other Stations : 

F.E.T.1, Valladolid, GKW, 42.83 metres, 7,006 kc/s ; 

Radio Nacional de Espana en Malaga, 42.8 metres ; 

Radio Mediterraneo de Valereia, 42.63 metres ; F.E.T.15, 
Cordoba, 42.6 metres (now off the air) ; EA J8, San 
Sebastian, 42.4 metres, approximately ; EAJ7, Cuenca 
(Radio Nacional de Espana), 42.25 metres ; EABD, 
Jaen, 42.75 metres, approximately, sometimes calling 
Tetuan, etc., on R./T.; Radio Falange de Alicante, 
37.7 metres, 7,950 kc/s ; Radio Tetuan, 49.45 metres, 
suffers from bad interference. Programmes often in 
Arabic. EAQ, Aruryuez, 30.43 metres, 9,86o kc/s, 
does not broadcast now and is solely on W./T. ; EAY, 
Madrid, 29.77 metres, xo,o5o -kc/s ; EDS, Madrid, 20.01 
metres, 14,985 kc/s, often heard working lone with 
American Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. 

Other transmitters like EAK. (13,740 kc/s) ; EAW 
(13,980 kc/s) EAR, etc., have appeared in PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, SO I will give no further details. It might 
be noted that Spain has adopted Double Summer Time 
(G.M.T. + two hours). 

The Spanish broadcasting authorities are reorganising 
their stations to improve all broadcasting services, 
particularly those directed to foreign countries, and so 
they would welcome reports from the British Isles 
particularly. 

I shall welcome correspondence to my address here and 
replies to queries will be sent immediately. 

Conditions for Dx have been variable recently to say 
the least and the usual Dx has been heard from South 
America, and. elsewhere, but nothing outstanding 
has been heard. -K. DOBESAY (43,. Walnut Ave., 

Also I would be obliged if you would 'print a small Parklands, Chichester, Sussex). - 
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Midget Sets 

SIR,-I note with interest your article in PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, 'July, 5946, issue, on a IC5 short-wave 

receiver and would like to point out that I have been 
using a: one -valve set since 1939 with the type IC5 as 
detector: 

This set has given -`Inc wonderful results. My circuit 
differs a little from Mr. Brownrig's. "I am using a 50,000 
ohms pot. for controlling. reaction. 

This gives a very smooth control, and does not affect 
tuning as much as the reaction -condenser. The complete 
set is very small and compact. It is housed in a 4in. 
cube made of -sheet aluminium.. 

The tuning coil is plugged into the side of the cabinet, 
which makes tile changing of coils rather easy. 

The complete set, with 'phones, coils and 45 volt 
battery goes into a very small case, which makes it very 
light for carrying about. - 

If any readers are interested in -complete data --coils 
cabinet, etc.-I w ll be. only too pleased to supply 
them.-R. W. W1LÇ,f-{Battersea, 

A'' Scratch Filter 
SIR,-The illustration shows the circuit of a scratch 

filter, which is the most effective one I have ever 
made. It cuts at 7,6oò cps. within 500 cps., to neglible 
effect.' - 

The input and output impedances are 15 ohm to 
suit Most good speakers. 

The cóils can be wound by hand, and a fairly accurate 
inductchice 'tester is 'needed' to get these correct. The 
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L2. == I26 mH. C2 = 3 mfd. 
L3 = '540 mH. C3, C4 _ r 4 mfd. 
Lq. 2r6 MIL C5 = r mfd. 

Resistance of coil should be :-Lx 7552, Lz 75Q, L3 r52, 
L4 -7552. 

condensers can easily -be made up and checked on a 
bridge. 

The result is really remarkable and makes record 
listening a pleasure, no hiss and not a mere muffled 
noise, J. W. B. WIMBLE ('rugby). - 

Short-wave Listener 

SIR,-I am a new reader of you- magazine and find it Very useful and interesting. I am a keen short- 
wave listener .(chiefly on re metres and below). Con- 
ditions,on the 28 metre band are not consistent at present, 
but DY can be heard with careful listening. 

The , best stations heard were : ZC4NX (Cyprus), 
VS9AP (Aden), VQ3EDD (Tanganyika), XZzYP and 
XZSDN (Burma), .ZSIT, ZSrAX, ZSzCI, ZS2AL, 
ZSSCF (South Africa), and CE1AH (Chile). Rx is 
r -v- r, home built. 

I have a B.T.S. coil unit (4 range) and wonder if any 
reader could supply the correct connections and range 
covered. There are nine terminals and unit is enclosed 
in a crackle finish steel case.-J. KING (Somerset). 

Anti: British Propaganda 
SIR,-In your commentary in the September issue of 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS you stated that Moscow, 
U.S.A., Eire, and one or two other countries transmit 

anit-British propaganda from their radio stations. In the case of Radio Eireann this accusation is unjust. 
Radio Eireann does not or never did transmit anti- British propaganda, You -also said that -it comes from' 
countries which would have been wiped out but for England and the stand she took against the German 
people. May .I point out that Eire made valuable con- 
tributions.to this stand,- both in man -power and food- 
stuffs. Take the case of Mr. Churchill's speech concern- 
ing- Irish neutrality, Radio Eireann gave a detailed 
account of it, whereas the B.B.C. and .the English 
newspapers gave the British people choice extracts from 
Mr. De Valera's speech (which followed soon 'after) that 
suited their own ends. - This is only one of the many 
occasions illustrating the boycott of Irish news of any importance reaching England.-" AMITA PUBLICo 
(Dublin). 

Civilian and Service Radio Mechanics . 

SIR Having followed the letters' concerning 
".Civilian and Service Radio Mechanics " in the 

previous issues, including the last one in August issue 
which has just reached me, I feel I must agree with the 
gist of Mr. Knight's letter. 

Before being called up, I, too, was in the trade for a 
considerable time, and on entering -the Army was fortunate 
enough to be able tó continue in radio. I have found, 
however, that the situation is exactly as Mr. Knight 
states ; the skill of the Service -trained 'mechanic is far . 

below the standard of the civilian Mechanic, although, 
the Service mechanic may be far more advanced in his 
'theory of the subject. 

I wonder how the Service mechanic would fare in finding 
an open circuit grid coupling condenser in the oscillator 
-circuit of.a Bush receiver B.P. 65, or the cause of inter- 
mittent working -of the latest pre-war Philips, where the 
I.F. coils are intermittent although they show on a` 
mechanical and continuity test as perfect. 

' As Mr. Knight emphasises, the only thing that makes' 
a really good radio mechanic is the intimate contaèt 
and long experience with the various types of radios. 

The Service mechanic has not the opportunity- to 
obtain these two important factors ; most Service 
equipment is so well -constructed that faults similar 
to those mentioned are very rarely encountered, most 
faults being, valve' changes, occasional condenser replace- 
ments, and broken wires due to careless handling. 

On the other hand, the Service mechanic never has to 
deal with push-button tuning, magic -eyes, A.F. amplifier 
equipment, and all those minor problems that arise, 
such as valve replacement and, during the war, line cord 
problems and battery -mains portables. 

Taking the whole system of civilian radio service into 
account the Service radio mechanic, can never attain.the 
standard required in civilian life because his work is só 
confined to such narrow channels and is not so exacting 
as the type of fault that arises on Army radios. 

During my service I have come into contact with many 
Service mechanics and can honestly say I have never 
found one who could converse on such things. as loud- 
speaker matching; A.C.-D.C. circuits, negative feed back 
circuits, and in fact, any of the refinements and oddities 
of the civilian receiver. 

To close, however, I should like to remark on the 
efficiency at which the Service mechanic has maintained 
the- communièations throughout the war, and no one 
can dispute that they have done a grand job' in that 
respect.-B. H. TURNER (M.E.L.F.). 

[This correspondence is closed.-En.] 

A CORRECTION 
IN the October issue, page 462, we described the con= 

struction of a " Two -valve All -dry Portable." In 
the Circuit diagram and List of Component Parts one 
H.F. Choke was specified for the inter -valve coupling. 
This, of course, should have been one L.F. Choke. Any 
standard component with an inductance of" about 2,0, 
henries will be suitable. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ', 
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc. - 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 
invites all keen experimenters to apply for membership. Current issue " R.S.G.B. Bulletin " and details, L- below. 
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE. A 
new 32 page R.S.G.B. publication in the 
series Amateur 'Radio," 9d., Or 1/- post free : below- 
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300 
pages), paper cover, 4/- ; cloth. 6/6. Radio Handbook Supplement (140 pages). paper 
cove:, 2/9 ; cloth, 5/-.-R.S.G.B., 28-30, Little Russell Street, London, W.C,1. 

MORSE &" &W. EQUIPMENT 
` H.A'.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous for over ten years. Improved one -valve 
model now available. Complete kit of 
components, accessories, with full instruc- ions , now 19/3, postage 9d. Easily 
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free. 
catalogue.-A. L. Bacchus, 109. Hartington Road, London, S.W.6. 

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS 
THE NAME TO NOTE for all kinds of radio and electrical metalwork to speci- 
fication, modern rustpr oflng, all shapes and 
sizes undertaken, anf for tropical use. Components and sub -assemblies executed to meet recognised wiring and material 
standards. Consultation, advice without obligation : Write Dept. 03, Sea Rescue 
Equipment. Ltd., Chiltern Works, Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts. 
WRITE to us for your valves and test equipment. 1R5, 1T4. 155 button valves, 14/- 12SA7, 6SA7, AC/THI, 1299 valves, 14/-. PenIlD402Q, AC/2PenDD valves, 15/3. 
MKT4. Pen4VA valves, 5 or T pin, 12/10. Many other types in stock, 6L6, 6N7, 6N6. etc. AVO model 7 test meters. £19/10/0. AVO model 40 test meters. £17110/0. AVO Universal Minor test meter, £8/10/0. AVO valve tester, £161010. Other test gear avail- able.. New and guaranteed. Carriage paid, C.O.D. or cash with order, Radio Sales & 
Services, 29/31, Southampton Row, W.C.1. Bol. 4025. 
SUPERIOR quality components, etc. now available. List free.-W. Leppert'. Ramsey Road, Sh9rpthorne, East Grin- stead,- Sussex. 
H A M M A R L U N D Communications receiver. Crystal Filter: B.F.O., spares. 
8 metres upwards. £25.-Write : Howard, 
53, The Drive, Walthamstow, E.17. 
TELERADIO, will shortly have available several new designs for the coining season. These include Car Radio, midget superhet, and all -wave tuner units, etc. Send stamp now for advance lists to : Mall Order Dept., 

157, Fore Street, Edmonton, N.18. 
CABINETS, Portable and ' Midget,-We have a limited number for the home con- structor in the prefabricated state. Ready for instant and easy assembly. No cutting, sawing planing or chiselling. Made from exquisitely grained mahogany and satin walnut. Stamped and addressed envelope will bring you full particulars and instruc- tions.-Thomson, 160, Marslands Rd., Sale, Cheshire. 
KITS. Kits. Kits, Two waveband. All mains 4 valve. Tube line up 6K7, 6J7, 2578, 
25L6. Polished Aluminium Chassis. Really first -grade components. Station -named dial. Delivered complete to last nut: Full wiring instructions, Price £7/8/- C:W.O, or 
C,O.D.-Isherwoods, Reme House, Flung- ington Road, Preston, Lancs, -Tel.: 3348 Preston, Radio Repairs. Est: 1936. 
EX -ARMY HEADPHONES.-Brand-new, 
15/- per pair, R.A.F. R.1155 Receivers. £15. 
R,1155 and T.1154 Power Packs. Con- structor's Parcels. 25 Condensers and 25 Resistors. All new, £1.-JARVIS, Certi- 
ficated Radio Engineer, 12, Chatsworth Road, 
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester, 21, 
S.T. 800 wanted, -10, Moor Park Road. Northwood, Middlesex. 
FOR SALE. 153 "Practical Wireless," dated from 1944 backwards to 1933. Highest offer receives them.-Thos. A. Thomas, Bangour Hospital, West Lothian, 
LEWCOS Band-pass filter coil, for Easytune 
60 or Ideal Home Super. E. Peacock, West Main St., Darvel. Ayrs. 
KIT Sets from five -valve All -wave Super to two=valve ultra -short-wave, also all Electrical and Radio requirements. Send for List to : Halls Bros., 117, Plumstead Common Road, London, 5,E,18. 

A.C./D.C. 5 -valve Super -heterodyne re- 
ceivers. Excellent reproduction, 8ín. 
speaker. Attractive walnut cabinets. Lacquered metal grill. Modern design Retailing £15/10/6. Usual trade terms: facilities and service. Early delivery. 
Trade' only.-Osborne & Co., Southview Road, Warlingham, Surrey. 
RADIOGRAPHIC, LTD. (B.R.S. 12040). 
of Glasgow, are forging ahead in getting 
supplies of vital interest to all Radio 
Enthusiasts. Keep in constant touch for the latest news of still greater supplies. Trans- mitters. Transceivers, Valves (RX & TX). and all components,-Radiographic. Ltd.. 
66, Osborne Street, Glasgow. C.S. 

OSCILLOSCOPE. Full constructional details and 'drawings, 3/6.-20, Malzeard Road, .Luton. 
TRANS-Receiver Model No. 58 Mk. I ex -Army Portable with 8 spare valves, vibrator and fuses, rod aerial, telescopic aerial, 2 microphones, 2 pairs headphones, Vibrator unit, accumulators, charging leads, battery box, connecting leads, book of operating instructions. Complete and brand new, £15 plus carriage.-J. Bull & Sons (P/W), 246, High St., Harlesden, N.W.10 

VALVES.-HL2, PM2HL, 5/10. 1H5GT, MHL4, 9/2. 1C5GT, 1N5G, VP2, SP2, W21, 721, PM22A, U5O, 11/-. XL, XD, AC/VP1, SP4, 77, 42, 78, 12/10.-Write for full list of valves, condensers, etc. New goods only. -Radio Supplies, 66, Hughes Ave Horwich. Lancs. 
FOR. SALE, One six -valve superhet 12v. Motor Rola car radio, £12. Also one Siemens combined megger- and- voltmeter. £15. -D, Giddens, 4, Shrubhurst Cottages, Holland, Oxted, Surrey. - 

BARGAINS in New Used and Surplus Radio Goods which includes Test Equip- ment - Valves - Speakers - Transformers, Chokes, etc., etc. Complete Lists stamp.- Young's Radio Service, Southwick, Sussex. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, from January, 1941, to present, few missing. Offers.- White, 71, Woodgate, Loughborough, Leics. 

GREENLICK RADIO PUBLICATIONS. Bernards Radio Reference Handbook, No. 45, the final authority on radio, clothbound at 12/6 ; Test Gear Constructor, No. 43, at 1/8 Amplifier Manual, No, 41, at 2/- ; Resistance Calculator, rotary, at 1/- ; Constructors Manual, No. 53, at 3/- ; Simplex Four Diagrams, still the best 4 -valve A.C./D.C. midget, at 4/6. 
COILS. Weymouth All Wave Coil Pack at 38/6 ; Weymouth iron -cored midget I,F's, 
465 k/cs, per matched pair, 19/6; Standard I.F's., 465 k/cs, 15/- ; M. wave midget T.R.F. coils, per pair, 5/- ; M/L wave coils with reaction, boxed with circuit,- 7/8 

' the latest iron -cored- T.R.F. coils, MIL wave, with adjustable iron cores, per pair, 10/6. 
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Brand new, ex -Govt. stock. 6 v, input, output 200 v., at 50 in/a continuous or 150 v, at 80 m/a up to 3 -hours. With 12 v. input, output 480 v. at 40 m/a continuous or 400 v. at 80 m/a up to 3 hours. Size ; length 7,1 in, height 34ín, ; weight 611b. Original price £7/7/0, each 25/-. DRIVES AND DIALS. Epicycle Drive, 3/3 Slow motion drum drive, 3/- , Square Plane, slow motion drive assembly, com- plete with glass, escutcheon, etc., size of dial 41ín. x3ain each 11/6 Coloured all - wave dials, ivories, 4in. X 31in 2/- ; tin. x 53ín., 2/6. 

- 

,CHOKES. "Ultra " midget smoothing. chokes, 360 ohms, 40/50 m/a, 5/- ; Midget ditto, 50/60 m/a, 5/6 ; Standard ditto, 
100 m/a, 8/6 ; heavy duty ditto, 150/200 m/a, 
12/6. 
VOLUME CONTROLS. Long spindle with switch, 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, l meg, 1 meg, 
2 meg, each 5/- ; Wire wound potentio- meters, 50,000 ohms, each 4/8. 
CHASSIS. All with speaker cut-out for 6in. speaker and all component holes, cadmium plated, The Simplex Four chassis, size 11ín. x 41in.-x 2in., at 6/-; the " W5V " chassis, for the Weymouth Coil Pack, etc.. size 111ín. x 51in, x 21ín at 616 ; the " 5V " chassis for -the superhet, size 101in, x Olin. x l;in., at 8/6. 
TRANSFORMERS. " Ultra " midget speaker transformer at 5/- ; midget ditto at 5/-; Heavy duty P.P. output trans., 
6,600 A to A load. Tapped output, 7.5 and 15 ohms, each 21/-. etc., etc., etc. 
Comprehensive lists monthly, tad. stamp, well -worth having. O. GREENLICK, LTD., 
34, Bancroft Road, Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.1. Phone STEpney Green 1334, 

LAMINATED BAKELITE panels, fin thick, 6in. x 4in 1/3 ; 6ín. x 6ín., 1/9 , 8ín. x 6in., 2/3 10ín. x 6in.,.2/9 loin. x 8in., 
3/6 ; 12ín. x tin., -4/-. Ditto, 1/16in. thick. - same -sizes, 10d., 1/2, 1/6, 1/10, 2/4. 2/8 Polished Ebonite panels, 3/16in, thick sizes es above, 1/9, 2/9, 3/6, 4/6, 6/-, 7/ - respectively, B.A. screws, gross useful sizes, 2/6 ; do. nuts, 2/6 gr. ; assorted gross screws and nuts, 218 ; brass washers. 1/6 gr. ; fibre washers, 1/6 gr. ; assorted sol- dering tags, 2/- Sr.: assorted small eyelets - and rivets, 1/3 gr. Cotton -covered copper wire, alb. reels, 18, 20, 22, 24 g., 1/6 ; 25, 
28 g., 1/9 ; 30.32 g., 2/- ; 34 g., 2/3. Enamelled do., same prices including 36 g 2/3 38 g., 40 g., 2/6 ; 43, 44 g. available. Milk -covered do., 2oz. reels, 24, 26, 28 g., 1/6 ; 30. 32, 34, 36 g., 1/9.; 40. 42 g., 2/- ; 22 g. D.S.C., 2/6 alb. ; 44, 45 g., loz. 2/- : 16 g, D.S.C. 11b. 5/-*; 18 g. D.S.C 11h. 7l.. Heavy insulated aerial wire, 50ft. 1/6 ; 75ft. 2/3 ; loom 3/-. Lead-in tubes, 4in., 9d. ; 6in 1/- ; 9in., 1/4 Rubber -covered stranded copper wire, lad 20d. yd. Tinned copper connecting wire, eft. 6d. ; do. rubber -covered, loft: 6d. ; finest quality stranded and single push -back wire, 12yd, 2/3. Resin -cored solder, llb. 3/6; twin bell wire, 12yds, 2/3; New Lucerne " permanent crystal detectors, 2/- : " Lucerne " crystal set coil, with wiring instructions, 3/6 ; glass tube crystal detectors, complete. 2/- ; guaranteed crystal with cats -whisker, 6d. Reconditioned headphones, complete, 4,000 ohms, 12/6. All postage extra. Trade supplied, Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne Gardens, London. E.4. 
ALUMINIUM panels, 181n, x 121m, 4/-: 18fn..x 8in.,.2/6 ; 18in. x 6in., 2/-. 18 gauge, also 18ín. x 12ín 5/6 : 18ín. x Bin 3/6. 14 gauge, 18in, x 8ín., foil, 1/-, add 6d. extra for postage. Finest quality speaker gauze, 12ín., square, 2/6: 18ín., 4/-, post (id. extra, Fenwick's Radio Stores, Gt. Brickkiln St. and Snowhill, Wolverhampton. Phone 24607, 

MIDLAND CI)IL PRODUCTS VALVE SCREENS,-Three-piece Octal valve screens. Band new manufacturer's surplus. Complete, 10d. Postage extra. No O.O.D, yet. 
SOON ! !-A comprehensive .range of the latest high -quality test gear, amateur equipment, individual designs to your specification. Watch for our display advertisements in the near future.-Midland Radio Coil Products, 13a, Silver Street, Wellingborough. 
ONE NEW Crystal Pick-up, 30/-. Two new Crystal Microphone Heads, £3 each. One Output Transformer, 4,000f) and 300S2 tappings, 10/-. Ex -Government meters : one m,e. 0-150. mlA., 251-; one Thermo- couple, 0-,5 amp R.F. 25/- ; one Thermo- couple, 0-,15 amp.; R.F 25/-. One Morse Key, ''15/-. One 0-30 m/A meter, 15/ -.- Morgan, 99, Hartington Road, S.W.8. 
AMPLIFIERS.-New De Witt 1946, ampli- fiers. 20 and 30 watt models with the new HiFidelity tone control circuit. Prices from £711916 to 10 guts. complete, ready for use. Six different models to choose from. Superb performance. Amazing value. Send . S.A.E. for illustrated catalogue and price list. Trade terms available. Obtainable ' from : British Radio Co., 410. Dudley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Willingly demon- strated to callers. Hundreds of satisfied users have sent highest testimonials, 
GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE GEE 15, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, W.C.2 Special offer of the following items of Limited Stock which cannot be repeated at the price : 
Ex. -Government Mic. TRANSFORMERS, 
3/-. 
CYLDON 140 pf twin trimmers, . lain. round, 11-. 
2-4 MM. P.V.C. Sleeving, various colours. 21--doz, yard lengths. 
MIDGET V/C. i me8., also various other sizes, 3/.. 24 useful sizes of resistances up to 1 watt, 10/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 300-300 200 m.A., 2-4 v. windings. 200-250 v. Primary. with fixing feet, 24/6. Very small .01 and 
.1 condenser 250 v, working, length in, .by Dn.) 61- doz. 
4 -VALVE T.R.F. Kit. A,C,/D.C. Complete with valves and diagram, less cabinet, £6 10e. Steel Chassis, 111ín, x 8ín. x drilled for 6 valves and Mains Transformer, 5/9. 
Most valves in stock, including television. at B.O.T. prices. Send 2íd. stamp for Enquiries and latest price list. Orders under £1, plus li- postage. Over £5 registered.' 
GEE ELECTRIC, 15, LITTLE NEWPORT. STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. GER. 6794 
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THE LAST WORD in Radio Kits ! Really detailed Instructional Manuscript how to build best type,of A.C./D.C. 4 -valve receiver, 
2/6. Absolutely complete Kit, incl. valves 
and super cabinet, £8. Advice free. All standard radio components supplied by return C.O.D. Our aim is a new, higher standard of Service. -Northern Radio Services, 66; Parkhill Road, London, N.W.3, Tel. : Gulliver 1453. 

FREp'S RADIO CABIN In addition to the items advertised in Sept. and Oct. issues, the following Bargains also available :-Single gang .0005, 4/6 each ; 4 gang, .0005, 8/6 each ; one M.S.D. 
Condenser, 600 volt, 1/3. 2 M.S.D. 1,000 volt. Bulgin L.F. Transformers 4-1, 45/6. Midget one 'neg. v.c., 2/3 each. 2in. Brown and Black knobs, } spindle, 1/- each. Pax. tags strips, 34 tags. 1/6 each. Pax. boards, 
91 x 3, 9d,. -each. Pax panels with 13 mixed resistance and condenser, 3/8- each. Plain copper wire, 18 s.w.g., 6d. and 1/- a coil. LF. Coil screens, 4fn. x.lÿin 6d. each. h'RED'S RADIO CABIN, 75, Newington Butts, Elephant and Castle, S.E.I1. 
(One minute from tube.) Rodney 2180 
A.C./D.C. 4v. T.R.F. Constructors Parcel 
25/19/6. Containing Valves 6K7G; 6J7G, 
25A6G, 12/10 each ; 25Z6G, 11/-, Knobs. 
2 at Id. each. Midget Chol is: 5/6. MW Coils, 
5/9 pair. 'Chassis, drilled, '4 v,, 9_ín, x lin., 
4/8. Dial, 41fn. x Olin., ./6. Condensers. 
.0005, 2 gang, 111-, Trimmers, 2 at 10)d. each. 
Tubular, 8 at 9d. etch, Electrolytic, 16 x 8, 
6/6 ; 25mfd, 25 v., 1./9. Resistors, 5 at 6d. each. V/control with SW, 5/-. Loudspeaker, Sin 22/6. 0/trans. Midget pentode, 5/6. Mains Dropper, 3A, 416. V/holders, 4 at 

each. Single,20-0 
250 
items0 

m, ave 4 
prices. 

. Mains ,Trans., 
4 v. 4A, 1916- 350-0-350, 2316: 6 v: 5 v. same 
prices, Plastic Sleeving, doz. yds., 1/6. 
Headphones, 401?, 11/6 pair. Post free 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Lists and T.R.F. Circuit, 
3d. McAlpine Baker, 54, Wellington Rd. 
Sth., Hounslow, Middx. 
TRANSFORMERS, Chokes, etc., rewbund. 
Quick service. -Ellis, 135, High Street, 
Bromley, Kent. 
MALLORY Vibrators. 6-v. 4 -pin U.X. 
New and Guaranteed, 8.'6 each. -H. English. 
The Maltings, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Essex. 
WANTED coil unit for S.T. Centurion. - 
1, Glenartney Street, Callender, Perth's. 
SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS 

BARGAINS. 
LATEST. RADIO PUBLICATIONS : 
Radio Valve Manual. Equivalent and alter- native American 'and British types, with 
all data, 3/8. Radio Circuits. Fully illus- trated receivers, power -packs, etc., 2/-. 
Amplifiers. Fully' %descriptive circuits, 2/ 
Radio Coil and Transformer Manual, 2/, 
Short Wave Handbook, 2/-. Manual of Direct 
Disc Recording, 2/-. Test Gear Construction 
Man uaI, 1/6. Radio Pocket Book. Formulas, 
tables, colour code, etc., 1/-, Ten Haws 
for Radio Constructors, 1/-. Radio Reference 
Handbook. Cloth bound, comprehensive 
and up-to-date, covering all branches of 
radio, 12/6. American Service Manuals. 
Sparton -Emerson, Crosley-Belmont (Part 1 
and 2), Stewart -Werber -Fada, Emerson, 
12/6 per volume. Radio Resistor Chart. Colour codes at a flick. 1/- each. Bulgin 

Radio S!!rvtce Manual, 2/6. Radio Constructers' 
Manual, 3/-. Postage extra. 
YAXLEY Type 10 -way 'Rotary -Switches. 
5/-, Tubular Condensers, 0.1+0.1+0.1 (cans) - 
2/6. Resistances, brand new, wire -ended 
}, 3 and Twatt,assorted values, 30/- per 100 
} watt only, assorted values, 20/- 'per 100 
1 watt. 22/6 per 100. 
ACE ` P.O." Microphones complete with 
transformer. usable with any receiver, 716. Permanent Crystal Detector, 2/6. Insulated 
Push Back Wire, 25 yards, 5/-. Insulated 
Sleeving, assorted 'sizes and colours, 3/6 
per dozen yard lengths ; Single Screened 
Wire, 7/6 per dozen yards ; Twin Screened, 
15/- per dozen yards. Aluminium Panels, 
undrilled 16 gauge, 18 inches x 7 inches. 3/6 ; 
18 inches x 9 inches, 4/8. - Ceramic and 
Paxoline Postage Stamp Trimmers, 30pí., single, 1/3 each ; double bank, 2f-. Cutler 
Harmer Power Rheostat's, 30 ohms, 4/8. Power Rheostats, 10 oh:is. 4/6. 
LUFBRA_ Adjustable Hole Cutter for use 
on metal, wood and plastics, etc., 5/- each, 
including postage. 
A Large Assortmen` of ex-G.wernment 

Material in Stock. 
R.A.F. 1155 Receivers available from Stock. 
These have been pre -tested and guaranteed. 
Complete with plug. £15 15e. (Carriage 
and Packing, 7/6 extra.) Spare 1155 Plugs,_. 
8/6. 
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO 

48, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C. 
Gerrard 6653. 

A FREE 1100K 
for all interested in 

MORSE CODE 
TRAINING. 

There are Candler Morse Code Courses for Beginners and 
Operators. 

Send for this Free 
`.` BOOK OF FACTS " 
It gives full details con- 

cerning all Courses. 
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.) 

121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL UNITS, contain a wealth of high-grade items, includes " T " MK1 buzzer, morse key, key switches, press -buttons, conds jacks, etc. in useful steel case, weight 101b., cost £12.. 
25/-, post 1/-. R.A.F. LANDING LIGHTS, fitted motor, reflector lamp, switchgear, etc.. 30/-, carton and postage, 21-. Both items (brand new) sent for 55/- carriage paid. 
New Sept: lists, 2d. with s.a.e. Trade supplied. 18, Harborne Park Road, Birmingham, 17. 

SCOTLAND'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 
Anything radio we have it. 

EDDYSTONE-AGENTS-RAYMART 
Send fer Parts and Kits List. 

BUCCLEUCH RADIO 
MANUFACTURERS 

Melville Terrace, . Edinburgh. 
Phone Edinburgh 42803. Grams. Therm. Edin. 

POST-WAR TELEVISION 
The advance in Radio Technique will offer unlimited opportunities of high pay and secure posts for those Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become technically qualified. 
How you can do this quickly and easily in your spare time is fully explained in our unique handbook. 
Pull details are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Bri t.I.R.E. City at Guilds Exams. and particulars of up-to-date courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing, Short Waves, Television, Mathematics, etc., etc.' 
We guarantee " NO PASS-NO FEE." 
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities and post-war competition by sending for this very informative 112 -page guide 
NOW -FREE and without obligation. BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

(Bent. 242). 
17, Mira (ford Place, London, R'.1. 

Ideal for 
High and Low 
Voltage Test- 

a n`' ing; 1/30, 100/850 A.C: 
and D.C. 

Alto wanes made on old model_ - 

Sena fee interesting leaflet (A24) on Elezt,eil and Radio Testing. from all Dealers or dira.t. 

ELLn, i:L r.ve sa':[f: /diYà:al 
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. cones, 
coils fitted, field rewound or altered ; 

speaker transformers, clock coils rewound, 
guaranteed satisfaction, prompt service.- 
L.S. Repair Service, 49. Trinity Rd., Upper 
Tooting, S.W.17. 'Phone ; BALham 2359. 

CIIARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD' Lines of interest and Special Offers ! 8 mfd. 500v, wkg, B.I. blocks,, 3/- ea. ; metal cased, ditto, 3/- ea, ; 25 mfd, 25v. wkg.. 1/9 
; 50 mfd. 12v. wkg., 1/9 ea. ; 75 mfd. 12v. wkg 1/6 ea. Mains Transformers Woden, 

100 mA. 6v 27/6 ea. Porthminster, 80 mil. 4v. or 6v. fullyashrouded. 2746 ea. Mains Droppers, .3 amp. 2 sliders and fixing feet, 
4/9 ea. ; .2 amp. ditto, 4/6 ea. Wavechange Switches, 2 pole 2 -way, 2/9 ea. ; 4 pole 
2 -way, 2/9 ea. ' 4 pole 3 -way, 3/- ea. Two - gang Condensers with feet, less trimmers, 
12/- ea. : ditto without feet, 11/- ea., good stocks available. Amphenol Valveholders Int. Oct., Mazda Oct., Brit., 5 -pin, 7/6 doz. Coils T.R.F. medium and long wave with reaction, iron cored, 465 kc/s., 12/6 per pair. Metal cased 0.1 tubulars, first class quality 350v. wkg., 516 doz. ; 0.5 350v. wkg, 6/- doz. ; 
0.01 1,000v, wkg., 4/6 doz. (Note -Please order in dozens): Midget Chassis, 91ín. x 
41in, drilled for 5 v/ls, etc., 2/6 ea. Two colour M & L Dials, 1/3 ea, SPECIAL OFFERS. -Parcel of resistances 
1 gross asst'd from 0.001 to 0.5, 45/-. Parcel containing new and used components ; I.F. transformers, speaker trans.. multi -way tag bars with new resistances and condensers, also 38 new tubular condensers, £1, worth 
double. Small moving coil mikes, un- 
damaged, in metal case with grille, 5/- eal, damaged, 1/6 ea. 
Large stocks of speakers, pick-ups, amplifiers, etc. Many bargains for callers. Send for List P." Trade supplied. Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. £1, -Charles Britain (Radio), Ltd., Radio House, 
2. Wilson Street, London, E.C.2. 'Phone: EIS 2966. 
WANTED 12B8 tube. Offers. -Sub -Lt - 
Stokes, H.M.S. " Theseus," c/o G.P,O' London. 
NEW valves and components at pre-war prices. State requirements, 3d. for lists 
49, -Booths Farm Road, Birmingham, 22 
EXCEPTIONALLY High Fidelity Ampll- fiers incorporating the new Cathode Follower output circuit and flexible bass and treble tone control, now available for Home Constructors. To Music Lovers these Amplifiers set a new high standard 
of reproduction, 7 watt and 3 watt ampli- 
fiers and Radio. Tuner Unit. Full drawings 

to Point wiring diagrams, 2/6 each ; 5/- the set of three. Separate com- 
ponents or complete kits of parts for all units available, including ready drilled chassis. Send stamp for details and price lists. All types of components available 
C.O.D. Send your requirements (post only) to : CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, 14, Lapstone 
Gardens, Kenton, Middlesex. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
" ENGINEERING OPPORT'UNITIES."- FREE 112 -page guide to training for 
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., and all branches 
of Engineering and Building. Full of advice 
for expert or novice. Write for free copy and 
make your peacetime future secure. B.I.E.T, 
(Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford Place, London, 
W.I. 

TUITION 
PRACTICAL Training in Radio Physics. 
A three months Laboratory Course is now 
available at._ The British National Radio 
School, a ong established and highly 
successful institution specialising in con- 
verting " Operators " and Mechanics " into Radio Engineers, Correspondence courses in Radar, Radio and Television. 
Ask for ,details of our unique " Four Year Plan " leading to Brit. I.R.E. and I.E.E: 
examinations with five City and Guilds 
certificates as interim rewards. Studies 
Director, B.N.R,S., 66, Addiscombe Road, 
Croydon, Surrey. 
RADAR, WIRELESS. TELEVISION, etc. 
Be prepared for tremendous peace -time 

-developments. Students of both sexes trained for appointments in all branches of radio. Boarders accepted. Low fees, 2d. stamp for prospectus. Wireless College, 
Colwyn Bay. 
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of Practical Radio Engineers have available 
Home Study Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition in radio and television 
engineering ' the text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and 
progressive exams. ; tuitionary fees at 
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus 
of Instructional Text may obtained, poi t 
free, from the Secretary, 20, Fairfield 
Road, Crouch End, N.8. 



CRYSTAL SETS 
Blueprints, ed, each. 
1927 Crystal Receiver .. 
The ".l twice " Crystal Set .. 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery 
One -Valve : Blueprints, is. each. 
All -Wace Unpin (l'entoile) .. 
Beginners' One -valser .. 
The " Pyramid " One -valuer (IIF 

l'en) 
Two -valve : Blueprint, is. 
'Plue Signet Two 
Three -ulve : Blueprnts, as. each. 
Selectnne Battery '((Iene (D, 2LF 

Sumtr,it Three (HF Pen, Ti, Pen) 
All Pentode Three (11F Pei), P 

(Pen), Pen) 
Hall -Malt Cadet (D,1.F,Pen (RC)) 
F. ,T. Camu is Silver Souvenir (HF 

Pen, D (l'en), Pen) (All -Wave 
Three) 

Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF 
(Trans)) . 

1936 Sountoue Three -Four (HF 
l'en, HF l'en, W'estector, Pen) 

Battery All -Wave Tin ne (D, 2 LP 
(RC)) 

The Monitor (HIP Pen, D, Pen) .. 
The Tutor Three (HF l'en, D, Pen) 
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)- 
The "Colt" All -Nave Three (D, 

2 LP (RC k Trans)) 
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D, 

2 LP (RC 3 Trane)) 
P. J. Camm'e Oracle All -Wave 

Three (HP, Det. Pen) , 

1938 " Triband " All -Wave Three 
(BP, l'en, D. Pen) 

P. J. Camp's "Sprite" Three 
(HF Pen, D. Tel) 

The "Hurricane" All -Wave Three 
(SOD, (Pen), Pen) 

F. J. Canon's "Push -Dutton" 
Three (1IF Pen, D (Pen), Tet). , 

Four -valve 
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF, 

Nucleoli, Claea B Four (SG, D 

Puny Pour Saper (SG, SG, -D, Pen) 
Battery hall -Mark 4 (III', Peh, 

D, Push -F1111) 
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (11F l'en D 

(J'en), LF, Cl. It) 
The "Admiral" F'nur am Pen, 

HP Pen, 1), Pen (RO).. 
F. J. Candis " Limit " All -Wave 

Pour (1íF Pen, D, LP, l') - - 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each. 
A.C. Twin (D (l'en), Pen) 
Seleetone A.C. Radiogram Two 

Three -valve : Blueptihts, Is. each- 
Di,uble-Diode-Triode Three 01F 

Pen, DDT, Pen) .. .. 
D.O. Aee (SG, D. l'en) .. .. 
A.C. Three (SG. D, Pen) .. .. 
A.C. Leader (HI' l'en, D. Pow) 
D.C. lie.ier (A1' Pen, Il Pen).. 
Chique (HF Pen, D. l'en). Pen) -. 
F. J. Camp's A.C. All -Wave Sliver 

Souvenir Three (111' Per, D. 1:) 
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (b72 

I,F (7íC)) 
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HP 

Pen, Westeetor. T'en) 
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (liF 

l'en, D. Pen) 
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 
.9-11. Fury Pour (s(4, Cil, l), l'en) 
A.C. Fury lour Super (SG, Sri,. 

D, Pen) 
A.C. Ball -Mark (HF Pen, D, 

Push -Pull) 
Cnlicisa I Hall -Mark MT Pen, D, 

Push -Pull) .. .. .. 

SUPERSETS 
Battery Bets t Blueprints, is, each, ei Snperbet (three -valve) 
j'..1. Canüni ä 2-v9)ve Superhet.. , 

Mains Sets : Blueprints, B. each, A.,'. C.5 So perhet CI' twee- vn Ive) .. 
D.C. 13 Super bet (Three -valve, - 

Practical Wireless 
EL.LJ'EP°RI1MdT SERVICE 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS A'o-.oJ Canuu's A. Superllet 4 .. - Blueprint F. J. Caunn'e Cuiversal £-4 Siper- 

- .PW71. - P\V94 

Operated. . 

- P\V3IA - PW'S5 

- PW93 

- PW76' 

p1V10 
l'\V37' 

P\V39 
I'\V 48 

PW49 

Pwel 
FAVOR. 

PW.>5 
l't\'Ot 
PW62 
PW64' 

PW72 

PW'8'2' 

PW 78 
PW84 

PW87' 

PW89 

PW92' 

PW17' 

PW-34B' 
PW34C 

PW40' 

PW-83' 

PW90' 

PW67' 

PW78' 

Miss 

PW23 
PW23 
PAV29 

P\V:i5C 
P135B 
I'\V36A' 

PW'S0' 

PW34 

P1\' 58' 

PW70 

PW20' 

PW'34D 

P145' 
PW47' 

PW'40 
I'W:i2 

P\['43 
PW'42 

"VIS. 
PW'fi0 

"(ldalitone"UniverealFour ., - 19'73 

SHORT-WAVE SETS, Battery Operated 
One -valve : Blueprint, Is. 
Simple S.W. One -valuer 
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 
Midget Short-ii-ase Two (D, Pen) 
The " Fleet " Short-wave . Two 

(D (HF Per.), Pen) 
Three -valve.: tlueprints,, is, each. 
Expert neuter's Short-wave Three 
u (SG, D, lbw) 
The Prefect :) (D, 2 LF (RC and 

Trans)) 
The Band -spread S.W. Three 

(HF l'en, D (Pen), l'en) ., - PW68' 
PORTABLES 

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 
F. J. Catania ELF luree-valvo 

Porterie (HP Pen. D, l'en) 
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable 

(SG. D, l'en) .. 
Font -valve : Blueprint. is. "Imp" Portable 4 (D, LP, LF 

TWEE(' 

PFV38A 

PW-91' 

PtV30A' 

P11'63 

PW-Ii,-j 

PW-77' . 

PW86 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Blueprint, is, 
S,\4. Converter -Adapter (1 valve) - PTV -4810 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS 
MAGAZINE 

CRYSTAL SETS 
Blueprints, ed. each, 
Four -station Crystal Set .. ., - AW427 Lucerne' Inning Coil for A.W.427', ed. 
1934 Crystal Set .. .- ., - AW444 
150 -mile Crystal Set -, .. - AW'450 

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated. 
One -valve : Blueprint, ls- 
B-B.C. Special One, alver 
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is, each. 
Melody Ranger Two (D. litote) 
Pull -volume Two (SG der. 
A modern Two -valser 
Three -valve s Blueprints, la, each, 
£5 5s. S,G. 3 (SG. 1), Tronc) 
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D. Trans) - 
£5 5s. Three De Imae Version 

(8G D, Trans) 
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pent. 
Sin:pie-Tune three (SG, D, l'en).. 
Economy Pentode Three (SG, D, 

Pen) 
" W.M." (1934 Standard Three 

(.SG, D, Pen) 
£33s. Three (0(4. It, Trans) 
1933 £6 es. Battery Three (SO, 

PTI' Three (Pen. D. Peul .. 
Certain y Three (SG, D. Pen) -. 
Mfnituho Three (SG, b. Trans) . 

All -wave Winning Three (SG, D. 
l'en) - 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 1s, 6d, each. 
65s. Pour (SG, D, RC, Trans) - 
Self-contained Four (019, D, LP, - 
Lucerne .Straight Four (SO, D, 

LF, Trans) - 
£9 51. Battery Four (HP, D,121,19. - 
The H.Tc. Four (SG, SO. D. Pen)., - 
The Auto Straight Four (BF, Pen, 

11F, Pen, DDT, Pen) 
Five -valve : Blueprints, is, 6d. each. 
Super -quality Five (2 11P, D, RC, 

Class B Ouodradyne (2 SG, D, LF, 
Class Bl 

New Class B Five (2 S0, D, LF 

AN 1387. 

AW388 
A\t'392 
4551409' 

AW41n_ 
AW4'22' 

AW435 
WM21 
W91327. 

WM337 

11'31.M151 
9591:154 

WM371 
W T1389' 
W'-il139:3 
W91396. 

W2400 

AW'370 

WM331 

\\'M3,i0 
W'M381:11 
15111984 

WM404' 

WM326 

WM344 

WM340 
Mains Operated 

Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each. 
Consoeleetrfe Two (I), Pen) A.C.. - - A94403 
Economy A.C'.Two (15, Leans) AC - 
Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each. 
1100.0 Lover's New All -Electric 

Three (AG, 1), Trans, A.C.) 
Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen, 

- WM286 

£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram 

Pear -valve : Blueprints, Is. ed. each. 
All -Metal Fouir (2 SG. D. l'en) - 
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (TIF, 

Pen, D, IF, P).. .. ,. - 

WM374 

W'M401 

W3f,"i29 

WM3S6 

SPEC!AL NOTICE 
THESE blueprints are drawn full size- , The issues containing descriptions of these sets are now out of print, but an asterisk beside the blueprint number denotes hat con- 
structional details are available,, free with the blueprint. 

Theindex-letters which precede the Blueprint Number indicate the -per- iodicalinwhich the description appears: The P.W. refers to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, A.W. to Ainateur Wireless, W,M. to lvirelessMagae(ne, 

Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost of the Blueprint (stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint Dept., George Nelunes, Ltd., 'Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C,2, 

SUPERHETS 
Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. 8d. 

city Poor .. 
The Request All -Waver .. .. 
Main Sets : Blueprints, Is, each. 
Heptode Super Three A.C. .. 

PORTABLES 
Four -valve : Blueprints, la. Od. each. 
Holiday Portable (SG, D, I.F, 

Class B) - 
Family Portable (11F, D, RC, 

reeh, 
w11329* 
NV 21407 

WM359 

A\\393. 

AW447 
Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.) - \VM3G7' 

SHORT-WAVE SETS, Battery Operated 
One -valve :. Blheprinta, ls, each. 
S.W. One-ruh:er for America -, - A95429 Rama Ohm t -Waver -. A99452 
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 
Ultra -short Battery Two (SO, det 

treu) .. .. ., - 1531409' 
Home-made Coil Tsvo (D, Pen) ., - A\í'440 
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each. 
Experiweuler'e renetre Set (D, 

Trans, Super -regen) -- - AW438 The Carrier Short -waver (SG, 
W91390' 

Four -valve : Blneprihta, is, ed. each. 
A.W. short-wave World -border 

(HP, Pen; D, RC, Trans) 
Standard Four -valser Short -waver 

(SO, D, 1,11, P) .. .. ., 
Superhet : Blueprint, ls, 6d. 
Simplified Short-wave Super ,. 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, ls. each, 
Two -valve 31:rins Short -waver (D, 

AW'436 

W'M:383 

W -T1397' 

AW453 
Three -valve : Blueprints, la, 
Euiigmtor (813, D, Peu) A.C. .. - W51355° 
Four -valve : Blueprints; le. Gd. 
Standard Pour -valve A.C. Short - 

waver (9(4, D, RC, 'trans) ... - WM391 

MISCELLANEOUS 
S.W. One-vali'e Converter (Price 

Enthusiast's Power A mpliler (1.'6) 
Listeners 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier 

Uílh 
Stadi,, 1-ííít (2e.) t'I 4551:392 (I (-) 
Barrie Electrógraui batte- am- 

plifier (lJ-) 
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro- 

grnm (Ir-) 
New Style Short-wave Adapter 

Short-wave 
Short-wave 

(1;-) 
l, B.L.D.-C- Shscare Converter 

Willem Tolte Master (li"). - 

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con- 
verter (1/-). .. ., .. 

AW:329 
W -M387 

íV T1:392 
W M'398' 

11111:199 

W'3I40:; 

1,91385 
AM:436' 

7, M4ú,5 
W`1140'ì 

W5140ß' 

AW3834 I IlI1 S COUPONs 
This coupon is available until November8- 

r 4th, 1946, and must accompany all 
Practical Hints. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, November. 1946' 

] applications respecting Advertising In this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR. G ,ORGE TiT WNES, LTD., Tower Mouse. Southampton Street, Strand. London, W,C,2. Telephone : Tela» a Bar 4363 CONDÏTIONS OP SALE AND St.Pl LV' : This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not,, wlthont the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re -sold, hired Oat or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade eieept at the full retail price of ad.; and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or al:_ued to or as part of any publication or advertisin literary or pictorial matter; whatsoever. 
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.SUBJECT PAGES 

All wave switching 
Amateur Examination 
Amplifiers: - 

AC/DC small 
Battery L2. 
Compact Domestic 
Inverted 
Level Response 
Phase in 
Power filters 
Push Pull 
H.F.Gain. 

B 

400. 
466. 

48, 
445, 
488 

371, 427. 

377, 
449, 

383, 
195, 

499, 

Broadcasting Ebropea-n Stations 63, 

Buzzer set. '74, 329. 

C 

Cathode Ray Tube 432, 
Chargers:- 
Trickle 

' 71 , 
Wind 116, 
Economy D .0 . 169 

Circuits, Wide band coupling 101., 
(see also Old circuits) 

Condenser Vacuum 389, 
Cozjeerter 136, 
Crystals grinding 208 

D 
Dials Marking 

E 

Economy in Battery power 
Editors Notes 

104, 

1, 47, 89, 133, 177, 221, 265, 
309, 353, 397, 441, 485, 

(; 



Outdoor listening 332, 

Output Circuit ;hush Pull 339, 

P 
Photo Electric Cells 320, 

Portable Notes,(see Receivers ) 360, 

Practical Hints 37, 73, 117, 157, 205, 251, 287, 3J 
381, 415, 487, 505, 

Programme Pointers, 35, 80, 118, 163, 200, 252, 299,34E 
390, 424, 478, 519, 

,Pulse Communication, 

R 

134, (2)198, 

Radio Range (1) 235, (2) 276, 

Radio Gram 187, 248, 

Radio:- 
Butlin 9, 

Robot Plane 55, 

Police 243 

Motor Car 52, 

Vibrators 148, 416, 

Radar (1)212, (2) 247, 

Reaction 141, 

Receiver alingment with Osillo 57, 

noises 119, 279, 
Receivers: - 

433, 

Pocket Crystal set '271, 

Loudspeaker one valver 22, 

Valve Detector Set 66, 

2,valve all dry ,463, 
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